Developing Interpretive Plans for
Landscape Museums…
Thinking LARGE

What is a Landscape Museum?

You probably drive by the “exhibits” in a Landscape Museum every day, and don’t know you are driving by an “exhibit” in your local, county or regional landscape museum. Of course it is not formally a “Landscape Museum” yet – but it could be like the photo below of the landscape vista from Shikellamy State Park near Lewisville, PA.

Shikellamy Overlook offers two scenic overlooks that are 360 feet (110 m) above the confluence of the West Branch Susquehanna River and North Branch Susquehanna River. This is a stop on a scenic driving tour we developed for the Susquehanna Greenway – and a future “gallery” in a landscape museum.

So just what is a landscape museum? Here is the analogy:

- Think of your County, Region, Scenic Byway or other large geographical area as “the Museum”. It is a living, vital museum without walls that you may live in, shop at, and it has a history! It is probably full of history, both natural and historical. We just never think of it that way.

- Now think of the interpretive (or potential) interpretive sites located within that “museum” - your County or Region as “the exhibit galleries” in that living museum. These might include: Landscapes such as geological features, glacial features, road cuts along highways where you can see the strata of the bedrock you are driving on, rivers, lakes, historic homes, canals, battlefields, parks, museums (with walls), and other features or facilities that have stories to reveal to the landscape museum visitor within your County or region.

- Ok – now think of the individual exhibits - trails, vistas or viewpoints, etc. located within each of the large galleries as “the individual exhibits” within that gallery.
- Now create a series of themed driving tours to link the thematic galleries together – and you have a Landscape Museum – ready for super heritage tourism development and marketing.

The confederate cemetery in Dalton GA is a “Gallery” with exhibits in their Landscape Museum interpretive plan.

**How do you plan for a landscape museum? Here are my general guidelines:**

1. First we determine the boundaries the Landscape Museum will include. For example, often we work with a County Map if the landscape museum will include one or more counties.

2. Then working with local historians, historical societies, natural history experts, etc. we begin to inventory all of the potential interpretive opportunities that we could include in the landscape museum. The inventory might include, but not limited to:

   * Historic Homes
   * State or National Parks
   * Historic canals
   * Railroad interpretive opportunities
   * Landscapes such as vistas, geological features, unique habitats and ecosystems.
   * Historic communities
   * Important wildlife areas.
   * Native American interpretive sites.
   * Ethnic interpretation
   * Underground Railroad sites.
   * Civil War sites, cemeteries, battlefields, etc.
   * Historic industries

I usually develop an **Interpretive Site Assessment Form** for each potential “gallery”. This planning/inventory form includes:

   * Site Name
3. Developing the interpretive theme, sub-themes and objectives.
This is the most important part of the Landscape Museum Plan, as the rest of the plan will focus on just how to “illustrate the main theme and accomplish the objectives”. Here is an example of objectives for the Civil War Landscape Museum Interpretive Plan:

The objectives of the Civil War Landscape Museum.

- To provide visitors with a total sensory experience, to understand and appreciate the history of individual sites more deeply, and to create a stronger connection in understanding the individuals who were engaged in the Civil War actions here.
- To help bring underutilized but important Civil War sites into a new light, bringing more visitors to their locations, and offering a greater protection for those sites.
- To increase heritage tourism in general in Whitfield County and the City of Dalton, Georgia.
- To provide a tool and strategy to allow for other Civil War and related heritage sites to be added to the Landscape Museum over time.
- To serve as a tool to help generate more financial grants to help in the interpretation of and protection of, important Civil War heritage sites, features and landscapes.
- To serve as an economic tourism engine to help create more heritage related employment opportunities associated with the marketing and interpretation of the total Landscape Museum experience.
4. Based on the inventory of potential heritage sites suitable for the Landscape museum, we review the recommended interpretive media for each “gallery” and begin to put a budget and phasing strategy with it.

5. We develop our interpretive site assessment form matrixes so we have a big picture of just what “galleries” we have in our museum and how to implement them into the total museum.

A sample implementation matrix is on the following page.

We also summarize “tourism readiness” for all the sites as well on the following pages.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index #</th>
<th>Media/Services</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>Cost Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-4</td>
<td>Trail from the Mill Village to Mt. Rachel.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Standard National Park Service type interpretive panels at key civil war</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fortificatin locations.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Development of a formal trail-head sign/panel that would include:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trail map and distances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trail walking time (one way up and down).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Photo of key trail features.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trail walking safety information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Development of cell phone interpretation about the civil war sites.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>See total site media matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Other cell phone interpretation about natural history features could be added</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>See total site media matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-5</td>
<td>General Johnston’s Headquarters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Being a formal stop and view with a self-guiding “Landscape Museum”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>driving tour booklet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- This would also be an excellent site for using cell phone interpretation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-6</td>
<td>Former Depot (now the Depot Restaurant).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Recommend interpretive media would be two 2’ x 3’ exterior interpretive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>panels on the civil war history of the depot.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They could be located near the entrance to the building.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-7</td>
<td>The Old Chester Hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Ranking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
<th>#3</th>
<th>#4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tourism Readiness Summary

What does “tourism readiness” rankings mean?

The ranking numbers:

1 – Fully tourism ready for bus tours and larger numbers of visitors. Has restrooms and related visitor services available. The site has regular posted hours/seasons of operation.

2 – A type 2 ranking means that the site can handle moderate numbers of visitors at one time, such as a van load of 10 visitors, or up to 20-30 visitors at one time. Way finding signage is usually posted and some limited visitor services are available. The site has regular posted hours/seasons of operation.

3 – A type 3 ranking means that the site has very limited hours of operation, as well as limited parking and visitor services. It usually has visits “by appointment only”. It is available for “drive by” interpretation or “walk-by” interpretation in that it may have a historical marker associated with it.

4 – A type 4 ranking means that this site is not recommended for heritage tourism marketing for on-site visits at this time. It may have no formal hours of operation, has limited parking and no visitor services. It may/may not have a historic sign associated with it. Recommendations are made for its future tourism readiness.

This ranking system has a “subjective” basis built in and is open for discussion. The rankings noted in the Assessment Form takes into consideration a variety of elements, and in some cases a site may border between two ranking systems.

Ready to develop your tourist products?

When we are done with all this we are ready to plan, design and produce our tourism products to be made available at tourist information centers, hotels, restaurants, historic sites, and other related tourism outlets. Some of the media for the total Landscape Museum we develop can include:

* Self-guiding driving tours (themed to different topics and “galleries” driving times, etc.)
* Audio driving tours (CD for car systems with map and driving directions map/guide book).
* Cell phone interpretation (keyed to the guide book or at individual interpretive stops on panels or information kiosks).
* General Landscape Museum guide book – souvenir quality with photos, contacts, web sites, etc.
Summary

Our potential landscape museum exhibits are found all round us – our historic sites, natural areas, battlefields, museums, and other wide-ranging “galleries” waiting to have their stories “linked up with related sites” and revealed to us. This is a concept ready for scenic byways, national heritage areas, and future looking tourism experts. Let’s develop all of our heritage stories in our local Landscape Museums and let our visitors know just why we feel our home towns and communities are so special. This is a concept whose time is here. It’s time to think LARGE.
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Introduction

In the winter of 1735, Virginia surveyor James Wood first saw the Shenandoah Valley. Impressed with the Valley’s beauty and promise, he applied for a land grant of twelve hundred acres. The homestead he established came to be called Glen Burnie, which is Gaelic for “valley with stream”.

In 1744, James Wood divided twenty-six half-acre lots of his land to plot a town. He donated four additional lots for public uses; a jail and new courthouse were constructed on these lots in 1751. With these actions, he founded Frederick Town. The town later came to be called Winchester, and was the first English-speaking settlement west of the Blue Ridge Mountains.

From these beginnings, the transformation and evolution of the Glen Burnie estate – home and gardens you see here today moved through time. The Civil War had its effect on the estate, and owners would change hands many times, and the home itself would undergo transformations as well.

Today Glen Burnie is a time capsule celebrating the lives, hopes, dreams, and visitors of its past owners. It gives all visitors a window into the past that they can relate to in their own lives today. The gardens bloom with more than flowers – for each has a unique story to tell.

It is the goal of this interpretive plan to provide some new ideas to fine tune and tweak the exceptional work in public programs and services already provided for the public. The goal is to always have the visitors asking for more – and telling others about their experiences here.
Objectives

_During or upon the completion of their visit, the majority of visitors will:_

- Experience what rural life in the 19th century (pre and post civil war) was like for a upper class Shenandoah Valley farm family.
- Visitors will learn how Glen Burnie got its name.
- Learn about the first Battle of Winchester and its affect on the local farms and on all the soldiers who participated.
- Learn how the first battle of Winchester affected other places and people in the valley (including other Valley farms/farmers).
- Gain a general overview of the history of the Wood-Glass Families.
- Have the opportunity to experience the site through the personal stories of soldiers, neighbors, enslaved, visitors, and family members of the farm.
- Understand how the Glen Burnie story relates to the overall Shenandoah Valley history and culture.
- Understand how Glen Burnie connects to Rose Hill and the other MSV historic sites and exhibits.
- Understand the basic time-line of history for this home and garden.
- Understand the basic time-line of the civil war battle that took place in the area.
- Be motivated to visit Rose Hill to walk the civil war trail to learn more about the battle, soldier's experiences and general history.
- Learn how the civil war affected this family and grounds.
- Learn how the family recovered from the post civil-war economy.
- Be able to compare and contract this upper class family with other Scots-Irish settlers and settlements within the valley.
- Through interpretive programs and experiences have several opportunities to reflect on the “intangible” aspects of life of the settlers, soldiers and other residents of the area pre and post civil war.
- Learn how the farm operated in the early settlement period (what crops were planted and why) and parallel development with the Rose Hill farm family.
- Learn what crops were planted, harvested, and shipped during the early settlement period.
- Learn how farming and life at Glen Burnie has changed from historic to present times.
- Learn how technology advances changed the operation of the Glen Burnie estate.
- Learn what crops were kept and stored for the winter, how food was stored for the winter (smoked meat, etc.).
- Understand how the local settlement period landscape may have looked compared to the landscape and gardens they see today.
- Learn how the original home was built and its general history, furnishings, etc. to the home we can see and visit today.
- Learn when the additions to the home were made (architecture of the time) and how the furnishings of this home would have contrasted with the Rose Hill farm furnishings.
- Be encouraged to walk the history discovery trail to learn more about the historic landscape, plants, animals of the area, and what has changed (or remained unchanged) today.
- Learn about the seasonal rhythm of the farming cycle/seasons. Be encouraged to return to Glen Burnie often as something is always changing here.
- Learn a little about role and importance of the gardens to the families who lived at Glen Burnie.
- Have a chance for an emotional “escape” into a bygone time. Relax, and enjoy the landscape and experiences the site will offer them.
- Be able to learn about the natural and cultural history of the site through a variety of innovative media and guided (live) experiences.
- Learn about any volunteer opportunities the site may offer.
- Learn about other resources (books, web sites, etc.) they can access to learn more about the history of this period and region.
- Learn about any other upcoming programs or special events they might be interested in attending.
- Learn about the Glen Burnie/MSV web site where they can keep posted on interpretive programs, special events and other learning/experience opportunities.
- Be given at least three reasons to come back to the Glen Burnie home and gardens again.

For local residents:

- Gain an increased sense of community pride, and pride of local heritage.
- Learn about potential volunteer opportunities at the Museum and Glen Burnie.
- Understand how the Civil War 1862 Valley Campaign affected the development of this area.
- Peak their interest in historic architecture, farming techniques and lifestyles of an “upscale” family.
- Support the historic home, gardens and Museums contributions to the community.
- Local residents will feel that the heritage complex adds to their personal quality of life.
- Tourists traveling through the area will begin to make this a frequent stop on their way to/from other destinations.
- Tourists will begin to see the Winchester area as a heritage destination.
- Tourists will be able to learn about near-by historic sites and partners related to the MSV stories and experiences.
Interpretive Themes
MSV and Glen Burnie

An interpretive theme is the ONE thing, if nothing else, that a visitor remembers from the interpretive program, service or visit. All interpretive programs, services, and exhibits work to “illustrate” the main interpretive theme.

It is expressed as a complete sentence.
Embodies the main mission or outcome the total site represents.
Sub-themes represent or illustrate the Main interpretive theme.

As you think about this answer the question “if our visitors only remember one main idea, feeling, or experience from their visit with us today, that one thing better be _____________________________________________."

Overall site or facility themes can be more complex.
Individual program or trail themes can be simpler.

Current Interpretive Theme:

Glen Burnie Historic House is the ancestral home of Julian Wood Glass, Jr. from which he created a Colonial Revival residence containing his collection of fine art and furniture.

Suggested Interpretive Theme:

Glen Burnie Historic House and Gardens represent over three centuries of history and reflections of the lives and visions of its owners, leaving us a gift of beauty and tranquility we all can enjoy today.

Other interpretive potential sub-themes:

The Museum of the Shenandoah Valley/Glen Burnie conserves and interprets the best of our regional Shenandoah Valley natural and cultural history landscapes, artifacts and traditions from our past while managing and conserving these resources for this and future generations.

The early settlers in the Shenandoah Valley left us a Legacy of landscapes, architecture, history, art, courage and culture that surrounds us all and continues to inspire us still today.

Glen Burnie is an example of a succession of family’s lives and contributions to the Winchester community history, through many generations, from early settlement through the Civil War and beyond.

Glen Burnie gives us a window into the past of an upper class family’s life, challenges, creativity, and stories from the 1730’s settlement period through the civil war and beyond.
Glen Burnie
Interpretive Sites Inventory

This initial inventory lists site where some form of interpretation would take place or is recommended to take place.

O = Orientation
F = Facilities
H = Historic sites or structures
B = Biological or Natural history
T = Trails

O-1 Garden Entrance
O-2 Signs by Bench by walkway entrance.
O/H-3 Picnic Area

H-1 Family Cemetery

B-1 Formal Vegetable Garden
B-2 Pleached Allee
B-3 Greenhouse

F-1 Pink Pavilion
F-2 Orientation Video Room
F-3 Visitors Center
F-4 Glen Burnie Historic House

Gardens: Treated as a group for interpretive self-guiding or guided tours. See comments on interpretive media options for updating the total gardens tour.

Perennial Garden
Rose Garden
Grand Allee
Hidden Garden
Herb Garden
Vegetable Garden
Knot Garden
Statue Garden
Parterre Garden
Chinese Garden
Water Garden

SGT-1 Heritage Trail
Glen Burnie Site Location Map (less the main trail head location).
Interpretive Site Inventory
Glen Burnie

Site Index: O-1

Site Name: Garden Entrance Area

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description: See photo below.

Interpretive Significance:

This is the main visitor contact area for either learning about the garden/house tours or learning about the self-guiding audio opportunity. The main visitor contact window is on the left front side of this photo, facing away from the main sidewalk/walkway and the parking area.
Site Index #: O-1

Site Name: Garden Entrance Area

Interpretive theme or topics:

The main function of this orientation facility is to provide visitors with information about the various tours and other interpretive opportunities to be experienced here.

Site Objectives:

- Recommend changing the facing side of the building to face the sidewalk/parking area, with a window facing the actual garden entrance. This would give visitors a better sense of arrival, and help the staff in the kiosk keep a better view of arriving visitors.
- Add additional “Welcome to Glen Burnie signs at the entrance area.

Interpretive Objectives:

All visitors will:

- Gain a better sense of arrival.
- Learn more about the tours, tour schedules and costs, and other self-guiding opportunities.
- Be in invited to use the grounds and picnic areas (in a safe and stewardship-like manner).
- Learn more about other Museum events, interpretive sites and opportunities.

Interpretive Media or Services:

- Recommend moving the information kiosk to have a better view of the visitors coming from the sidewalk from the main museum, and visitors arriving in the parking area.
- Add additional “welcome” messages and signage (see attached computer generated photo with additional information added).
A new and larger Welcome to Glen Burnie sign could be added and located in the area of the orange circle. I also suggest moving the “window” area of the kiosk to better face the parking area and sidewalk. I have also added a “tours” sign to the kiosk and a entrance sign with an arrow.

In addition to the above, the Museum should explore the option of having visitors be able to register and pay for the house/gardens tour at this location without having to walk up to and back from the main museum. This is an added inconvenience to some visitors who just want to see the gardens, etc.
Interpretive Site Inventory
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: O-2

Site Name: Walkway Signs by Bench

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description: See photo below.

Interpretive Significance:

Added visitor orientation and way finding.

These signs, posted behind a bench, can be easily hidden by someone sitting on the bench. This mini way finding collect of signs should be moved to better locations away from the bench.
Site Index #: O-2

Site Name: Walkway signs by bench.

Interpretive theme or topics:
Visitor way finding and orientation.

Site Objectives:
Remove the signs from this location and relocate them to some other area where they will be more functional.

Interpretive Objectives: NA

Interpretive Media or Services:
Way finding signage – should be relocated.
Interpretive Site Inventory
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: O/H-3
Site Name: Picnic Area

Site Location: See site location map.
Site Description: This is a formal picnic area for visitors to use – see site photo.

Interpretive Significance:
As a gathering place for visitors, this site can serve several interpretive functions, including interpreting that this site was where the pigs for the estate were kept. Other orientation functions could be used here as well, such as posting program or event schedules.
Story Development
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: O/H-3
Site Name: Picnic Area

__________________________________________________________________________

Interpretive theme or topics:
Topics for interpretation here can include:

- Historical use of this area.
- Interpretation of views looking toward the house.
- Orientation board for upcoming events.

Site Objectives:
Consider locating a new orientation board in the picnic area. Consider adding a interpretive panel on the historic use of this area (keeping the pigs here).

Interpretive Objectives:
The majority of visitors will:

- Learn more about the historic layout of the estate/farm.
- Have the opportunity to learn more about current events, program schedules, and tour hours.

Interpretive Media or Services:
Option of:

- One one-sided kiosk/bulletin board.
- One 2’ x 3’ interpretive panel on the historic use of this specific site.
Interpretive Site Inventory
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: H-1

Site Name: Family Cemetery

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description: See photo below.

Interpretive Significance:

This is probably one of the most important sites within the property as it reinforces that real people lived, worked and died here – the very people we are interpreting. This is an important “relate” element in illustrating the main interpretive theme.
Story Development
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: H-1

Site Name: Family Cemetery

Interpretive theme or topics:
Topics for interpretation could include:

- Who is buried here with a graphic layout of the cemetery with who is buried in which grave.
- Refer to the audio tour stop.
- Refer to the individuals the visitor can learn more about during the house tour, or by visiting the exhibits in the tour staging area at the visitor center.

Site Objectives:

- Develop one interpretive panel (wall mounted) for the cemetery.

Interpretive Objectives:

The majority of visitors will:

- Learn who is buried here (and where).
- Be able to learn more about these people from other interpretive tours and experiences.
- Reflect that they were real people and this place was important to them and their lives.
- Feel that they have left behind a real legacy for all to learn about and enjoy.
- Learn more about early settlement burial practices.

Interpretive Media or Services:

One wall mounted interpretive panel, 2’ x 3’. The panel should have a layout of the cemetery so visitors can find who is buried in which grave.
Site Index #: F-1

Site Name: Pink Pavilion

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description: See photo below.

Interpretive Significance:

Julian Glass and Lee Taylor originally called this the Roman Garden. Its Pink Pavilion is a garden “folly”, small decorative building. Julian Glass designed the courtyard fountain and had it made in Italy. Additional interpretation is available via the self-guiding audio tour.
Site Index #: F-1

Site Name: Pink Pavilion

Interpretive theme or topics:

Interpretive topics can include:

- Why the pavilion was built.
- What a “folly” is and its “English” estate heritage.
- Where the fountain was made.
- How the pavilion was/is used.

Site Objectives:

Maintain under current site management plan.

Interpretive Objectives:

The majority of the visitors will:

- Enjoy looking and exploring this part of the garden experience.
- Learn about the history of the pavilion.
- Learn that there are more wonderful sites and spaces to explore and discover in the total garden area.

Interpretive Media or Services:

This facility is interpreted via the self-guiding audio tour, which does a nice job explaining its history.

Additional interpretation could include a small interpretive panel about the Pink Pavilion for those visitors who discover it, but don’t have the audio guide.

Consider a printed (for sale) gardens guide booklet. Might be preferred by more visitors as it has souvenir value as well?
Interpretive Site Inventory
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: F-2

Site Name: Orientation Video Room

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description: See photos below (entry and view of room with seating).

Interpretive Significance:

The video room provides a video overview of the history of Glen Burnie, and can serve as a classroom or meeting room for groups.
Story Development
Glen Burnie

Site Index #:  F-2

Site Name:  Orientation Video Room

Interpretive theme or topics:

The main function is to provide a group or classroom space for a general orientation, or for visitors to watch a general orientation video on the site prior to attending a house tour.

Site Objectives:

NA

Interpretive Objectives:

For a new or updated video presentation – the majority of visitors will:

- Gain a historical perspective of the Woods/Glass families.
- Understand the historical landscape and agriculture business during colonial times up through the civil war.
- Understand the changes that have been made to the Glen Burnie estate and home.
- Understand the relationship between Glen Burnie and Rose Hill.
- Understand how the Museum acquired the Glen Burnie and Rose Hill properties and its mission to protect and preserve these important interpretive assets.
- Be able to better identify and understand the various sights, rooms, artifacts, etc. that they would encounter either on a guided house tour or self-guided experience.

Interpretive Media or Services:

The main media used here is a video presentation which I watched. I think that, while the video is OK – it comes off more as a “Chamber of Commerce” regional marketing video rather than an interpretive video focusing on Glen Burnie. I would suggest that a new video be developed to focus more strongly on the history of Glen Burnie, and in parallel, Rose Hill. This should be about a 7-10 minute video. A longer video on the history of Glen Burnie and Rose Hill could be developed as will, and made available for sale.
In addition I feel that the room needs to be dressed up a bit – maybe with large format photos of Glen Burnie throughout the year – top quality seasonal photos of the landscape throughout the seasons. Another exhibit panel on the Woods/Glass families could also be developed for the room for use with organized groups for orientation to the site.
Interpretive Site Inventory
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: F-3

Site Name: Visitor Center

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description: See photos below.

Interpretive Significance:

This is the main visitor orientation/interpretation facility for the Glen Burnie historic overview and interpretation of the home. It is the starting point for the guided home tour as well. A critique and discussion of recommended changes for this facility will follow at the end of this form set.

Main entrance to the visitor center (orange circle) and view from the entrance looking into the building (bottom photo).
Story Development
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: F-3

Site Name: Visitor Center

Interpretive theme or topics:

Interpretive topics for this visitor center can include:

- An historical “family tree” of the families that built and lived at Glen Burnie.
- A historical time line of the evolution of the estate and gardens.
- Interpretation of the relationship between Glen Bernie and Rose Hill.
- An introduction to the historic house – evolution of building additions, etc.

Site Objectives:

- Revision of exhibit within the visitor center as discussed on the following pages.

Interpretive Objectives:

The majority of visitors will:

- Be acquainted with the historical “family tree” of the families that built and lived at Glen Burnie.
- Gain an overview of the historical time line of the evolution of the estate and gardens.
- Understand the relationship between Glen Bernie and Rose Hill.
- Gain an introduction to the historic house – evolution of building additions, etc.
- Learn what this building was used for before becoming the visitor center.
Interpretive Media or Services:

The visitor center currently has a wall display of flat work graphic, and a model of the Glen Burnie home.

After reviewing the wall mounted exhibits, it is recommended that the exhibits be updated. A discussion of these suggestions is provided on the following pages.

The exhibition beginning.

This is the view from the entrance into the exhibit room. The panel on the wall is the first visual impression visitors get of the center. A discussion of the exhibit elements in the space to the right will be discussed later.

It is suggested that this first impression panel be replaced with a more visually grapping exhibit panel. This could include large graphics of the families with a large provocative header, such as – Glen Bernie Begins or The Glen Bernie Legacy. Then the exhibit should start – to the immediate right, with a visual family tree. This is to help both self-guiding visitors, and visitors about to embark on the house tour, to have a visual image of the people the interpretation will be introducing and talking about.
The exhibit panels that are fixed to the walls are OK, but basically don’t really give a good historical timeline of the family and events. It is suggested that the exhibit walls be redesigned to:

- Have a date and event time line that follows the top of the wall.
- Have new exhibit panels that compare and contract what was happening over time at BOTH Glen Burnie and Rose Hill. These could compare a more average colonial/civil war era farm family with a more prosperous family.
- Add historic photos and engravings – currently used on some of the panels, but in larger format.
- Add some audio (digital) interpretive panels with role-players reading diary entries, newspaper accounts, etc.
- Last interpretive exhibit would highlight the ownership of GB to the Museum, and market other sites to visit and experience.
The model of the home is an excellent interpretive and teaching aide.

The model of the home needs to have some interpretation with it for visitors when the guide is not around to explain what they are seeing. This can be handled in several ways including:

- Having a digital audio interpretation of the house, one for each viewing side.
- Have a interpretive laminated reference card with photos and interpretive explanations of each of the home segments, and key points to look for if you do the house tour.

Note, the wall area within the **yellow circle** is where the beginning walk-around exhibit time line could begin. This area would have the portrait family tree exhibit to begin the interpretation of the family through time. Note that interpretation on the wall exhibits should reflect to what was happening with the home (expansions, etc.).
Visitor Center waiting area and restrooms.

This waiting area for the visitor center could use some re-arranging. It is suggested that the model ship be removed (not a part of the story here) and the wall space behind the ship have a Glen Bernie picture time line to show some of the changes to the home over time, from civil war through the various renovations to today’s management of the estate.

We could also have some interpretation as to what this building was used for before it became the visitor center.
Interpretive Site Inventory
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Site Index #:  F-4

Site Name:  Glen Burnie House

Site Location:  See site location map.

Site Description:  See photos below.

Interpretive Significance:

This is the main feature of the estate. There are already well presented guided tours of the home and associated gardens, and the home has undergone many restorations. It contains a wealth of artifacts and art.
Story Development
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Site Index #: F-4

Site Name: Glen Burnie House

Interpretive theme or topics:
The interpretation for the home is already well defined, with an excellent book on the historic house and well developed house tours.

Site Objectives:
NA

Interpretive Objectives:
The majority of visitors will:

- Become acquainted with the past owners of Glen Burnie, and the succession of owners through to today.
- Understand how each owner left their imprint on the home and grounds they see today.
- Understand the philosophy of the past owners relating to the development of the estate and gardens.
- Be able to compare and contrast the estate and home during colonial and civil war times with the Rose Hill site.

Interpretive Media or Services:
Interpretive media for the historic house is already available. The house guides give a very well developed home tour, and there are other publications on the home itself.

A recommendation for changing the route of the home tour by guides is provided on the following pages.
Glen Burnie Historic House

Recommended tour route changes

The house tour for the Glen Burnie home is a major interpretive activity for the museum, and an important part of the total historical interpretation for this site as well as for historical evolution of the total site. Having been on several house tours/visits I have several suggestions for re-routing the house tour to provide for an enhanced visitor experience.

The Starting Point

In the past the tour would begin from the back of the house with visitors entering into a rather cramped “china room”. I don’t think that this beginning was good as there is not a real “oh my” experience looking at dishes in a tight room. Rather I suggest that the tour start at the side of the house (yellow circle). The guide can give a short introduction into the home at the patio area within the yellow circle, and then enter the home into the impressive main living room. This does provide more of an “oh my” experience and a more positive part of the tour start.
The main living room would be the official start of the tour.

Then the tour can move through the route in reverse to the usual route going to the library room and dining room past the door to the china room.
The new addition for the house tour is to be able to include the upstairs of the home. I think this will give visitors a better understanding of the lives of the home owners and feel they are getting better value for their tour.

Tour Conclusion

At the end of the tour I suggest we have the visitors exit the front door (yellow circle). This is because it provides another powerful visual “oh my” experience, looking toward the gardens.

At this point the guide can direct the visitor to the different garden experiences, as well as interpreting the “entry” to the home from the street and other features of the estate. If for some reason you cannot exit out the front door, then exit out the “china room” and have the docent walk visitors to the front of the house for the tour conclusion and to direct visitors to other garden areas and other historical buildings that can be seen from here.
Option #2 Current Tour Route

- Use the current tour route. Enter the house from the west door at the Breakfast Room or “Chine Room”.

- Upgrades made to the interior lighting inside the china cabinets & room will add a warm, inviting glow to the room.

- Remove all the display furniture and replace it with top grade or upscale folding or 18th c. reproduction chairs (10 – 12) for visitors to feel as though they are special guests of the “family”.

- At this location, tour guides will give a 4-5 minute introduction to the Wood-Glass families and a brief history of the house. Guides will develop a good rapport with the visitors and determine the facts they are interested in learning about on the tour.

- The tour route will end in the Drawing Room/South Wing and exit through the doors onto the Sunken Garden on the southeast portion of the house.

Option #3 East Elevation Tour Route

- Enter the Center Hall from the front door. Guides will welcome visitors into the house from the doorway or front steps and offer information about the family and house allowing visitors a “peek” into the Dining Room and Breakfast Room (optional).

- Visitors will experience a beautiful view of the west lawn (back of the house) which is as inviting as the east lawn (front of the house), the tour route will continue to the Library and end in the Drawing Room as described in Option #2.

Option #4 West Elevation Tour Route

- Enter the Center Hall from the west (rear) door. Guides will welcome visitors into the house from the front door and offer information about the family and house allowing visitors a “peek” into the Dining Room and Breakfast Room (optional).

- Visitors will experience a beautiful view of the east lawn (front of the house) and the tour route will continue to the Library and end in the Drawing Room as described in Option #2.

2nd Floor House Tour Route

- Tours of the second floor bedrooms & spaces are currently considered, but may not be offered far into the future, however we feel they should be included in this plan. The opportunity for visitors to see the second floor spaces will give a better understanding of how the Wood family lived in the original portion of the colonial house and how the
Glass family adapted the small original living spaces into a grander colonial revival home. The interior design improvements made by Mr. Jullian Wood Glass, Jr. in the Master Bedroom and guest rooms reflect his deep interest in the European style of interior design and his family heritage.

- Entry to the second floor spaces can take place in two locations depending upon the tour route options used. The 20th century bedrooms and spaces can be reached by using the 20th century staircase in the Drawing Room and will end in the Center Hall. The second floor can also be seen by using the 18th century staircase located in the Center Hall. The second floor tour will end in the Drawing Room.

Mr. Glass purchased the wallpaper in the upstairs Master Bedroom on July 9, 1958 from French & Company, Inc., New York. There are 20 strips made into five panels. French & Company contracted with Cosmo de Salvo to travel to Winchester and install the paper in the Glen Burnie Historic House. The invoice for this service is dated December 22, 1959.

The following is information of this wallpaper from, Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique, Published by the Publications Department of the National Gallery of Australia, 2000:

The wallpaper is a panoramic scene named Les Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique and depicts “a compilation of nineteenth-century French and English voyages in the Pacific...Produced in France by Joseph Dufour et Cie [1804-1805] from a design by Jean-Gabriel Charvet...A combination of woodblock, stencils, and handpainting, it was created in 20 strips that could be hung in different combinations to create different widths, thus essentially tailoring it to meet the needs of differently sized rooms. As such it became widely disseminated not only in grand houses but also in more middle class homes where it was perhaps used as an alternative to more costly murals or tapestries. Its appeal to a middle class audience was also of education, self-improvement being seen as a way of taking a step up the social ladder. Dufour claimed that lessons could be learned about history, geography, flora, fauna and the lives of native peoples. In fact the depiction of history and place is one that was moulded to fit in with the theologies of the Age of Enlightenment which saw all men as one with natural similarities between all races, and with natives living in a state of innocence and harmony with nature. The hierarchy of races with its inherent racism was yet to come." (5)
Site Index #: B-1

Site Name: Formal Vegetable Garden

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description: See photos below.

Interpretive Significance:

From the audio guide: The first Wood and Glass families had vegetable gardens to provide food to eat or sell. Julian Glass likely wanted a vegetable garden because every proper country estate has one.

Thus we can also interpret the mind set of the Glass family – wanting to create the European vision of a proper estate here in their new home.
Site Development
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: B-1

Site Name: Formal Vegetable Garden

Interpretive theme or topics:

Interpretive topics can include:

- The “English” philosophy of what a proper estate should have.
- The role of the vegetable garden and did its importance change over time?
- What was planted historically, and over time.
- What would have been sold at market.
- The seasonal changes and plantings of the garden (then and now).

Site Objectives:

NA – follow current management plan.

Interpretive Objectives:

The majority of visitors will:

- Understand the historic setting of the development of the garden as part of the estate.
- Understand the role of the garden in subsistence and providing cash crops.
- Learn what would have been grown here, kept and sold.
- Learn how the garden might have changed over the years in what was planted.
- Learn who kept the garden growing.

Interpretive Media or Services:

Current interpretive media for this and other sites within the estate is in the form of a audio tour. While this audio tour has interesting content and messages, I feel that it is much too long with 200 + stops.
Consider adding several shorter audio tours (you can keep the existing one), with one newer audio tour geared to the seasons interpreting what is being planted, care of the garden, harvesting, etc. A tour just of the garden could be geared with about 10 stops, be based on the main interpretive theme, and take about 30 minutes or less.

Of course, you can also have live interpretive guided tours of just the garden(s) as well, keeping them to under 40 minutes.
Interpretive Site Inventory
Glen Burnie

Site Index #:  B-2

Site Name: Pleached Allee

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description: See photo below.

Interpretive Significance:

This is a distinctive feature of the garden. The word “pleached” means to weave together, and an allee is a long narrow garden bordered by trees. Lee Taylor constructed the brick path, and planted the flowering crab apple trees in March of 1967. More information is available from the text of the self-guiding audio tour for the gardens.

![Photo of Pleached Allee](image-url)
Story Development
Glen Burnie

Site Index #: B-2

Site Name: Pleached Allee

Interpretive theme or topics:

Topics for interpretation can include:

- How the Pleached Allee was developed.
- Why it was designed.

These topics are currently covered in the audio guide.

Site Objectives:

NA

Interpretive Objectives:

The majority of the visitors will:

- Learn what this feature is called, and why.
- Learn when it was developed and why.
- Learn about other parts of this garden experience (statue, etc.).
- Be motivated to discover more surprises in the total estate gardens.

Interpretive Media or Services:

The current interpretive media, the self-guiding audio tour, does a nice job in interpreting this feature.

In general, the garden audio tour is too long. It is suggested that:

- A printed discover guide for the garden be developed and sold. A set of garden guides could be developed, one for the “back” garden, and one for the “front” gardens. This could be used separately or jointly with the audio garden tour.
- It is also suggested that the 200 stop audio tour be supplemented with shorter versions of the tour, of about 30 minutes each. These options will be discussed later in this plan.
Site Index #: B-3

Site Name: Greenhouse

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description: See photo below.

Interpretive Significance:

Besides a starting place for young plants, the greenhouse also protected the Chinese geese that Lee Taylor raised from goslings. The greenhouse is still used today to provide starter plants for the garden.
Site Index #: B-3

Site Name: Greenhouse

Interpretive theme or topics:
Interpretive topics can include:

- When the greenhouse as built.
- How the greenhouse is used today, what is grown in it, etc.
- Past use of the greenhouse for raising the Chinese geese.

Site Objectives:
NA

Interpretive Objectives:
The majority of visitors will:

- Learn when the greenhouse as built.
- Learn how the greenhouse is used today, what is grown in it, etc.
- Learn past use of the greenhouse for raising the Chinese geese.

Interpretive Media or Services:
Interpretation of the greenhouse is currently done via the self-guiding audio tour.

It is recommended that additional media be considered for those visitors not using the audio tour media. This can include:

- A changeable interpretive panel by the greenhouse interpreting what is being grown there now, etc.
- Have the greenhouse as a stop on a printed garden tour booklet.
Interpretive Site Inventory
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Site Index #: GB- SGT -1

Site Name: Past Times Interpretive Trail (draft trail name).

Site Location: See site location map.

Site Description:

The self-guiding trail will be an approximately 40 minute walk linear trail connecting the main museum site parking area with access to the Glen Burnie site. See the following trial stop photos for trail details.

Interpretive Significance:

This will be the only self-guiding trail experience for visitors taking them through the “back door” of GB and helping them experience several hundred years of history as they move through time on the GB property.
Story Development
Glen Burnie

Site Index #:  GB – SGT - 1

Site Name

Interpretive theme or topics:

The main interpretive theme will help illustrate the main interpretive theme:

*Glen Burnie Historic House and Gardens represent over three centuries of history and reflections of the lives and visions of its owners, leaving us a gift of beauty and tranquility we all can enjoy today.*

Site Objectives:

- Finalize the trail route marking/flagging.
- Develop the trail head signs entry and exit locations.
- Construct the log cabin for stop #1

Interpretive Objectives:

During or upon completion of their trail walk, the majority of visitors will:

- Begin to see history in the landscape.
- Understand how parts of the landscape has and has not changed over the past several hundred years.
- Understand the history of the GB landscape in a more visual and personal (experience) way.
- Feel that the walk was enjoyable and a nice experience.
- Be able to have a clearer understanding of history if/when they do the house and garden tour.

Interpretive Media or Services:

- Main trail head kiosk option (3 or 4 sided) - $5,000.00.
- Medial one-sided kiosk - $1500.00
- Panel trail head sign (entrance and/or exit) $3000.00 each.
- Photo ready self-guided booklet - $5000.00

Trail head location. It is recommended that a trail head sign be located here (yellow circle location options. Sample trail head signs or kiosks are provided below.

This would be a more developed trail entry point, with other information about museum programs, the home and garden tours, and related information. A trail map, walking time, etc. would be located on this kiosk as well.
This is a simpler trail head sign, again with a trail route map, introduction to the interpretive theme, walking time and any safety information.

This would be the simplest trail head panel with map, walking time and related interpretive information.
Stop #1  Log Cabin reconstruction (ca 1700’s).

We would begin the story of the settlement of this area with the story of what the area was like for the early settlers – and the ultimate evolution of the early farms (Rose Hill, and larger estates like Glen Bernie).

Other objectives to be determined by the Education Department.

This computer generated mock-up is how a period cabin might look situated on the recommended site (above).
Stop #2 –

A historic look back.

This stop would give visitors an overview of the original property boundary and a glimpse of the historic landscape.

Might be able to do a graphic with the museum air-brushed out to see a more realistic view.

Stop #3

This site rocks – really.

An interpretation of the limestone geology of the area, and its challenges to the early settlement of the area.
Stop #4

**Whispers in the shadows.**

During the Civil War this area was the location of Camp Johnston. Can you imagine the soldiers waiting or recovering from battles, sitting under the shade trees or on the near by rocks. Close you eyes and imagine what they might have been thinking or feeling here.

Stop #5

**Can you hear that ringing sound?** Probably not, since they are tree rings we are talking about. These trees saw it all, and the stories their rings can tell span over a hundred years.

Each ring on this example is one year. The yellow dot shows how big this tree was during the civil war. If the tree was cut in 2007 – can you find the year you were born on the rings?
Stop #6

**A field of edges?** Yes, they are all around you. The edges are where one habitat, like the forest, meet with the field. At one time this field was forest just like the one you walked through. It had to be cleared for planting crops and for grazing cattle or horses.

This field has been maintained since historic times. What do you think it would look like if we left it alone?
Stop #7

The Wet Edge. This is a different habitat than the woodland and fields we have walked through. The wetland you see is a historic wetland, and currently being managed for a “riparian buffer” to help protect it. The panel to the left will tell you more about the planting tubes you see here. During historic times the plants of the wetland were important for early settlers. Cattails alone could provide food (from the roots and pollen from the flower heads). The fluff from the cattails in the fall was collected for fire starter and padding material.
Stop #8

The Secret Garden

Take a look through the window in the stone wall – surprised at what you see? You can visit this garden, and many others as part of the Garden Walk (and tour). You will discover how the early families here developed their gardens and their importance through out time to the present.

Stop #9

The foundations of a family.

This old stone foundation has ties to both the civil war and the Wood family who moved and lived here during the civil war.

Add more historic information via Education Department Objectives.
Stop #10

From log cabins to high society – welcome to Glen Bernie.

This stop will explain the early home design and Mr. Glass’s renovations, ending at the present time.

Stop 11

Trail end/exit.

It would be good to have an interpretive panel here to summarize the trail theme and message, and promote the home and gardens tour, directing visitors to the gardens entry kiosk.
Trail exit panel or kiosk. It is important to have a summary by the exit of the trail experience and an introduction to the home and garden experiences. These are two exit sign ideas, one a larger type of kiosk (top photo) and a smaller interpretive panel (bottom panel). There are provided as ideas for designs, but not “the” designs.
Glen Burnie
Interpretive Media Recommendations

The Gardens Tour

As already mentioned, Glen Burnie already has an audio tour in place “Stories in the Soil”, which I had the opportunity to take and experience.

While this is a well written tour, I think that it is too long for most visitors. What I suggest is the following, keeping the existing tour, but adding some tour options:

- Develop a “Vegetable Garden” and Front Gardens self-guiding booklet, similar to the booklet developed for the Historic Home. The booklet could have one page dedicated to each of the different gardens, and a suggested walking route. The guide booklet could be sold to visitors to recoup some of the costs for its production. It has several advantages over the audio tour, in that many visitors are visual learners more so than audio learners. The guide booklet would allow visitors to “go back” to discussions about gardens that have already visited, and fast forward to other gardens. The guide book would have the added value of being a take-home souvenir.

- Develop a seasonal gardens guide, particularly for the vegetable garden, with discussions of “historic garden plants” compared to contemporary garden plants and vegetables. What was planted in colonial times vs. recent times?

- Consider developing a “cell phone interpretation” for the main gardens. This could be an added value option with the printed gardens guide. Visitors would dial in a cell phone number, with the extension being the garden stop they are in. The interpretation can provide real-time updates on the gardens, what is being done with them, etc.

- Develop an iPod cast for the gardens tour, designed for children and young adults. This is a technology that might motivate them to use it for the tour.

I think that any of these new/additional interpretive options would complement the existing audio tour, add to visitor enjoyment of the gardens, and help accomplish the interpretive objectives of the total Glen Burnie experience.
Implementation and
Operations Matrix
## Implementation and Priorities Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index #</th>
<th>Media/Services</th>
<th>05</th>
<th>06</th>
<th>07</th>
<th>08</th>
<th>09</th>
<th>Cost Estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O-1</td>
<td>Garden Entrance Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add new welcome headers on kiosk.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$400.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Readjust kiosk so activity window faces the sidewalk and street.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-2</td>
<td>Move orientation panels from bench area and relocate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not costs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-3</td>
<td>Picnic Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Add one orientation kiosk as illustrated by options.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00 est.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-1</td>
<td>Family Cemetery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add interpretive panel 2’ x 3’ wall mounted.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-1</td>
<td>Pink Pavilion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suggest one 2’ x 3’ interpretive panel.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F-2</strong></td>
<td>Orientation and video room.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redo the DVD presentation for a new 7-10 minute presentation.</td>
<td>$40,000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add new wall graphics to the room walls.</td>
<td>$5000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F-3</strong></td>
<td>Visitor Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redo the exhibits as suggested in the interpretive plan.</td>
<td>$50,000.00 est.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F-4</strong></td>
<td>Glen Burnie Historic Home</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suggested changes to tour route.</td>
<td>No added costs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Glen Burnie Interpretive Plan

**Implementation and Priorities Matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index #</th>
<th>Media/Services</th>
<th>05</th>
<th>06</th>
<th>07</th>
<th>08</th>
<th>09</th>
<th>Cost Estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-1</td>
<td>Vegetable Garden</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$6000.00/booklet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suggested new vegetable garden booklet (can change seasonally).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photo ready.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-2</td>
<td>Pleached Allee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One 2’ x 3’ Interpretive Panel option.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-3</td>
<td>Greenhouse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$200/panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One changeable 2’ x 3’ panel. (produced in vinyl for seasonal use – production costs at about $200/panel.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGT-</td>
<td>New Heritage Self-guiding Trail.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$12,000.00 est.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 4 sided kiosk option, with 3’ x 4’ panels as shown.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Smaller one sided kiosk with one 3’ x 4’ panel as shown.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Description</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 2’ x 3’ NPS style panel, as shown.</td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One smaller kiosk at trail exit by GB home.</td>
<td>$5000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 2’ x 3’ NPS style panel, as shown.</td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production ready self-guiding booklet for the trail.</td>
<td>$4000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Site New Garden Tour Interpretive Media:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gardens (all) self-guiding booklet, production ready.</td>
<td>$7000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell phone interpretation (can be keyed to guide book)</td>
<td>To be determined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pod Cast interpretation for iPod.</td>
<td>To be determined.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Interpreting to Visitors: Learning Concepts
Creative thinking may simply mean the realization that there’s no particular virtue in doing things the way they have always been done.
– Rudolph Flesch, Educator

Why are we here – remember the visitor?
Before we plunge into the many aspects of interpretive philosophy, theory, and planning, it’s important to ask: why are we here? What is the main objective of interpretive programs and services?

Simply stated, our primary mission as interpretors’ is to communicate with our visitors.

I have found that most interpretors boast high levels of knowledge about certain resources or special fields (such as geology, natural history or cultural history). And many have a fairly good foundation in communication principles. But I have also found that many interpretors know too little about understanding visitors. It seems that many academic courses for interpretors leave out key areas of study, such as visitor psychology. Students of interpretation learn how to present programs and services, but are left in the dark when it comes to how or why visitors learn and remember information.

To remedy this situation, interpretors and students in training should consider broadening their education to include (at a minimum) the following important subjects:

• Adult non-formal education (adults as learners).
• Consumer behavior
• Marketing and advertising courses
The psychology of the audience (theater or psychology department)

It’s not enough to work hard to make our programs interesting and exciting. We must also understand what motivates visitors to participate and how best to apply our communication skills and procedures used in adult education. We must study how to use marketing strategies to grab the visitors’ attention and feed their desire to remember the interpretive message, to carry it home with them. If we fail, the visitor may choose to not participate, or may quickly forget all that was learned.

Understanding the psychology of the visitor in recreational settings is essential to developing successful interpretive plans. Let’s take a little time here at the beginning to look at some of the general concepts I have found to be the most valuable when planning and designing interpretive programs and services.

**Recreational learning**

I use the term *recreational learning* to describe the kind of learning that visitors to parks, forests, historic sites, zoos, and so on are usually most interested in. It is important to recognize that, in many cases, the main reason people are visiting a site is not for a purely interpretive experience. For example, the main activities of interest cited by most zoo visitors are picnicking and being with friends and family. Seeing the animals is often third. Learning about the animals is way down the list.

In a park or forest, the main reason for visitors coming
to the site is for the array of recreational activities available (such as camping, hiking, fishing or boating). Taking part in interpretive programs or activities is not a main reason for the visit. Remember that the visitor is in a “vacation frame of mind” and wants to have fun (to recreate). Thus, any learning activity should also be a recreational activity. Interpretive services must promote the notion that learning is fun and enjoyable. In this light, learning about the environment, animals, history, or any other topic becomes, for the visitor, another recreational opportunity.

A recreational learning experience should also encourage the visitor to self-select those learning opportunities that he or she finds interesting or fun. This places a heavy burden on our abilities to advertise interpretive programs in ways that provoke visitor interest and to relate the interpretive message to their every-day lives, giving visitors a reason to select our program or service over some other recreational activity. (Knowing how to provoke and relate to visitors is important; these skills are explained further in chapter two.)

If you are not sure yet what recreational learning is, the best example is any hobby that you might have. Whether you are a bird watcher, coin collector, or Civil War buff, you probably enjoy reading and learning more about your particular field of interest. The hobby itself is a recreational activity. The time you spend reading books or magazines about your hobby to increase your expertise in it is recreational learning.

As an interpretive planner, you must be aware that this is the frame of mind that most of your visitors are probably
in. They don’t want to become experts in the subject you are presenting, they just want to have fun learning about the site or topic at hand. Remember what Freeman Tilden (1957) said about interpretation: *The chief aim of interpretation is provocation, not instruction.*

Learning and remembering

How can we get visitors to learn and remember information in a recreational learning environment?

OK, so just what is involved in helping visitors to remember the information that we are presenting to them? Here are some learning concepts and principles, along with four activities that will give you a better understanding of how people learn and remember.

These activities were developed by Dr. Bill Lewis for interpreter training courses. I have used them in my training for several years now... and they work.

Learning concepts

There are several important learning concepts for interpreters to understand. These include:

- We all bring our pasts to the present.
- Categories can blind us.
- First impressions are especially important.
- Unless helped, we often fail to find, see, or comprehend.
- To understand the parts, we must first see the whole.
- Discovery makes learning fun.
- Meanings are in people, not words.
Information overload causes distortion and fatigue.
Simplicity and organization clarify messages.
A picture can be worth a thousand words.

Here are four activities I use (you can use them too) to help people understand these and other learning concepts.

Activity 1
This activity has a lot of impact in my training courses. I have participants listen to a classical music CD and ask them to write down on a piece of paper what the music makes them think of. After about three to four minutes of listening to the CD, I go around the room and see what their responses to the music are. Some common responses I have garnered from this exercise include:

- Masterpiece theater
- A Royal Procession
- A Walt Disney Movie
- Butterflies floating in the wind
- An old English movie.
- Going to the symphony
- Hated the music
- Don’t like classical stuff
- ... and the list goes on.

Then we discuss what similarities the group can find in the responses (what similarities do you see?). We also discuss the ability of music to create a mental picture or to provoke
memories in people of past places, or events.

After discussion of this exercise, I next play a CD of The Beatles’ *I Want To Hold Your Hand* for the group, and repeat the exercise. Again, we discuss similarities from the responses. Of course, many of the participants relate to this music differently than they did to the classical music. Many can recall the 1960s, and relate on a personal basis (“I remember …”) to what was going on at the time, such as the Vietnam War, the Ed Sullivan Show, and other events.

After this discussion, I then tell them that the great disparity in their responses has caused a slight problem. The first “classical” music they heard and The Beatles’ music just played are, in fact, the same song. I replay the first recording and point out the now obvious *I Want To Hold Your Hand* rhythm (now accompanied by groans from the participants).

This first CD is from a classical version of Beatles songs called *The Beatles Go Baroque*. So why didn’t they hear The Beatles’ tune the first time around? Most say that it only took a few seconds for them to classify the music as classical, and the images that the music stimulated took only seconds to form in their mind.

The learning concepts illustrated by this exercise include:

- First impressions are especially important.
- Categories can blind us.

You can do this exercise in your own training if you want. There are several different CDs of Beatles music done in classical formats that will work just as well.
Activity 2

In this learning activity I show the group a Powerpoint slide on a screen. The catch is – they can’t look at the slide (I ask them to cover their eyes; no peeking). Then I ask one participant to describe the slide to the group. After the person tries his or her best to describe the slide, I then allow the group to look at the slide to see if their mental picture was close to the one actually on the screen. In the vast majority of cases it isn’t even close. Some thought the image would be closer, some imagined a different perspective, some added stuff to the picture and some left stuff out, and all sorts of other differences emerge.

A realization grows on the group that people tend to inject images from past experiences into their mental photo. For example, if the describer said it was a picture of a lake, most participants conjured up a picture in their mind of a lake with which they were familiar. If the describer said “a tall tree,” the participants visualized the “tallest tree” they had in their mental image reference libraries.

The learning concepts illustrated by this exercise include:

• We all brings our pasts to the present.
• Meanings are in people, not words. We all carry our own mental “image dictionaries” of words. Any given word means different things to different people. My big lake and your big lake will have different mental visual examples (my big lake is not your big lake).
• A picture can be worth a thousand words.

Another concept that the exercise illustrates has a design
function as well. If you use photos in your brochures or exhibits, and have little or no captions for the photos, what is the visitor actually seeing? Do you have “recreation” photos with no visitors or people in them? What message does that send to people looking at the brochure. Remember: A lot of visitors can look at the same photo and see different things.

Always make sure that your photos or graphics do accurately illustrate their intended purpose. If you’re not sure, test them on a group (of friends or colleagues) to see what their perceptions of the photo or graphic are.

Here is one of the photos I use in my training exercise (Fig. 1). How would you describe this? On a piece of paper write down your description of the photo. Look at the end of this chapter to find out what this photo actually depicts.

**Activity 3**
What is it? Take a look at the graphic in Fig. 2. I’m not going to tell you what it is, or even if this is the right way to look at it (it may be upside down!). But it is a graphic of something that you have seen before.

If you can’t figure it out, look at Fig. 4 (the cow). This image (Fig. 2) is a close up of part of the cow: a close up of the cow’s head. Using the complete picture of the cow, see if you can now find the cow’s head in the above graphic.

The learning concepts illustrated by this exercise include:

- To understand the parts, we must first see the whole.
- Unless helped, we often fail to find, see, or comprehend.
Figure 1: Describe this photo - what do you think it shows? You can look at the end of this chapter to see what it is.
Remember that visitors really need to understand the whole (the big picture, the theme) before they can more easily find and understand the parts of the whole. Why do you think this is important for an interpretive planner to know? Also bear in mind that it is the role of the interpreter to help visitors see and comprehend the story being interpreted. Be sure they understand the whole picture before giving lots of details on separate elements of the story.

Activity 4
Take a look at the illustration of the six word boxes (Fig. 3). Can you find the words hidden in each of them? The answer to box 1 is sand box. See if you can figure out the answers to the other ones. The answers are on the last page of this chapter. Notice how you feel when you discover the answer. Did you get a sense of a door opening and seeing what you
didn’t see before? That brief sense of joy of having solved the puzzle, that spark of excitement or accomplishment, of understanding, is the big payoff. This is the reward that each visitor should feel during interpretive programs, whether conducted by an interpretor or self-guided, when the answer or information is revealed to them.

If someone gave you a hint to help solve one of the puzzles, how did that affect your sense of discovery?

The learning concepts illustrated by this exercise include:
- Unless helped, we often fail to find, see, or comprehend.
- Discovery makes learning fun.

Learning concept summary

Go back and review the list of learning concepts. Can you think of any activities to illustrate how categories can blind us or how
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information overload causes distortion and fatigue? You may want to discuss each concept and think of more examples of each as well. How could you use these in past programs? How can you use these in any future program or activity planning?

Learning principles summary

In addition to the learning concepts, here are some learning principles (also from Bill Lewis) that most of the activities help bring out. As an interpretive planner, be aware of these principles as you plan interpretive programs and services:

- People learn better when they’re actively involved in the learning process.
- People learn better when they’re using as many senses as appropriate.
- People prefer to learn that which is of most value to
them at the present.

- That which people discover for themselves generates a special and vital excitement and satisfaction.
- Learning requires activity on the part of the learner.
- Friendly competition stimulates learning.
- Knowing the usefulness of the knowledge being acquired makes learning more effective.
- People learn best from hands-on experiences.
- Questions can be effectively used to help people derive meanings.
- Giving people expectations at the beginning of an activity will focus attention and thus improve learning.
- The ways in which people are responded to affects their learning.

**What do visitors remember?**

Besides these learning concepts and principles, here is some other information about visitor memory retention in general (Lewis 1988).

Visitors remember approximately:

- 10% of what they hear
- 30% of what they read
- 50% of what they see
- 90% of what they do

Now, what are the implications of this information? As an interpreter planning a variety of services and media for your site or facility, how effective do you think an interpretive talk
without visual aids would be? If visitors remember only ten percent of what you said, was your talk a success?

Suppose you’re developing wayside exhibit panels. What should go on the panel? If you rely mostly on text, you will be “mostly” ineffective in having visitors actually remember anything (30%) for the long term. If you add appropriate graphics (remembering what we learned from the learning concepts and principles earlier), you might increase information retention to fifty percent. But look what happens when activities are suggested on the exhibit panel, such as:

- Look for the …
- See if you can find …
- Can you hear (or smell) the …?
- Go ahead and touch the …

By planning and designing-in behaviors to encourage interaction (doing) with each panel, you may be able to increase information retention to 90%!

As a rule of thumb, when I plan or design interpretive exhibit panels for wayside exhibits or self-guiding trail stops, I strive for a design (if it’s appropriate for that location and the story) that:

- Is highly visual (a picture is worth a thousand words).
- Encourages interaction (people remember ninety percent of what they do).
- Keeps text short and interpretive (see chapter four).

These ideas, and other design considerations, are discussed in
greater detail in chapters four and five.

Some interesting and useful ideas about visitor psychology

Perceptions: A Pig Story

There was a man who really loved to drive his sports car as quickly up a winding road as he could. He could hardly wait to get off from work just so he could do this winding drive. One day he was zipping along up the winding road when a woman in a car came skidding around a blind corner, swerving into his lane as she made the turn, and almost running the man and his car off the road. As she swept by him she leaned her head out her window and screamed at him PIG! He, in turn, screamed back at her SOW! He continued making his turn around the bend and drove head on into... a pig that was standing in the road. We have learned in this chapter that one person’s perception of the world may not be the same as someone else’s. It is also important to remember that visitors’ perceptions of the world, the agency you might work for, the concept of stewardship, or any other topic or event, are never wrong. They are just different. In a room full of people, some of the folks will think the room is cold, some will think that it is hot, and others will think the temperature is just right. And all of them are right.

The other thing we have to remember as interpretive planners is that we cannot change the visitors’ perceptions. Only the visitors can change their perceptions. Our job is to communicate evidence, to gently use persuasion strategies, and to create opportunities for them to make a discovery or to
change their views – their perceptions – on their own. Our job is to employ a strategy for change. So how do we develop such a strategy? This is something that advertising and marketing firms have been doing for a long time.

First, we must learn how to effectively harness the concept of cognitive dissonance. What this means is that we must find a way to take the foundation of existing beliefs that a visitor may have about an issue or agency, and create uncertainty or dissonance in his or her mind about the validity of these beliefs. This strategy is used in almost every advertisement that runs on television or in magazines to get consumers to try new products. Here are a few examples.

**Example 1**
Belief a person may have: *Absolve* is the best laundry detergent.

Goal of advertising firm: Convince people that *Absolve* is not the best laundry detergent – new and improved *Dazzle* is the best laundry detergent.

Create dissonance in existing belief: Show dirty laundry being washed using both detergents; the pile of clothes washed with *Dazzle* “looks” whiter!

Supporting evidence: Testimonials from an “average person” to validate the idea that *Dazzle* is better.

Emotional objective: Make viewers feel guilty (you’re not a good parent) if they don’t want the cleanest possible clothes for their family.

Desired behavioral change: Try new *Dazzle* instead of *Absolve* (or viewers’ other normal brands).
Example 2
Belief a person may have: Resource conservation is not something I need to worry about or be actively involved in.

Goal of agency: Convince visitors that they all need to take some proactive role in conservation and that it can benefit them directly.

Create dissonance in existing belief: Show visitors that their involvement is necessary for the conservation of a particular resource, and how using some simple conservation activities at home can benefit them and the environment.

Supporting evidence: Use a variety of photographs, testimonials, group pressure from clubs or organizations, demonstrations, etc. to provide visual support of benefits.

Emotional objective: Make visitors feel a little guilty about not using good conservation at home. Or when visiting other sites, make them feel that implementing conservation activities at home is “really easy to do,” doesn’t cost a lot, and will make them feel good when they do it. (Remove the risk from trying it).

Desired behavioral change: To encourage visitors to take a pro-active approach to resource conservation, both on-site and at home. To get visitors to try one or two simple resource conservation activities at home, and eventually, to promote more involvement or support of conservation.

A quick exercise
For a fun exercise, take a look at TV commercials, ads in magazines, or even look at some of your own existing publications or educational materials. Are they (are you) using
dissonance strategies to promote behavioral or perceptual changes in people? If you aren’t, could you? How?

Fig. 5 illustrates in a more visual way how a perception and behavioral change strategy might be structured, based on interpretive objectives discussed in more detail in chapter three.

This illustration shows the four basic steps of any simple change strategy. First, we present information to visitors about the issue. Then we create and enhance visitor awareness of the issue. This is followed by providing the visitors with motivation to change, and then with any luck, the change occurs. Some change strategies may be accomplished by a single program, while other more complex issues may take months or years for the desired behavior to occur in large numbers of people.

Visitors and their motives or needs
Human motives or needs are an important area of study, based largely on A H Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Understanding visitors’ needs can directly affect our interpretive planning strategies (Fig. 6).

This hierarchy of needs begins with physiological needs, and moves up to self-actualization needs. Let’s take a closer look at these needs visitors have, and how they can influence our interpretive planning considerations.

Physiological needs
Physiological needs are our first and most primal or basic needs. If we are too hot, too cold, uncomfortable, thirsty, hungry, or have to use the bathroom, our particular need
takes overriding control of us. This is crucial, for example, in planning a visitor center: the most important consideration for visitors is ease in finding and using the bathrooms and drinking fountains. In planning an interpretive trail, think
about where visitors might become hot or tired (where to put benches or shade?) I have planned one interpretive trail where, because of physiological considerations, I knew that the trail would not be used in summer. From June through first frost, this trail is very hot, very humid, and thick with bugs. Most visitors would not enjoy the trail at all given these factors. I have also seen some trails that visitors entered only to turn back within a few minutes, mosquitoes driving them out. If visitors spend too much time on a guided trail smacking bugs, itching, and scratching, then what’s probably foremost on their minds is getting back to the car, not a desire to learn about wildflowers.

When leading guided programs think about your visitors’ physiological needs. Is the sun in their eyes while you’re talking to them? Are they hot and tired? Once visitors become uncomfortable, they stop paying attention to learning and listening, and the need for relief takes over. You cannot interpret to hot and tired visitors and expect their full attention. A planner must always consider the visitor’s physiological needs in all aspects of site, facility, and program or services planning.

Safety needs
Next in the hierarchy of needs are the safety needs. If visitors perceive the event or activity as being dangerous, or if they are at risk in any way, they will think twice about participating in the activity.

I select such things as my day trips or camping sites by
asking myself: would this be a safe place for me or my family to visit?

Visitor orientation is also part of the safety motive. Visitors often suffer trip stress when trying to find an unfamiliar recreation site. Remember this when planning and providing interpretive facilities and services. Build in reassurances for all visitors that your site will be easy to find and offers a safe environment for them to recreate. Also realize, however, that some risks – such as mountain climbing or whitewater rafting – are desired by select visitors.

In interpretation, visitors’ concern for safety can be used to market programs. For example, when I was a seasonal interpreter with Ohio State Parks we advertised our snake program by noting in our schedule that:

_There are two kinds of poisonous snakes found in this park. What should you or your children do if you encounter a snake here in the park? Come to our Wednesday night program “How to survive living in a campground-a snake’s point of view!” to find out what to do if you see a snake._

This appeal to the safety motive got us a packed amphitheater for our evening program.

The need to belong
For the most part, people are gregarious, preferring companionship to solitude. It’s rare to find anyone visiting a park, historic site, museum, or forest alone. Families, in particular, seek out activities that they can do as a family, or
with a larger group. In addition, groups provide safety (there’s safety in numbers, or at least people who can help you if you need it).

Esteem needs
People like to build on their feelings of self worth, and learning (in any format) contributes to that self esteem. In interpretation, this is a major motive for visitors attending interpretive programs and services. We all share the desire to improve ourselves, and doing so is generally regarded as fun, as recreational learning. Remember that people learn most effectively when they are praised for trying, when they feel comfortable and safe, and when their accomplishments are recognized.

The need for self-actualization
Maslow says that we never fully self-actualize, but are always working toward that end. What is self-actualization? Perhaps the best definition is the Army slogan, to Be all you can be. At various times in our lives, each of us wants to be smarter, more physically fit, more creative, more skilled—in short, closer to fulfilling our potential. Learning through interpretation can help meet this need by encouraging people to explore new ideas and become more well-rounded. These are the basic motives that we all harbor, the needs that drive us to pursue a variety of activities (not just interpretive ones). In chapter three we will take a closer look at studies in which researchers tried to determine which motives drove park visitors to select
and attend interpretive programs and services, based on Maslow’s hierarchy.

**Notes**
1. Throughout this text, the spelling interpretor is used to distinguish the profession from that of an interpreter (or translator) of foreign languages.

**Answers to activities**
The Mystery Photograph: The photo in Figure 1 is a track made by a Sea Turtle who laid her eggs in a deep nest in the sand by the tree line, and then made her way back to the sea [Tortuguero National Park, Costa Rica]. This was just one of hundreds of tracks left in the morning sand over the course of several weeks when the turtles were nesting along the extensive beaches at the National Park.

**Word box solutions** (Figure 3)
1. Sand box
2. Three degrees below zero
3. Neon lights
4. Dark circles under the eyes
5. A backwards glance
6. Just between you and me
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Introduction to Interpretation
Before we can begin to discuss how to do interpretive services master planning, site planning, or project planning for a park, forest, historic site, or other site, or individual interpretive services planning, such as for a self-guided trail or tour, we must first understand precisely what interpretation is. This word has had almost as many meanings as there are people using it. Yet one definition of interpretation suits our purposes better than all others. It was developed by Interpretation Canada in 1976 and articulates the basic concepts of interpretation:

	Interpretation is a communication process designed to reveal meanings and relationships of our cultural and natural heritage to the public (visitors) through first-hand experiences with objects, artifacts, landscapes, or sites.

The most important item to remember here is that interpretation is not a thing, but rather a very specific type of communication process.

What is the process of interpretation? Any form of communication that we may have with visitors usually involves two basic communication styles. We present the materials we want the visitor to know in an informational style, or in an interpretive style. The difference between the two styles is not what we present but how we present it. Informational styles simply dispense the facts, the way a field guide lists and describes species, for example. But the interpretive style reveals a story or larger message, relying on Tilden’s Principles (see below) to help the visitor relate to that message.
When communicating with visitors using the interpretive approach, the main goal of the interpreter is to translate from the technical language of experts to the “everyday” language of the visitor. This is known as conceptual translation.

The interpretive communication process is based on Tilden’s six Interpretive Principles, which state:

1. Any interpretation that does not somehow relate what is being displayed or described to something within the personality or experience of the visitor will be sterile. Talk to your visitors before the program and relate your program to them using the information you’ve gained about them.
   - Ask yourself, “Why would my visitors want to know the information I am giving them?”
   - People of different age groups or from different regions of the country often have different interests, motives, or expectations of your program or services. Do you know what these are, and how to best relate your messages to visitors’ diverse needs?

2. Information, as such, is not interpretation. Interpretation is revelation based upon information. These are entirely different things. All interpretation, however, includes information.

3. Interpretation is an art, which combines many arts, whether the materials presented are scientific, historical, or architectural. Any art is in some degree teachable.
   - In one evening program you may be a teacher, actor,
or storyteller.

4. The chief aim of interpretation is not instruction, but provocation.
   - Your role is to help change attitudes and behavior, to motivate, to inspire, to take information and make it meaningful, interesting, and exciting.
   - Your ultimate objective is to take the visitor through the process of sensitivity – awareness – understanding – appreciation and finally, commitment.

5. Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part, and must address itself to the whole person rather than any phase.
   - In all programs, exhibits, or other media, you will achieve better results if you concentrate on only one theme for the entire program or service, and come up with various ways to express or illustrate that theme.
   - Help visitors understand that the things they do and see in the park or site are related to what they do and see at home in their everyday lives.

6. Interpretation addressed to children (say, up to the age of twelve) should not be a dilution of the presentation to adults, but should follow a fundamentally different approach. To be at its best it will require a separate program.

I use a short-hand version of these principles to reinforce the main communication procedures. I call these Tilden’s Tips. The
main points for the Tips, and the process that I feel makes a communication interpretive rather than just informational, are:

•  *Provoke* – Begin the interpretation with a provocative statement, title, or other technique to get the visitors’ attention and stimulate interest in the communication to follow. In an exhibit, for example, a provocative title might be *Sex on the Rocks!*, interpreting the procreation of coastal marine life that lives on rocks. Unless you can grab and hold on to the visitors’ attention and interest, you will not succeed in communicating with them.

•  *Relate* – Tilden states that unless we can help the visitor relate the essence or importance of our message or story to the everyday lives of the visitors, the message will be sterile. Thus, we need to use a variety of techniques (analogies, metaphors, etc.) to help the visitor identify with the message.

As an example, I was observing a program at a historical site and the docent was interpreting to a group of fifth graders how pioneer women used flat irons to iron their clothes. Most of the group seemed disinterested in this presentation (do fifth graders really care about ironing?). Then one young man raised his hand and asked, “Why did they have to iron?” He didn’t understand why people ironed clothes back then, but don’t do it now. You see, he had never seen anyone in his home use an iron – all of their clothes are “perma-press.” So this program did not connect with the fifth graders on a lot of different levels.
• **Reveal** – Revelation is the “best part of the story or presentation.” It gives visitors the answer, through a unique or unusual viewpoint.

• **Address The Whole** – This tip refers to the importance of having one unifying theme for your program, exhibits, master plan, etc. The importance of the theme and how to develop one will be discussed later in this book.

• **Strive for Message Unity** – Use a sufficient but varied repetition of cues to create and support a particular theme, mood, or aura.

I was attending a guided hike one day when I observed a typical situation where an interpreter missed the boat by “not interpreting” to a young man on the trail who had asked a question. The boy, pointing to an ash tree, asked the interpreter what kind of tree it was.

The interpreter looked at the tree, then at the boy, and said, “It’s an ash tree.” At that point, the communication stopped – and so did any meaningful interpretive learning experience. By using Tilden’s Tips the interpreter could have said something like:

> “Have you ever seen a baseball game on TV? Do you remember how everyone gets all excited when the batter hits a home run? Well, without this tree, or ones like it, that home run may not have happened. You see – this is the baseball bat tree! Most baseball bats are made out of the wood from ash trees just like this one. So the next time you see a baseball game, think about this old ash tree, and your hike with us today!”
Can you identify how the Tips were used in the above interpretation?

Here is another short example of interpretive writing illustrating how Tilden’s Tips can be used:

“At first glance this small bone might not look like much, but if we take a closer look at it we will see that this is the jaw bone of one of the most vicious and ferocious animals ever to live in the forest (provoke). It is a relentless hunter (provoke), spending all of its time in search of any victims he is able to overcome and eat. In fact, in order to stay alive, this animal must eat several times its own body weight every day (provoke) just to stay alive. Just imagine, if this creature were the size of a large dog, it would need to eat about 500 pounds of meat a day just to survive (relate). Now 500 pounds is a lot! That’s about 3 112 park visitors a day (relate and reveal)!

“Well, luckily for us, this animal is only a few inches long (provoke) when full grown. This is the jaw of a shrew (reveal), an animal that looks like a small mouse (reveal), but has the heart of a tiger (reveal). Now if you look closely at the jaw as I pass it around can you see anything unusual about its teeth (provoke)? They’re colored red and black at the base of each tooth. The shrews are the only group of animals that have red and black teeth (reveal), and that’s the secret to identifying this animal.

“Now, do any of you clip coupons for grocery shopping (provoke and relate)? Well, get your coupon clippers ready.
Just up ahead we’re going to see where the shrews go food shopping (relate and provoke). So let’s go up the trail a bit and see what’s for dinner today.”

**Verbal and non-verbal communication**

As we present any form of interpretive program or service, we are using both verbal and non-verbal communication techniques. Each of these techniques has elements that help us to develop the content and structure of the interpretive message.

**Verbal communication**

To understand the role of verbal communication in interpretation, the main point to consider is that the words we use – or how we say them – may convey many hidden messages as well.

Examples of how we might use active language to perk up a talk or text include:

- **Active verbs** – leaves crunch and crumble beneath your feet.
- **Personal words** – You, yours, we, she, they.
- **Theme words** – Husband, female, suitor, bride
- **Colorful nouns** – thief, enthusiasm
- **Powerful adjectives** – booted feet, blood-red leaves.

Remember, the words we select to use in interpretive messages are important to consider. You may recall from Chapter One that meanings are in people, not in words. We each may have
our own visual dictionary or vocabulary of reference for any given word. Thus, the word “lake” may have many different interpretations for different visitors, depending on the lakes that they may have seen or be experienced with. When someone says the word “lake,” we often use our own “lake” visual reference to give us a mental image of what the person is talking about.

Painting with words is a tool used by many interpreters, authors, and storytellers. They select words that stimulate a mental image for the visitor – using the words as a mental paintbrush so the visitor can visualize the scene or activity. For example, instead of saying to visitors “imagine an autumn evening” and leaving it at that, you might say “imagine walking in the woods on a clear cold night, the white frozen mist of your breath gleaming in the moonlight as dried leaves crunch and crumble beneath your feet!”

Remember, words have hidden meanings for each visitor… choose them carefully.

Words to avoid!
There are many words that we see in publications, signs, and exhibits or hear in live presentations that are best avoided. These are words with no visual reference for the visitor. For example, you may tell the visitor that a particular site is five acres in size. Consider that most visitors have never “seen” an acre! Most have no visual reference for just how big an acre is. If you don’t give them an analogy or some visual frame of reference (the land that X number of homes in your
neighborhood may take up), this is useless information for the visitor. There are lots of other words like this, including technical terms for which visitors may not have any frame of reference. These include:

- Cubic acres of water in the lake.
- Cubic feet of water per second going over the spillway.
- Board feet of timber.
- A cord of wood.
- Deciduous forest.
- Coniferous forest.
- 500 pounds (or any weight greater than 150 pounds or so).
- Miles.
- Any others you can add to this list?

I was leading a guided hike years ago with a school group, and one of the students told me that he was afraid to go into the woods because he thought that coniferous forests ate meat! Don’t use words that may confuse visitors unless you give the visitor a good visual definition of what that word means.

Always ask yourself, “Will visitors know what I’m talking about? Do they understand the vocabulary I am using?”

For some interpretive services (such as self-guiding audio for trails or auto tours), the verbal message is everything. Background music, the type of voice (male or female, old or young, kind of accent), are all part of creating the desired image. They are also key components of relating to your audience and presenting a unified message.
Non-verbal communication

In general, we are a visually oriented people. We “read” the landscape, people, situations, and day-to-day activities with our eyes. We deduce meanings from what we see in nonverbal cues all around us, from international traffic signs, people’s posture, or the red glow of a stove’s heating element. We are always scanning and reading. Other senses – hearing, taste, touch, and smell – also come into play. Some of the elements of non-verbal communication include:

- Sounds
- Odor
- Taste
- Texture
- Colors
- Symbols
- Use of space
- Body language
- Time

It is important to remember that most of our interpretive services involve interpreting concepts and meanings of the world around us through these non-verbal cues. Every publication and brochure, wayside exhibit, or visitor center exhibit communicates mainly through non-verbal cues. These will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters.

When designing interpretive programs or services bear in mind that visitors retain:

- 10 percent of what they hear.
Where did these principles come from? Why do they work?
In case this basic communication strategy looks familiar (and it should), this is a strategy used in journalism and just about all marketing or advertising programs today. Think of any good commercial or magazine ad you have seen. The ad first has to get your attention. If it doesn’t, a potential sale will be lost. So all good ads provoke attention, curiosity, or interest. Secondly, each ad strives to relate to each target market why the consumer needs the product. The ads also reveal the success, happiness, low cost, or other benefits the consumer will get if he or she uses the product. The ads have a theme, and use message unity (as part of the relate strategy) – design considerations such as the right pictures or visuals, setting, colors, etc. to complete the presentation package. Does this sound familiar?

For those of you who would like more examples of interpretive writing using these principles, I recommend reading Paul Harvey’s *Rest of the Story*. Here you will find some of the best examples of using Tilden’s Tips that I know of, plus it is fun reading.

**The model of interpretation**
In 1977 Gabe Cherem published an article which was (and still is) one of the most significant contributions to the
development of a philosophy of interpretation (Cherem, 1977). In this article, Dr. Cherem presented a Model of Interpretation to illustrate the “interpretive process” (Fig. 1).

Let’s take a closer look at this model, and its components. On the left side of the model is a bubble labelled site or subject matter – the story to be interpreted. This is what we want to interpret and the main theme that we will be interpreting.

Next look at the objectives box. Before we can create our interpretive message or service, we have to know what we expect to accomplish.

The arrow marked techniques and services signifies a number of options for presenting this program or service (live program, self-guided materials, exhibits, etc.). Techniques refers to using Tilden’s Tips. The Visitors portion of the model indicates that we need to have an accurate understanding of who our visitors are, their backgrounds, and motives and expectations for participating in an interpretive program or event.

From the visitors, a feedback loop leaves room for evaluation. You will never really know for sure if your program, plan, or service was successful (accomplished its objectives) unless you evaluate the programs or services and visitor response. If the objectives are not accomplished to any degree of satisfaction you had set, you must determine whether the objectives were not reasonable, or whether the interpretive techniques were inappropriate. You may need to revise your objectives, modify your techniques, or try another approach.
The small box around the center elements of the model (Interpretor), is you! Every interpreter brings to the planning, design, and presentation of interpretive messages his or her own unique background, experiences, personality, and communication style.

The large box that surrounds everything is called Managerial Realities. These are all of the events or circumstances that may have an impact on the planning, design, or development of any given program or service. This include such things as: budget, time constraints, staffing limitations or availability, contracting procedures, availability of materials or resource people, and so on.

To complete the interpretive process, I have added one final consideration to the chapters ahead – Implementation and Operations (I&O for short). This includes what it will cost – in time, resources, and money – to implement and operate
any plan, program, or service. The model of interpretation presented here forms the basis for the Interpretive Master Planning process I use in developing interpretive plans for everything, from interpretive system plans, master plans, site plans, individual interpretive service (such as a self-guiding trail) plans, and program planning. The following chapters explain how this process is applied to each type of interpretive planning.
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The Interpretive Planning Process
It’s easy to come up with new ideas; the hard part is letting go of what worked for you two years ago, but will soon be out-of-date.

**Planning for interpretive planning**

The offensive planner

Basically, I believe that there are two types of planning (and planners). The most common planning that occurs is *defensive* planning. That means that problems have already occurred and the planning is a sort of damage control to fix things, to make them right. Lee Iacocca is a good example of an offensive planner. He took over Chrysler with all of its problems and developed plans to get out of trouble.

An *offensive* planner (and plan) looks to anticipate anything that might go wrong after the plan has been implemented. This may include such considerations as:

- Will our visitors change over time (more demands on our resource, want different kinds of interpretive or recreation opportunities, change use patterns, etc.)?
- Will we have enough support (administrative and public), and an adequate budget to implement the plan?
- Will parking areas for the visitor center be able to handle demand a few years from now? Is there ample room for expansion, for school buses, etc.
- Can we locate self-guiding interpretive services (such as trails) close to where the visitors are? It’s always a good idea to put new interpretive services as close to current high-use areas as possible, such as campgrounds, picnic areas, and beaches.
In developing an interpretive plan, ask yourself, “What is it that I want this plan to accomplish? How do I intend to use the planning document?” The answers to these questions will dictate, in part, the look, outline, and direct content of the plan. Here are a few uses for an interpretive master plan for a park, forest, historic site, or other location.

Management of the resources
The interpretive plan could detail how the site or agency’s management objectives would be carried out, as well as how interpretive resources could be managed for a variety of uses such as preservation, multiple-use, research, and demonstration areas.

Management and marketing for visitors
In planning interpretive programs and services for the site or agency, the marketing plan would look at who is using the site or facilities, demographics, use patterns, and other visitation trends. It would look at ways to improve marketing for the site, how to find new markets, how to advertise and where, and how to increase visitation in general. The interpretive plan can also be used as a funding tool, for grant writing, or other fund raising activities.

Marketing interpretation within the parent organization
In this case, the interpretive plan will provide supporting strategies to illustrate the services that interpretation can provide to other divisions within the parent agency, and
how interpretation can be used as a management tool to help everyone within the agency accomplish the organization’s main mission. In addition, it can facilitate the development of possible cooperative relationships with other organizations.

The planning team
There is nothing more dangerous than having only one good idea! If nothing else, the one thing I have learned over the past twenty years is the value of tapping into the imagination and creativity of others. Thus, in developing an interpretive plan, it is important to consider who will be involved with the planning project. Here are some basic guidelines for who should be on the planning team. Of course, you should feel free to design your planning team based on the needs of your particular project.

- **Project or Team Leader.** This person is responsible for making the plan happen. He or she would develop the outline for the plan’s content and project timeline, and be the interpretive expert for the project. The leader is the ultimate writer or editor for the final planning document.

- **Supervisory Staff Member.** Depending on how a given organization is set up, I think that it is generally good to have on the team the person who wields ultimate power of approval for the finished interpretive plan. That way he or she knows what is going on from the start, and the plan is sure to reflect the issues they feel are important. While the supervisor may not be
involved in all aspects of the planning process, he or she should be a part of key meetings and decision points (such as approving objectives, themes, etc.).

- **Support Staff.** Support staff can be brought whenever their involvement is appropriate. The input from biologists, archaeologists, historians, recreation specialists, and so on will provide you with the essential fact base materials needed to develop the theme and objectives for interpretation. They should also be considered to review the plan drafts to make sure the content presentation is correct, and to ensure that recommended interpretive services at select sites (such as in sensitive habitats or at archaeological sites) will not harm the site.

At the very beginning of the planning process, the project leader should detail precisely what everyone’s role in the planning process is envisioned to be, and layout the total project timeline. Set dates for meetings in advance if possible, to ensure that all appropriate team members can fit the meetings to their schedules. Also agree upon review time (one or two weeks) for drafts to help keep the project on schedule.

**An interpretive planning model**
There are lots of models for planning. The one that I have chosen to use and develop over the past twenty years is based on the Peart/Woods (1976) interpretive planning model (Fig. 1). (Note that this model depicts the planning process, as
I like this model for several reasons:

- It’s easy to use.
- It covers all the bases.
- It can be used for planning major projects or one interpretive trail sign.
- It works!

The six basic elements of the Interpretive Planning Model are shown in Fig. 1. Notice that the Model of Interpretation presented in Chapter Two is very similar to our planning model. Using this model in developing an interpretive plan, the following elements are considered:

**What** – The resources, theme, and sub-theme to be interpreted.

**Why** – The specific objectives that interpretation should accomplish.

**Who** – The visitors to our site. How can we relate our theme to them?
How/When/Where – The presentation of our interpretive programs and services.

I&O – What it will cost (time, resources, budget, people) to implement the various aspects of the plan.

So What – How we will evaluate the parts of the plan to see if all objectives are being achieved.

Developing interpretive master plans
As you will see, this planning framework can be used for planning everything, from a complete site interpretive master plan, to the planning for one wayside exhibit. Let’s take a closer look at each of these sections by walking through them as if we were developing a interpretive master plan for a park, forest, historic site, or other agency or facility.

Look at the project time line for developing an interpretive plan (Fig. 2). You will notice that the “front end” of the plan
happens concurrently.

The interpretive plan outline
To begin the interpretive planning process, every planner should have a basic outline of the items to be discussed in the plan. Here is a basic interpretive plan outline that I have been using for the past few years. Of course, this outline can be modified to relate to the content or specific needs of your individual plan. Again, note from the project time line above that many parts of the process happen concurrently.

Interpretive plan general outline
1. *Table of contents*
2. *Introduction*
3. *Why*
   A. Philosophy, policies, goals, and objectives of the agency and for the interpretive plan.
   B. Administrative structure (optional)
   C. Scope of work/Scope of the plan
4. *What*
   A. Conduct an inventory of all interpretive resources, using the site inventory form:
      1. Site location (note on site index map).
      2. Site description
      3. Seasonal accessibility
      4. Interpretive significance
      5. Include photos, maps, or drawings if appropriate.
B. Site index map
C. Generate Main Interpretive Theme and Supporting Sub-themes.

5. **Who**
   A. Determine demographic characteristics of your visitors.
   B. Isolate specific target groups.
   C. Consider visitor motivations, expectation, perceptions.
   D. Consider visitor orientation systems (pre-visit, on site, post-visit).
   E. Consider any visitor use patterns (time of visit, seasons, etc.)

6. **How/When/Where**
   For each resource inventoried, consider (using story development forms):
   A. Interpretive theme for each individual site.
   B. Site objectives.
   C. Interpretive program objectives.
   D. Recommended interpretive media/services.
   E. Justification
   F. General planner comments.

7. **I&O: Implementation and Operations**
   A. Phasing strategy, budgets, staffing needs, etc.

8. **So What**
   A. Evaluation strategies that could be used to see if the interpretive objectives are being accomplished.

9. **Bibliography and appendices**
With the basic interpretive plan outline in hand, let’s take a closer look at the content for each section of an interpretive plan.

**The What Section: Resource Inventory and Theme Development**

I usually begin my planning process with a thorough inventory of all of the major interpretive resources of the site. The inventory is important in that it also help develop the main interpretive theme that the site/property is best suited to interpret. I look to see what the site is illustrating via its resources, such as changes in the landscape over time due to farming, or changes in the landscape due to resource restoration programs. For historic sites of course, the inventory illustrates just what “history” the site is interpreting, and “who” the site is interpreting.

This information is collected and recorded on our standard Interpretive Planning Story Line Form Sets, which will be illustrated in a later section of this book.

What do we inventory?

When I do an inventory of interpretive resources, I look for:

- Biological Areas:
  - lakes
  - rivers
  - habitat types
  - unique features
  - rare or endangered species
  - seasonal events (e.g. wildflower blooms, bird migrations)
• existing or potential demonstration areas
• wildlife management areas/programs
• habitat restoration areas
• timber management areas (type of management)

Cultural Resources:
• old cabin or fort sites.
• old building ruins (sawmills, etc.)
• battlefields
• site of a historic event
• archaeological sites
• old CCC camp sites

Geological Resources:
• bed rock outcrops
• fossil beds
• geological features

Existing or Planned Trails or Auto Tours (T-I, or AT-I).

Sensory Areas:
• herb garden
• barnyard
• scenic vistas
• waterfalls

Facilities:
• interpretive or visitor centers
 Orientations:

- any nearby attractions, sites, or resources that may not be part of our agency or site, but that may be interpreting the same or related topics.
- key locations for visitor orientation such as major road intersections, campgrounds, boat launch areas, and other prime visitor contact areas.

I assign each resource being inventoried a Site Index Number which will appear on the Inventory sheet, all Story Development Forms, and on a master Site Index Map. Each resource has a letter prefix, such as B for biological sites or C for cultural sites, and a number. So if we have five cultural sites inventoried, they would be coded C-1, C-2, C-3, and so on. See the completed site inventory forms (Fig. 15) from a past planning project. Note that most of the interpretive sites were biological sites (B-1, etc.).

The site index map provides other useful information as well. After the inventory has been completed and mapped, we can see:

- Access routes (or lack of them) to get visitors to various
interpretable resources or sites.

- Any potential linking of sites (for large parks, forests, etc.) for developing self-guiding auto tours.
- Any duplication of interpretive sites.
- Potential for distributing visitor flow and use of underused areas.
- Potential conflict with other sites (recreation areas, archaeological areas, sites or features that need some kind of special management or protection).
- General visitor flow to and through the area, park, forest, or site.
- Potential bottleneck areas or other flow problems.

How do we do the resource inventory?

There are several techniques for doing the interpretive site resource inventory. The easiest way is to assemble a team of resource specialists (if you have any within your particular organization) and, with a site map in hand, ask each to identify and locate the major interpretive resources (based on the topics presented earlier). Locate each resource on the site map. Then go on-site and look at each one first-hand to make your determination as to its suitability for interpretation (is it a major resource?). If you don’t have a resource staff (or you are the sole resource staff, you have to go out and walk or drive the areas and make the inventory assessment yourself. For smaller sites, you can take a site topographic map of your area and walk through the whole site, noting on the map the locations of interpretive resources.
Again, for each major resource of some interpretive significance, note its location on the map with a site index number, and complete a Site Inventory form for each resource. Be sure to take a picture of each site for the planning forms. A picture is worth a thousand words!

Interpretive theme development
Once you have conducted a thorough inventory of what your site has to offer, you can then develop a main theme for the interpretation of the site. The theme should be based on what you actually have on-site.

What is a theme?
A theme is the central or key idea of any presentation. When a good presentation has been completed, the audience should be able to summarize it in one sentence. This sentence would be the theme. Development of a theme provides organizational structure and clarity of understanding. Once the theme has been determined, everything else tends to fall into place.
Themes should:

- Be stated as complete sentences.
- Contain one main idea.
- Reveal the overall purpose of the presentation.
- Be stated in an interesting manner.

Once you have your main theme, then select those resources on-site for interpretation that best illustrate that theme. Here is a sample of interpretive themes from a Forest Service
Interpretive Master Planning Course. These are themes for different forest districts in Utah:

- The history of Logan Canyon is one of relationships between human need and natural resources.
- The multiple use of the Forest benefits people and wildlife.
- Hidden within the scenic beauty is a multitude of conservation and Forest management practices that enhance the Forest experience.

Now these themes are what I like to call “Big Picture” themes. They tend to be more general – they cover a larger story. Program themes can be more specific. Here are program or service (such as self-guiding trail) theme examples:

- Exploring caves is a sensuous experience.
- Mosquitos are fascinating insects.
- Geyser function is dependent on three variables.
- The grizzly’s survival is threatened.
- Lincoln’s life was often marred by tragedy.
- We are using three different management techniques to improve wildlife habitats.
- There are many ways you can help protect this historic park.
- The zoo animals need your help.

Check your theme. When you have written your theme, you shouldn’t have to ask the question, “What about it?” after you hear it. For example, is this a theme? “Birds of the Park.”
“What about ‘Birds of the Park,’” you ask? What will the program actually be about? To change this topic to a real theme we could re-write it to be “Our unique land management programs help protect migratory song birds that nest in the park.” With this theme, it is easy to see what the program will be about and what kinds of things will need to be illustrated.

One way to look at the relationships between the theme for the whole site and interpretation of sub-themes using a variety of media or services is shown in Fig. 3.

With the above example, the main interpretive theme might be “The park is using a variety of innovative land management techniques to restore damaged habitats.”

With this main theme, each of the on-sites service (such as self-guiding trails) would be used to illustrate just how and what innovative techniques are actually being done. Visitors can see them first-hand. So a sub-theme for a self-guiding
trail might be “The Upland Discovery Trail illustrates how three kinds of reforestation programs are improving habitat for wildlife.”

One way to assess your main interpretive theme is by filling in the blank in the following statement.

After the visitors have spent the day (or days, or week) at our site, walked our trails, attended programs, viewed exhibits, etc., and they are in their cars ready to return home, if they only remember one thing after all they have seen or done, by gosh, that one thing they better absolutely remember is ________

The answer will probably be your main theme.

As another example, here is one theme and sub-theme strategy that a zoo might develop (Fig. 4). In this example, the objective is for all visitors to be aware of how different animals have evolved strategies to survive. Thus, each zoo animal would illustrate one or more of these concepts or sub themes. The important thing to notice here is that we have taken the emphasis away from the “name” of the animal and its general natural history, and focused on the survival strategy the animal illustrates. That doesn't mean we don’t provide the name, but it’s just not very important for visitors to learn.

Why this approach?
This theme structure for the zoo example brings out the main purpose of interpretation. First of all, most visitors couldn’t care less about the scientific name of the animal, and will almost as quickly forget the common name of unfamiliar animals.
Given the fact that they will see perhaps a hundred different animals during their visit, they simply cannot remember that many names. While there are reasons for having scientific names on animal signs at zoos, we must remember that a scientific name is really a common name in a dead language (Latin) that visitors have no need for. Furthermore, most visitors have no use for, or reason to remember, all the natural history baggage we load upon these kinds of signs. Unless you have a hippopotamus living in your backyard, you probably don’t care too much about how much it eats or its gestation period. Many of these signs are giving visitors answers to questions nobody is asking! Perhaps we should take some time to find out what sort of information visitors do find interesting and what will help them value all the animals they are viewing and learning about.

What’s important here?
In the Why section that follows we will look at what objectives
individual interpretive services are to accomplish, and what is really important for visitors to know or feel. Is it really important for visitors to be able to name all of the zoo animals, or is it perhaps more important for them to understand that all animals have value, and are at risk due to habitat loss? Which concept or theme is the most important to interpret? Which will have the most impact in helping protect and conserve habitats? The main goal of planning the theme is to help us focus on exactly what—given limited money, time, and other resources—we want our interpretation to communicate to our visitors. What is our story, our “big picture”? After the visitors leave the park, zoo, forest, historic site, or facility, the theme is the one thing they better be able to remember or understand as a result of the time spent with you.

**The Why Section**

Developing interpretive mission statements, goals, and objectives

Where are we going? That is the question answered by the development of interpretive mission statements, goals, and objectives. We cannot do interpretive planning (or any kind of planning for that matter) without a sense of mission and clear goals and objectives.

Mission statements

I usually recommend developing the interpretive services (or site/facility) mission statement after the resource inventory and theme/sub-theme development. The reason for this is
that if you write the mission statement before you know what you have to interpret (your theme or story), then the mission statement—and not the resources (stuff you actually have on-site to interpret)—will drive the interpretation. You may find yourself trying to force a story onto a site or facility that may not be appropriate for it.

What is a mission statement? A mission statement should state, in concise terms, three things:

1. who you are;
2. what you do;
3. why you do it.

Here is an example of a “generic” mission statement:

*It is the mission of the (your site name here) to interpret to all visitors using a variety of innovative and creative interpretive services, the theme (put your theme here), and to facilitate an enjoyable and safe recreational learning experience for all site visitors, while instilling and demonstrating positive land use ethics in all site programs and management activities.*

The mission statement gives the overall direction for interpretive services, and all programs and services will have, as an objective, the task of helping to accomplish the mission statement.

Interpretive goals and objectives
The development of goals and objectives is the key to success for any interpretive plan. They provide the direction and content of all interpretive services.
*Interpretive goals* – Goals are a general statement of things that you would like to have happen, but aren’t very specific, or measurable. Some examples of interpretive goals for an overall site interpretive plan might include:

- To have a visitor-friendly orientation system.
- To have a variety of interpretive programs and services aimed at different market groups.
- To conduct a visitor analysis or survey program.
- To develop a marketing plan for the site.

In general, I don’t spend too much time working on goals, but rather spend time in developing the specific objectives an interpretive plan is to accomplish.

*Interpretive objectives* – Objectives are measurable. Either you accomplished them, or you didn’t! Here are a few examples of interpretive objectives for an interpretive master plan for a park:

- All visitors will be able to easily find all of the park’s facilities upon entering park property.
- The majority of the visitors will be able to state, in concept, the main interpretive theme of the site after interacting with interpretive programs and services offered during their visit.
- After attending park interpretive programs, the majority of visitors will be able to state five ways we are using state-of-the-art conservation practices to improve habitats for wildlife and people.
- By the end of their visit, the majority of visitors will
What kinds of objectives do we use for developing interpretive plans at any level?
Over the past few years I have been using three basic kinds of objectives in developing interpretive master plans for parks, forests, and other sites. These three kinds of objectives include:

- Learning objectives
- Behavioral objectives
- Emotional objectives

Let’s take a closer look at each of these.

Learning objectives
(What you want the visitors to learn or remember.) These are the most commonly used objectives and focus on visitors being able to name, list, describe, illustrate, etc., desired items upon completion of any given program or service, or, in the case of an interpretive master plan, upon leaving the site. Examples of learning objectives include:

- The majority of visitors will be able to list five ways the forest is using state-of-the-art conservation techniques to improve habitats for wildlife.
- The majority of visitors will be able to describe the four
main steps in making iron in a 19th century iron furnace.
• The majority of visitors will be able to list three survival strategies illustrated by the birds on display in the nocturnal wildlife exhibit.

Behavioral objectives
(What you want the visitors to do.) These are, in my opinion, the most important of the objectives. These are the ones that help focus on what it is that you want the visitors to do (how you want them to use the information you are giving them). They are the “pay-off” objectives, and for most managers, they are the “results” of interpretive programs and services. Some examples of behavioral objectives include:
• The majority of visitors will want to try at least one new (learned) conservation technique to attract wildlife to their home by the end of this year.
• The majority of visitors will treat all of our site resources with a sense of respect and stewardship.
• The majority of visitors will take recommended safety measures before attempting to hike the “Trail of No Return” interpretive trail.
• The majority of visitors will not feed any zoo animals.
• The majority of visitors will want to join in local efforts for historical preservation.

Emotional objectives
(You can’t begin to change or alter behavior or attitudes unless you accomplish these.) Emotional objectives are
the “driving force” objectives. These are the ones that help visitors to remember the topic because of a strong “feeling” they create in the visitor, and are instrumental in helping to accomplish the behavioral objectives. They help the visitor to feel surprise, anger, sadness, guilt, acceptance, pride, and other desired emotions related to the subject matter. Here are some emotional objectives:

- By the time they are ready to leave the site, the majority of visitors will feel that taking an active role in recycling materials at home helps people and wildlife; they will feel “good” about recycling.
- The majority of visitors will be surprised and amazed to see how the forest landscape has changed since being totally logged over in the 1920s to become the lush, green landscape they see today.
- The majority of visitors will feel a sense of pride that this historic resource has been preserved to illustrate the citizens’ heroic actions here during the Civil War.

Here are other examples of learning, emotional, and behavioral objectives for an exhibit on littering.

- The majority of visitors will be able to describe how long it takes a piece of paper, an aluminum can, a piece of gum, and a plastic cup to biodegrade.
- The majority of visitors who currently are not concerned about littering, will not litter anymore.
- The majority of visitors will pick up other litter they may see on the ground and throw it in trash cans.
• The majority of visitors will feel that litter is a disgusting habit that produces an unclean and undesirable place for them and their children to visit.
• The majority of visitors will feel that there is “no excuse” to litter.

Can you spot the different kinds of objectives used in this example? Managers could probably care less if visitors can list how long it takes things to biodegrade. If visitors learn this, and still litter, all you have is well-educated litterers. The main objectives for the manager are the behavioral ones.

Levels of objectives
When you are developing an interpretive plan for an entire park, zoo, historic site, forest, or other facility, you will need to develop several levels of objectives. These will include the overall objectives for the whole place, the things that all interpretive programs and services are directed to accomplish. Next come the specific objectives that each interpretive site (demonstration area, self-guiding trail, auto tour, individual historic sites, etc.) is to accomplish. And after that comes program objectives, which are even more specific and detailed, such as those you would develop for each stop on a self-guiding tour.

Fig. 5 illustrates the hierarchy of interpretive objectives, as they are related to your mission.

Fig. 6 provides a more detailed example with one objective written for each level of presentation. Notice that as we go from a site, park, or forest-wide interpretive objective we get
Figure 5: The hierarchy of interpretive objectives.
The two most important questions a planner has to ask and answer!

As I begin to develop objectives at any level, there are two questions that I always ask myself, and I recommend them for you, too. The first question is, “Why would a visitor want to know that?”

Are we giving answers to questions that nobody is asking? If you, as a planner, cannot answer this question about any objective you are developing, you have a problem. Remember: if a visitor has no reason to know or learn the information...
we want to present, two things will probably happen. One, the visitor will not come to the program or activity, or will not remember the information from an exhibit. And second, the visitor will probably forget the information almost immediately after encountering it. Always plan to use interpretive principles and techniques to provoke curiosity and interest, and to relate the material to the everyday life of the viewer. If there isn’t some obvious reason for the visitors to want to learn this information, you have to “create” a reason for them.

The second question is, “How do I want the visitors to use the information I am giving them?”

If you don’t want the visitors to use the information being interpreted to them, then why are you giving it to them?

Remember our discussion on behavioral objectives? Think back to Chapter One where I mentioned that visitors remember 10 percent of what they hear, 30 percent of what they read, 50 percent of what they see, and 90 percent of what they do. This is another important consideration for developing your behavioral objectives. For example, every interpretive sign, wayside exhibit panel, or other outdoor exhibit should always encourage visitors to do something. They should be directed in the text to: look for..., see if you can find ..., can you see the..., touch the bark on the tree in front of you, feel how heavy..., etc. Not only are the behavioral objectives the pay-off objectives, but they are also key in helping the visitors to remember activities, concepts, and experience.
This is very important to remember! (Think of something to do to help you remember this point, like write it down or highlight it with a yellow marker!)

Other reasons for objectives: cost-per-visitor-contact and cost-effectiveness

Working with clear objectives in mind is also important for several other reasons, and chief among them is the usefulness of objectives in evaluating interpretive programs and services. We will talk more about evaluation later in this chapter, but here are some things to begin thinking about.

There are business aspects to objectives as well. They can help save your interpretive programs in times of tight budgets, or help you get more funding to try new programs or services. One way this works is to show the return (objectives that are met) the agency is getting from presenting the program or service. For example, we can actually calculate the total cost of a program per visitor contact. Add up all of the costs for planning and presenting any given program, exhibit, trail, brochure, etc., and divide that cost by the number of visitors who use that service. If it costs $4,000 for a wayside exhibit panel, and 40,000 visitors each year see and learn from that panel, the cost per visitor contact (given a use life of five years) would be $4,000 divided by 200,000, or a cost per contact of about two cents.

Now, while this is a very low cost per contact, the question is, “What are we getting in return for our cost per contact? This is where the objectives come in. If 70 percent of the
objective(s) for the sign are being accomplished, then the sign is cost effective. That is, you are getting something in return for the investment. But if you find out that only 2 percent of the objective(s) are being accomplished (or that 98 percent of the visitors aren’t learning anything at all), then the exhibit is not cost effective.

Here is another example. Let’s say that you plan, design, and present over the course of a season (four months) a program with an objective to have people not litter. Let’s also say for the sake of this example, that last year your agency spent $2,000 on picking up litter. Now, let’s say that your program cost $1,000 to plan, design, and present over the four-month season, and that at the end of this current year, the cost for litter pick up for your agency was only $500 for the entire year. Now assume for the sake of this example that the only difference between this year and last year was your program against litter. Let’s also assume that 5,000 visitors attended your program over the course of the season.

Now we can determine that your cost per contact for this program this season was $1,000 divided by 5,000 visitors, or twenty cents per visitor contact. Now what did you get for your twenty cents? The total program cost $1,000 to put on, but the program saved the agency $1,500 in litter pick up costs. So the program actually made $500 (the difference from the program cost and the savings to the agency). In other words, the program made ten cents per visitor contact, and is a very cost-effective program. But besides the cost savings, it also freed up other people and budget for other jobs!
Of course not all programs will be able to show a benefit like this, especially if we are trying to accomplish emotional or other types of objectives. You will have to determine what will constitute a cost-effective result for each particular situation.

What you gain when you take this “business approach” to interpretation is evidence that your programs (and budget) are indeed benefiting the agency as well as your visitors, and that they are cost effective. Who else in your agency is doing that?

**The Who Section**

An analysis of your market (visitors) for interpretive planning

Another important aspect of developing an interpretive plan is to conduct an analysis of who your market or potential visitors are. The more you learn about who your visitors are, where they are coming from, and their motives and expectations for their visit with you, the better you can design programs or services (present your story) to relate to their particular interests and needs.

There are also two levels of visitor analysis. Level one is doing a thorough visitor or market analysis in developing an interpretive plan for your site. This is to help you plan for all of your programs and services. You should look at visitor flow into, through, and out of your site; the numbers of visitors you might expect; seasonal uses; etc. The second level of visitor analysis is more for the specific interpretive program or service level. Within your general market base of visitors,
try to determine who might use a specific program, such as a guided hike, or who of all your site visitors might be most interested in learning about the theme you are presenting. Examples of these market groups might be: school groups of fifth graders, a garden club, elderly visitors from a bus tour, a 4-H club, and so on. Who do you think the user group for a self-guided trail through your site might be?

This section focuses on doing a market (visitor) analysis for an Interpretive Master Plan for an entire facility. See chapters Four, Five, and Six for ideas about doing a market analysis for specific programs and services.

Visitor demographics
Looking at visitor demographics is a good first step when doing a visitor analysis because these are often some of the easiest data to collect. A study of visitor demographics should reveal:

- Where visitors are coming from.
- Age groups and sex of visitors.
- Socio-economic background.
- Use patterns.

What will this information tell you? Knowing where visitors are coming from (regional or counties, cities, etc.) gives you information on advertising or promoting your programs or services (assuming you want to promote the programs). It also tells you where visitors are not coming from. You can identify where to increase your marketing to attract new or different
market groups. By learning where visitors travel from to get to the site, you can also make assumptions about travel routes and better plan highway directional signs to the site. This also helps in developing maps or directions for visitors. Of course, learning who is not visiting your site may be as important as knowing who is coming to your site.

Demographics about age groups and group composition also helps in planning programs and services. For example, if you find that mostly older populations visit your site, you may need to plan special accommodations (barrier-free access, benches, etc.) for older visitors in campgrounds, visitor centers, restrooms, and on interpretive trails. Remember that different age groups of visitors have different expectations for their visits to different sites, and look for different amenities or mixes of recreational and interpretive opportunities.

If you have an existing site, unobtrusive evaluation offers an easy way to find out who your visitors are. You can then compare this profile with the kind of visitor mix you desire. In general you will have one or more of the following groups using your site or facility:

- Traditional family (mom, dad, children)
- Traditional extended family (mom, dad, kids, grandparents or other relatives)
- Single parent with children (one of the fastest growing user groups)
- Adult groups without children (young couples)
- Empty nesters (Adults usually in their late 40s or so who have grown children who are in college or out of the
house on their own)

- Elderly or retired visitors (visitors over age 65 travelling either as couples or as groups in organized tours).

These are the main categories I use in evaluation, but you can add any group category to this as appropriate for your site, such as hunters (seasonal use), etc. To find out who your main user groups are, stake out a staff member or volunteer in a parking area or at the park or site entrance with a checklist of these categories on it. As a vehicle comes by or visitors exit their vehicles in parking areas, check the category that each group looks like it best fits into. Within a week or so (be sure you survey during weekends), you will begin to see a profile emerge of your visitor mix. This will give you some ideas about how to best relate your theme, etc. to each different market group. It will also help guide you toward the types of programs and services these visitors may be most interested in.

Visitation use patterns allow you to see when your site and services are most in demand. I recommend that you graph your weekly or monthly visitor attendance figures for each year. By graphing the data, you can see any patterns of use, or seasonal anomalies in use. Here are a number of examples from visitor surveys from some of my past projects that show how to present and analyze this kind of visitor use data.

Fig. 7 illustrates an easy way to obtain and display some kinds of visitor data. For this project I recorded the counties of origin for each car in the park’s parking lot (the counties’ names were printed on each license plate). Then after the
survey time, I counted the number from each county and put the number in a state-wide county map. How would you use this information?

Fig. 8 is from another project where I graphed program attendance from the past two years. Graphing data really helps to point out any anomalies or use patterns. Note the spike in the attendance curve for May, which does not occur the following year. Why do you think that spike occurred? (The site had a special spring wildflower program that year that brought in lots of people.)
Fig. 9 illustrates what you can learn if you graph visitor center attendance. I asked the front desk staff to count the number of visitors in this particular center every half hour from the time they opened until they closed that evening, for one week. The resulting graphs give us a picture of use of and demand for the center and center facilities.

In the figure of the week-long graph, the dotted line is the psychological carrying capacity of the center. That is the point at which visitors, upon looking from the doorway at the number of people inside, decide not to go in. By noting the times at which the number of visitors in the facility exceeds the psychological carrying capacity, you can make adjustments in your programs or services to compensate for the peaks. You may decide to add seasonal or volunteer staff, change exhibit flow patterns for a quicker turn around time, or create or promote outside activities to draw off some of the facility demand.
Visitor motivations for selecting and attending interpretive programs

In doing visitor analysis for interpretive planning for any site, the traditional kinds of visitor data collected are basically demographics, as discussed earlier. Many years ago when I first got into interpretive research and theory, I was working as a seasonal interpretive naturalist with Ohio State Parks. I felt that our programs were not very well aimed at what visitors might want, and we had been doing essentially the same programs for years. As part of my master’s degree program at Ohio State, I developed a research project to try to find out what motivates visitors to select and attend interpretive programs. I was amazed to learn as I was doing my literature search how few people had spent any time thinking about “what the visitors wanted.” We were more concerned in planning programs that we – the interpretors – were interested in. The research project really opened my eyes as to how poorly...

Figure 9: Attendance every half-hour.
we understood our visitors, and how ineffective we probably were in communicating with them.

The research setting
The study I am going to share with you was done many years ago, and the results I present here were valid only for the time, place, and audience for which the research was conducted. What this study illustrates is the kinds of concepts I learned from this research. To my surprise, this was exactly the kind of research that marketing and advertising firms have been doing for years, helping them to plan marketing programs for new or existing products.

The setting was an Ohio State Park. Our visitors were essentially residents in the park for a week at a time. They came into the park and settled into their campsites on Sundays usually, and left the following Sunday morning.

The kinds of traditional programs offered at the park were: guided hikes, live demonstrations, and evening slide talks. The average attendance for one of the guided hikes was about 20 people, and the average attendance for our evening slide programs (offered about 9pm) was 350 visitors each evening. The obvious assumption I made was that our visitors preferred the evening programs most, and “loved us” and the topics we presented during these programs.

Visitor motives
As part of the research I wanted to learn what motivated visitors to attend or select the services or program topics that
we offered. To set the research strategy, I based the motives categories on Maslow’s (1954) hierarchy of needs. In Chapter One you learned that visitors have a mix of motives or needs for their selections of program or services. These included: physiological needs, safety needs, the need to belong, esteem needs, and the need for self actualization.

The survey was divided into two main information gathering areas. First, I wanted to learn which interpretive services (hikes, live demonstrations, slide talks) visitors preferred, and why. Second, I hoped to find out which program topics visitors most preferred to attend, and why. The choices for program topics were taken from a pre-tested list of thirty topics most commonly offered in the parks at that time.

What did we learn from the research? The results for the kinds of interpretive services preferred by the visitors really surprised me. At my park the most highly attended programs were the evening slide shows (about 350 visitors per night). Our least attended programs were the daily guided hikes. But the research results (Fig. 10) show that the visitors actually wanted more hikes, and didn’t like our evening slide program. The comments ran something like: “we didn’t come to the park to see pictures of wildlife – we came to see the real thing!” So in this case past program attendance alone wasn’t a good indicator of success. The main reason, I found, that visitors came to our evening slide programs was because there was nothing else to do in the park at night! Their retention of any of the information from the program itself
was very little.

Fig. 11 illustrates the stated reasons (motives) that visitors selected either a hike or live demonstration activity. Note that the major motive for hiking was enjoyment, not “learning.” When the words “learn” or “educational experience” were dropped from the advertising for hikes, attendance on the hikes increased. Visitors associated learning with school or a formal education program. But they were on vacation. They didn’t want schooling, they wanted fun.
I also looked at when our visitors would prefer to go on guided hikes (Fig. 12). Of course the times that they stated in the survey as preferred times to go on hikes were not times that we actually offered hikes. It turned out that evenings were a preferred hiking time, so we eliminated most evening slide shows and added evening night hikes. The results were great, as we now offered visitors the interpretive program or activity they liked the best, at times that they liked the best.
What a concept for program planning!

I also learned a few more interesting things about the visitors. While both men and women might prefer a particular program topic, they might prefer it for different reasons. For example, one program topic I surveyed was “Tornadoes and Thunderstorms... the Deadly Clouds.” I found that men chose this topic for esteem motives, wanting to learn how deadly the clouds were and how destructive they could be. The men would be up on the roof with a video recorder taping the twister as it went by. The women in the survey selected this topic for safety and the need-to-belong motives. They wanted to learn how to protect their family if a tornado was coming!

By not being aware of the diversity in motives involved in visitors’ program selection and expectations of what they want to learn, an interpreter could present the program in such a way as to miss half of the audience, leaving them unsatisfied.

What can you do with this kind of information?

This was just a small part of the total amount of information I learned about the park visitors. Park staff used this information the following year to better plan, design, present, and market the interpretive programs. The park eliminated slide programs and made all programs interactive, with hands-on learning opportunities. When we did use slides, it was only as a part of the total program. We offered program topics that were of the most interest to the visitors, and we offered programs at times that the visitors told us was best for them. We also used
this data to formulate an advertising strategy. The results were a thirty-seven percent increase in our interpretive program attendance from the past year. We didn’t have more new visitors, but we had more visitors attending more programs during their week’s stay in the park.

Visitor analysis can also be used to help you estimate potential demand for your site and services. In particular, it is very useful in helping to predict demand for a new visitor center. The example given here is for a park, forest, or site that has existing programs or services (camping, fishing, etc.) but no visitor center. Here is how you can get an idea for estimating potential demand for a new facility.

Design load for visitor centers
Let’s look at how to determine or estimate how many people will visit a given facility on an average peak season weekend day or holiday. For the following example it is assumed that 80 percent of visitors will use the center. The design load is determined using the following equation:

\[
DL = \frac{VI \times 0.80 \times VS \times VW}{NW}
\]

- **DL** Design load for the visitor center.
- **VI** Total visitation for recreation/interpretive programs (est).
- **VS** Percentage of visitation occurring during your peak season.
- **VW** Percentage of peak season visitation occurring on weekend days or holidays.
- **NW** Number of weekend days or holidays during the peak season.
For our example, we will plug in numbers from an actual project:

\[ DL = 521,000 \times 0.80 \times 0.80 \times 0.70 \]
\[ DL = 233,408 = 8,644 \]

To determine the number of People At One Time (PAOT) expected in the visitor center, the following equation is used:

\[ PAOT = \frac{DL}{H \times TR} \]

- **DL**: Design load from above
- **H**: Number of hours of operation (8 in our example)
- **TR**: Turnover rate (estimated 20 minutes length of visit or turnover rate of 3 visitors per hour).

\[ PAOT = 8644 = 360 \]
\[ \frac{8 \times 3}{} \]

This particular center can expect about 360 visitors at one time on its busiest weekend day during the summer. Now consider that, if there is 900 square feet of space available in the exhibit area, and the minimum amount of space for comfort for visitors is 16 square feet of space per person, this exhibit area can hold about 56 visitors comfortably at one time. In this case, the building was designed before the math was done (visitor market potential analysis). What potential problems do you see here? What would you do if this was your center, and you
Visitor orientation needs
One of the basic needs that visitors have, which relates to Maslow’s safety need, is that of orientation. Without good directions (maps, highway signs, etc.) visitors can go through a good deal of trip stress. Many family arguments that occur on vacations are due to difficulty in trying to find the vacation spot. Interpretive planners should strive to reduce trip stress, considering three levels of planning for visitor orientation:

- Pre-visit orientation
- On-site visit orientation
- Post-visit orientation

Let’s take a closer look at what’s involved with each of these levels.

**Pre-visit orientation** involves providing information for visitors on:

- The kinds of programs, services, facilities, and activities you have at your site or facility.
- Hours of operation, costs, seasonal uses, need for reservations, and phone numbers to call for more information.
- A map with directions from main access routes from all directions.
- A system of directional signs off-site guiding them to the site.
- An introduction to the mission and theme of the site.
or facility.

- Any other information you think they should know to help them understand more about you, or to help attract them to you if you are a tourism type site.

On-site orientation involves providing directions to all of your resources, facilities, use areas, parking, and offices once visitors enter your property. It also involves making them aware of programs or services you have available (what, when, and where) for them to use or take part in.

Post-visit orientation involves making sure that visitors can easily find their way back to the highway or main travel route when they leave your site, and that they are aware of future or new programs or services, special events, etc. to encourage them to come back to your site soon for another visit.

This whole visitor orientation package has one main goal: to relieve trip stress for visitors so they can easily find you and enjoy their experience at your site.

Pacing interpretive services
The concept of pacing is not new. A great deal of our everyday life is developed around this concept, from our school system to almost any sports or recreation activity we might take part in. Knowing that visitors differ widely in their ages, educational attainment, interests, and goals to be achieved within a leisure setting, the interpreter must be sensitive to all levels of visitor experience and sophistication with regard to program or service offerings.
When visitors attend an interpretive program, they come with different levels of knowledge or information about any given topic, or with different skill levels that they might need to use during a program or activity. So pacing interpretive services simply means that we might try to have program topics presented at different knowledge levels, such as having four different trail guides for one self-guiding trail:

- The children’s trail guide (simple and built around children’s learning principles and examples).
- The parents’ trail guide (written to help parents or teachers help the children see, learn, and explore the trail, with questions to ask, answers, and so on.)
- The general trail guide (written for most visitors).
- The advanced trail guide (written for experts, or visitors who already have a basic understanding of the trail theme and topics and want more details.)

Pacing interpretive services might also mean that we have several different kinds of trail opportunities for visitors, such as:

- Short self-guiding loop trail, barrier free.
- Short self-guiding loop trail, not barrier free.
- Short self-guiding loop trail, rugged terrain, steep slopes.
- Long (1 mile or more) trails, for more experienced hikers.
- Difficult trails (several miles) for experienced hikers.

It’s important to have some opportunity for all of our major
visitor groups. In general, plan to pace in four main areas:

1. Enjoyment levels of the visitor. Some visitors will enjoy (or expect to enjoy) certain program topics or experiences more than others. Some programs maybe more serious or scientific, others just pure fun.

2. Levels of complexity of information provided at interpretive programs or in interpretive media.

3. Levels of motor skills or skill ability needed for some interpretive services, such as backpacking, day hiking, craft programs, living history activities.

4. Visitor attitude. That is, pacing to modify or encourage visitors to change their attitudes about some kinds of topics or activities (bats, snakes, hunting, conservation practices, land or resource stewardship).

For ease of use of the pacing concept, I like to use three different mastery levels. These include:

- **Level 1**: Introductory level for those with little or no knowledge or experience.

- **Level 2**: A medium level for those with more experience or physical abilities.

- **Level 3**: A top level for those who possess a high degree of mastery, ability, or experience.

One example of these levels might be visitors who have never been on a hike before (level 1); visitors that go hiking only when on their vacations, and only for short day hikes (level 2); and
visitors who are experienced backpackers and go out for days at a time (level 3).

In the case of enjoyment and attitude, the planner wouldn’t be concerned with “mastery” but rather the “intensity” of the effort directed toward changing or planning around various visitor attitudes or the intensity or amount of humor to be included in planning the interpretive programs or services. This is particularly true when interpreting sensitive issues or topics, such as the effects cattle have on riparian habitats to a group of western ranchers who graze their cattle on public land, or historical interpretation about Native Americans.

One of the most common examples of pacing used today is that of pacing for different age groups. Age must be considered in the overall pacing concept for interpretive services, as mastery levels or topic interests can and often do change with age. For example, from the motivation research project I did with Ohio State Parks, I found that there were specific preferences in program topics that older visitors (age 45 and older) preferred (e.g., “What your family can do to fight against pollution”) but drew no interest from younger visitors (14 to 25 years old). There were some program topics that younger audiences preferred (e.g., “Snakes – the deadly hunters!”) that the older audiences (45 and up) showed little or no interest in.

Use of interpretive pacing by planners
Of course anyone park, forest, or historic site cannot possibly plan to offer too many different levels of interpretive services
without first knowing something about the visitors coming to the site. This is one more reason why a visitor analysis is so important to interpretive planning. After a survey is done, you may learn that only one or two levels of pacing are needed. Or, if you have a very diverse audience, a variety of offerings could be planned. There is not a right amount of pacing for each site; appropriate pacing depends on your particular audience or visitor characteristics. Pacing is a tool to help plan for visitor needs and to help visitors more fully enjoy their recreational and interpretive opportunities during their visit. It helps you relate better to individual visitors or groups of visitors by offering programs or services that best fit their needs or abilities. So, for example, if you have a mostly older market using your park or site, it’s probably not a good idea to plan for lots of very long hiking trails, when level 1 or 2 trails would best fit that group.

The first places to look for some basic visitor demographic information for your area include:

- Regional or local Chambers of Commerce. Most have done marketing studies on tourism trends for your region or city.
- Your State Travel and Tourism Bureau. States are always conducting tourism trends and travel studies. Most have research done by regions on tourism interests, travel patterns, regional demographic patterns, seasonal visitation trends, and so on.
- State office for the U.S. Census Bureau. The U.S. Census Bureau has a wealth of information available
about almost every city, county, or region of the United States. The bureau can give you specific information about visitors and residents in your city or area.

Summary
In this section I could not go into all the aspects of conducting a market survey, but rather chose to demonstrate that you need a market survey to help you more effectively plan for meeting your visitors’ needs and expectations. If you need help in developing a survey, you may want to contact a local university’s Parks and Recreation Department, or Marketing Department. They can provide you with detailed references on how to do a formal survey. They might even have a student looking to do this kind of survey research for his or her thesis. Interpretive consulting firms can also help you conduct research. Remember, to better plan for and interpret to visitors in a truly professional manner ... we need to first know who our visitors are!

How/when/where to plan, design, and present interpretive programs and services
Where are we in the interpretive planning process?
Before we get started with this section of our interpretive planning process, let’s take a minute to review where we are. We had stated that the What, Why, and Who sections of the interpretive plan were done first. Once we have compiled and analyzed the information for each of these sections, and have identified all of the potential interpretive sites within
our park, forest, or site, then the next step is to take a look at each interpretive resource (from the Site Inventory forms). We will have to decide on some specifics about how we want to interpret each of these resources. To facilitate this part of the planning process, we will use Story Development forms and a set procedure for doing our detailed resource site planning for our Interpretive Master Plan.

Here’s how I do it
First of all, remember that there are an interpretive theme and objectives for the whole site. The theme is the key here; the interpretation at each resource site must focus on illustrating the main interpretive theme.

For each interpretive site recorded in the Interpretive Site Inventory, I complete a set of Story Development Form sets for each site. Let’s take a closer look at the form.

Interpretive Site Inventory and Story Development Form
On this form, for each interpretive resource inventoried (landscape feature, historic structure, vista, orientation site, etc.) I record:

- The Site Index Number (assigned during the inventory phase and noted on a site index location map).
- The site name.
- The site location.
- The main interpretive topics that can be presented or illustrated at this location.
- Management issues to be addressed (if any).
Interpretive Site Objectives (these are physical development issues such as increasing parking, adding stairs to trails, developing viewing decks, etc.).

Interpretive Objectives (Learn, Feel and Do).

Recommended Interpretive Media Options (interpretive panels, demonstration area, cellphone interpretation, podcast, self-guiding booklet, etc.).

Site photos and/or photos of media options, such as a kiosk design.

The Planning Form Set

In the interpretive plan document (I use a three-ring notebook so that the plan can be easily updated or corrected as needed), I put the Site Inventory Form for each interpretive resource and the three Story Development Forms together as one set. This set for each interpretive resource becomes, in fact, a mini site development plan for each interpretive resource site. The combined set of these planning forms, one set for each resource inventoried, becomes the guts of the interpretive master plan for the whole site. They tell exactly what resource sites within the park or forest need to be developed, why, and which media or interpretive services to use.

Use of the planning forms is not intended to limit the creativity of interpretive planners, but merely to provide a place to write their creative ideas down so the ideas can be fulfilled.

The following Planning Form Sets (Figs. 13-15) illustrate Interpretive Objectives and Theme, a Story Line Flow Chart.
and a Planning Form Set from an interpretive planning project for the Great Bridge Battlefield and Waterways Park & Visitor Center.
Great Bridge Interpretive Plan Objectives

During or upon completion of their visit, the majority of visitors will:

- Understand the need/role of the historic canals and waterways to contemporary times.
- Learn the basics of the evolution/time line of the canal(s) development and operation.
- Understand the historic setting pre-battle of the Great Bridge area – and the historic role of the Great Bridge and causeway system.
- Understand why the battle of Great Bridge occurred (historical settings).
- Understand the basic time line of the battle.
- Learn (meet through exhibits), the main historical figures on both sides.
- Learn and understand the historic “viewpoints” from both sites as to the importance of the Great Bridge from a military point of view.
- Learn and see how the Great Bridge and causeway were constructed.
- Learn how the waterways system works today.
- Learn where the waterway system “goes to and comes from” today.
- Learn the commercial and recreational importance of the waterway system/lock system today.
- Learn more about G.B. land and water commercial importance in 1775.
- Understand how communities grew up around the waterway system, and Great Bridge.
- Gain a sense of empathy for the combatants on both sides (what were they thinking was going to happen, etc. – what drove them to risk their lives!).
- Learn of the evolution of the drawbridges used at this site.
- Learn where the original “Great Bridge” was located, and this location was part of the causeway.
- Learn how the modern bascule bridge we see today works.
- Be motivated to visit other park historic sites/features.
- Be motivated to visit other historic sites and facilities in the area/region.
- Be motivated to want to learn more about the battle of Great Bridge.
- Want to learn more about the natural history of the area (some of the reasons the Great Bridge was located here, and its importance).
- Be motivated to walk the trail to see/view a “historic landscape” and general location of the British 1775 Fort.
- Learn what work has been completed and what we’ve
found from archaeological studies done here.

- Learn about other heritage resources (web sites, books, organizations) they may want to access to learn more about the history of the area.
- Be able to identify modern watercraft (commercial, etc), using the waterway system (boat watching).
- Learn/see how the modern lock system works.
- Be able to relax and do some “watchable wildlife” experienced via the interpretive trail.
- Learn what the consequences might have been if the battle of Great Bridge had not occurred, or if the Patriots had lost the battle – how the battle affected the forming of America!
- Be motivated to return to the Visitor Center often to attend programs, lectures, or other educational or recreational experiences.
- For local residents, gain an increased sense of community pride, and pride of local heritage.
- Learn about potential volunteer opportunities at the Park and Visitor Center.
- Learn how the marsh affected the development of this area.
- Have a better understanding of wetlands and how man “harnesses” them and how man can protect them.

Figure 13: Planning Form Set - Interpretive Objectives and Theme (continued)
• Peak their interest in indigenous vs. “man introduced” plants.
• Take ownership of their roles of protectors of the ecology of the waterways/bay.
• Support the historic site, park, and visitor centers contributions to the community.
• Local residents will feel that the heritage complex adds to their personal quality of life.
• Tourists travelling through the area will begin to make this a frequent stop on their way to/from other destinations.
• Tourists will begin to see the Chesapeake area as a heritage destination.
• Tourists will be able to learn about near-by Gateway sites and connecting waterways.

**Interpretive Theme (draft)**

Based on group discussions, and a review of the objectives, it was felt that the following interpretive theme reflected the “unique sense of place in history” of the battlefield/park/visitor center complex:

The battle of Great Bridge in 1775 produced a historic legacy that affected our young nation in many ways, and affects you and I still today.
It is this interpretive theme or message line that will flow through all interpretive experiences, be the first exhibit visitors would see in the visitor center, and be stated, and illustrated by all interpretive programs and services.
The Story Line Flow Chart

The story line flow chart on the following page is developed from:

- The objectives that the interpretive plan are to accomplish.
- The results from the resource inventory.
- The results from the historical site review.

It illustrates the relationship of subject matter from key topics (sub-themes) to supportive topics and subject matter.

Figure 14: Planning Form Set - Story Line Flow Chart
Figure 14: Planning Form Set - Story Line Flow Chart (continued)
Interpretive Site Inventory
Great Bridge Battlefield & Waterways Park

Site Index #: GB-6
Site Name: Main Information/Orientation Kiosk
Site Location: The site location is still to be determined. However I recommend that it be placed close to the area by the lock observation area as this is a common focal point for most visitors.

Site Description: This would be a 3 or 4 sided kiosk (see illustration).

Interpretive Significance: This would be one of three identical kiosks, one planned for the NW quadrant, one for the NE quadrant by the visitor center, and one for the SW quadrant by the breastworks/bridge viewing area.

The kiosks will be a major communication point for visitors about the history of the site, the canal history, program information, and related orientation information. One side should be dedicated to the history of the locks at GB – include stone construction and how remains of south side of the old lock is used today in viewing platform.
**Story Development**

**Great Bridge Battlefield & Waterways Park**

**Site Index #:** GB-6

**Site Name:** Main Information/Orientation Kiosk.

**Interpretive theme or topics:** Topics for the kiosk could include:

- Overview of the Battle of Great Bridge
- Overview of the history of the canal systems.
- Parks and Foundation introduction, mission, and contact points.
- Program or services schedules (changeable information).
- Overview of the main interpretive quadrant facilities.
- Park orientation map (you are here).

**Site Objectives:**

- Determine the location for the kiosk.
- Determine the kiosk final size design.
- Develop the kiosk pad and any electrical hookup needs if required.
- Build and install the kiosk.

**Interpretive Objectives:**

From the kiosk interpretive and information panels the majority of visitors will:

Figure 15: Planning Form Set - Site Inventory (continued)
- Gain a general overview of the history of the site and the Battle of Great Bridge.
- Be motivated to visit the other parts of the park system (visitor center, etc.).
- Learn of program or services as the new NE quadrant system is developed.
- Learn of the Parks Department and GB Foundation contact information.
- Learn of the Great Bridge Battlefield website(s).
- Have an increased sense of community (and individual) pride in their (local residents) local history.
- Be motivated to learn more about the history of the area.

**Interpretive Media or Services:**

The interpretive media for this location would be a 3 or 4 sided kiosk as illustrated below.

![Illustration of a kiosk](image)

The kiosk could have upper lighting (electrical power or solar power).
power for evening security). The kiosk, as illustrated could have:

- Three 3’ x 4’ interpretive panel inserts (maps, history of the site, historic photos of the canal, etc.). One or more of the interpretive panel inserts could have a digital audio attachment to the back of the panel (housed inside the kiosk), with “voices from the past” from the battle, or other audio information. One side of the kiosk could have a changeable bulletin board area for either another 3’ x 4’ panel insert (changeable by season) or as a basic bulletin board to announcements, safety messages, park rules, etc.

- The kiosk could be designed to be staffed on busy weekends, etc. One of the panel sides would be the access door, and one of the panel areas could open out to form a “desk”.

Estimated cost of the kiosk would be: $6000.00 (depending on electrical, lighting, materials, etc.).
- Each 3’ x 4’ interpretive panel insert – $4000.00
- Audio attachment for panels @ $900.00 each.
- Bulletin Board - $400.00

| Figure 15: Planning Form Set - Site Inventory (continued) |
Interpretive Site Inventory
Great Bridge Battlefield & Waterways Park

Site Index #: GB-11
Site Name: Marsh View Trail
Site Location: See site location map on the following page.
Site Description:
This would be a ½ mile loop trail, being developed from an existing linear trail running along the canal. It runs through recovering pine forest, once the site of a mobile home park, and loops to a high dirt burn running along the edge of the marsh (as seen in the aerial photo).

Interpretive Significance:
This would be the first self-guided trail within the parks system at Great Bridge. It would give visitors one of the only “natural” viewpoints of the marsh and is the best location for developing interpretation on the historic marsh landscape, watchable wildlife, and other ecological stories.

This is one of the potential viewpoints into the marsh from the burn part of the loop trail. A wildlife viewing platform could also be developed in this area. It would also be a close walking distance form the proposed new visitor center.

Figure 15: Planning Form Set - Site Inventory (continued)
**Story Development**

**Great Bridge Battlefield & Waterways Park**

**Site Index #:** GB-11  
**Site Name:** Marsh View Trail  
**Interpretive theme or topics:** The main interpretive topics for this location would be to introduce visitors to the approaching historic landscape, and acquaint them with what the early natural history of this location would have looked like, and what wildlife would have been here. We also want them to experience the marsh landscape to help them understand why the causeway and bridge over this area was so important.

**Site Objectives:**

- Flag the proposed new additional loop for the trail.  
- Develop the trail entrance sign location (see photo).  
- Develop steps on to/off of the back loop burn.  
- Clear brush of the trail surface from the back burn – widen as necessary.  
- Design a viewing deck/platform out to the edge of the marsh.

**Interpretive Objectives:**

The majority of visitors will:

- Understand that the historical marsh landscape of 1775

---

*Figure 15: Planning Form Set - Site Inventory (continued)*
looked pretty much like it does today.

- Learn why the road over and through this marshland was so vital.
- Learn some of the native plants and animals they can see from this location.
- Feel that this trail system is a relaxing and enjoyable learning experience.
- Be motivated to learn more about the history of the Battle of Great Bridge.
- Enjoy watching wildlife.

**Interpretive Media or Services:**

Interpretive media for this Self-guiding trail could include:

- One 3’ x 4’ interpretive trailhead sign kiosk with fiberglass embedded panel.
- Several stationary 2’ x 3’ interpretive panels at select watchable wildlife locations. Final number and location to be determined.
- One self-guiding trail leaflet keyed to numbered stakes. This leaflet could be made available on the site’s website.
The top photo shows the current entrance to the proposed self-guiding trail.
The lower photo shows that same entrance area with a trail head sign/kiosk added (by computer).
A draft of the recommended trail head sign is provided on the following page.
Sample Trail Head Sign Design

**Trail head sign basics:** (a standard design for all three trail head signs). Highlight each trail on the trail head map. Show a few photos of key attractions or features visitors will encounter to increase interest.

![Sample Trail Head Sign Design](image)

**A trail location map:**

1. Note trail length and, more importantly, the average walking time.
2. Have the trail name, and identify trail marker icons for visitors to watch for.
3. Message about trail theme and sites/features.

Figure 15: Planning Form Set - Site Inventory (continued)
4. Safety message.
5. Availability of additional trail interpretation media.
6. Parks Logo is optional based on policy.

Figure 15: Planning Form Set - Site Inventory (continued)
Summary
This series of interpretive planning forms was designed to make interpretive plans easier to prepare, understand, implement, and update. Having a standardized set of forms (whether you use these or design your own) for interpretive resource site inventory and story development will help to ensure that all the desired types of information an interpretive plan should contain are included in the Master Plan.

The use of standardized interpretive planning forms can aid in the development of interpretive systems plans (discussed later in this book) for parks, forests, historic sites, or related tourism sites within a geographical region or state or county park system.

These forms are tools that I have developed and used during many years of field testing, so I know that they work for me. But I am always looking for ways to improve them. Use them if you like, or develop your own format. But the forms approach will save you time and ensure accuracy and uniformity during the whole planning process.
I&O: Implementation and Operations
Making it Happen!
The main purpose of the Implementation & Operations Section is to provide in one place the total implementation phasing and costs for the interpretive plan. Realize that you will probably not be able to implement all of the interpretive plan at one time. And it may be difficult to accurately predict future costs and resource needs. To simplify this process, you may want to phase the development over time. Five years works well as an average period for implementing the total interpretive plan.

The I&O implementation matrix
I have found that the matrix format is the easiest way to present the implementation needs for the entire plan. Fig. 16 illustrates a section of the I&O Matrix from the Great Bridge Battlefield Interpretive Plan, which the Planning Form Set examples are also taken from. The interpretive media or services development recommendations from the individual Interpretive Planning Form Sets note the interpretive needs for each individual site, such as interpretive panels, development for self-guiding trails, new demonstration areas or orientation site kiosks.

These recommendations from the planning forms can be summarized in the matrix.

Note that since this plan was completed the cost estimates shown will have changed. All the elements illustrated in this plan were implemented and completed by 2010.
The Matrix includes:

- Site Index Number (and/or Site name).
- List of recommended interpretive media or services from the planning form.
- The fiscal year you would like to implement that particular media or service.
- Cost estimates for implementation of that service, such as the cost for interpretive panels.

I usually do the fiscal year recommendations based on discussions with the client, or leave the phasing blank for the client to fill in. Note that the fiscal year phasing should be reviewed each year to make phasing adjustments as needed.

Depending on the interpretive plan scope of work, based on client input, can also do a phasing matrix for projected staffing needs.

Summary

The I&O section of the interpretive plan is your strategy for how you want to implement your plan. This matrix summary can help you in budgeting for interpretive services many years in advance, or help in grant writing for interpretive services or media. Check with suppliers for current costs, and be mindful that costs can increase for these media over time, so check for current costs when getting ready to budget for new media for the current fiscal year.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index #</th>
<th>Media/services</th>
<th>06</th>
<th>07</th>
<th>08</th>
<th>09</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Cost estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| GB-7   | Historic Breastworks Reconstruction  
- Two 2’x 3’ interpretive panels  
- Optional digital sound for one panel |    |    |    |    |              | To be determined  
$3000.00 each  
$800.00 + |
| GB-8   | COE Viewing Platform  
- Three rail-mounted 2’x 3’ interpretive panels |    |    |    |    |              | $3000.00 each |
| GB-9   | Fordice Fall Site  
- One 2’x 3’ interpretive panel  
- Additional digital audio box |    |    |    |    |              | $3000.00  
$800.00 |
| GB-10  | SW Quadrant Main Interpretive Kiosk  
3’x 4’ interpretive panel inserts.  
- One bulletin board insert  
- Digital audio attachment boxes |    |    |    |    |              | $9000.00  
$400.00  
$900.00 each |
| GB-11  | Marsh View Self-Guiding Trail  
- One 3’x 4’ trailhead sign  
- Trailhead frame  
- Self-guiding leaflet/stake system (production ready leaflet)  
- Viewing decks for wildlife watching |    |    |    |    |              | $3500.00  
$2000.00  
$5000.00  
to be determined |
| GB-12  | DAR Monument Site |    |    |    |    |              | NA |

**Index #**  
GB-7  
GB-8  
GB-9  
GB-10  
GB-11  
GB-12

**Media/services**  
Historic Breastworks Reconstruction  
COE Viewing Platform  
Fordice Fall Site  
SW Quadrant Main Interpretive Kiosk  
Marsh View Self-Guiding Trail  
DAR Monument Site

**Cost estimates**  
To be determined  
$3000.00 each  
$800.00 +  
$3000.00 each  
$3000.00  
$800.00  
$9000.00  
$400.00  
$900.00 each  
$3500.00  
$2000.00  
$5000.00  
to be determined  
NA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index #</th>
<th>Media/services</th>
<th>06</th>
<th>07</th>
<th>08</th>
<th>09</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Cost estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GB-13</td>
<td>NE Park Main Information/Orientation Kiosk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$6000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Three 3’ x 4’ interpretive panel inserts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- One bulletin board insert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Digital audio attachment boxes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-14</td>
<td>Battle Encampment Interpretive Panel, 2’ x 3’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-15</td>
<td>Summary of the Battle Panel(s), 2’ x 3’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-16</td>
<td>Fordyce Legendary Burial Site panel, 2’ x 3’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-17</td>
<td>View to British Cannon Position Panel, 2’ x 3’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-18</td>
<td>Original Causeway Location Panel, 2’ x 3’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB-19</td>
<td>Causeway reconstruction exhibit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$85,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpretive panels, 2’ x 3’ as needed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3000.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visitor Center Exhibits – Est. $400.00/sq.ft of floor space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Of this amount:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25% is the design fee.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15% is for delivery and installation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60% buys “exhibits”.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: Implementation and priorities matrix
The So What Section
The So What Section of the interpretive plan provides direction for evaluation of the recommended, new, or existing interpretive programs and services. It provides answers to the question, “How will I know if my objectives have been accomplished?”

In order to maintain high quality interpretation, it is essential to be able to critically appraise the effectiveness of the interpretive programs and services offered to visitors. The crucial questions to be asked and answered are (from Veverka, 1977):

1. Are the objectives of the total interpretive program (whole site, park, forest, zoo, facility) being met at an acceptable level?
2. Are the objectives of individual interpretive sites (from the site inventory and story development forms) being met at an acceptable level?

But what does the term “acceptable level” mean? If your objective stated that “the majority of the visitors will...”, that means your acceptable level is at least 51 percent accomplishment.

But if you wanted at least 60 percent of the visitors to..., then your acceptable level is at least 60 percent. You determine what is acceptable for you when you write the objective.

Plan evaluation into your project
The evaluation section should recommend evaluation as part of
the planning and design process for any new or recommended interpretive program or service, or any interpretive site development. For example, you could have a statement in this section recommending that all interpretive text for signs, exhibits, brochures, and so on be pre-tested before actually being produced. You might recommend an evaluation strategy for your agency for pre-testing or doing formative evaluation for new exhibits or services. You might also recommend yearly visitor services evaluations (“are visitors understanding the site theme? Are site interpretive objectives being accomplished?”).

The evaluation process
The six main parts of the evaluation process are:

1. Identify the objectives that you want to evaluate.
2. Select the most appropriate evaluation technique or tool.
3. Apply the technique and obtain results. A time table on when and how you are going to do the evaluation(s) can be a helpful tool.
4. Compare actual results to the results desired from the objective.
5. Do an analysis of the results (Did you accomplish your objectives? Why or why not?).
6. Make recommendations for improvement.

Some evaluation techniques
There are a lot of ways to do evaluation depending on the program or service, agency rules about surveying visitors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluative Technique</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Audience Feedback</td>
<td>Interpreter analyzes visitors' responses in face-to-face settings</td>
<td>Allows for immediate analysis of visitor's reaction to the interpreter and service. The interpreter can change his/her approach on the spot to elicit a better response from the visitors.</td>
<td>Technique is subjective since the interpreter must &quot;interpret&quot; the visitor's reaction to him/herself and the service.</td>
<td>The number of questions visitors ask, facial expressions, restlessness, etc. are often good indicators of enjoyment, boredom, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditing By An Expert</td>
<td>Have an experienced interpreter watch and critique an interpretive presentation.</td>
<td>Allows for the input of more experienced professionals into interpretive programming.</td>
<td>The expert judges how s/he thinks a presentation will affect a visitor. Thus, subjective.</td>
<td>In the case where live presentations cannot be evaluated on site, video tapes can be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Measures of Behavior</td>
<td>Determine what interpretive service options visitors take when given a choice (i.e., hike vs. movie)</td>
<td>Allows for the determination of which services are most preferred.</td>
<td>Can determine what services visitors prefer but not why.</td>
<td>This type of information usually determined by head counts, ticket stubs, etc. The technique could be used in conjunction with a questionnaire or interview to determine why visitors made certain choices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation of Audience Attention</td>
<td>Plant scanners in audience to watch and document how many people are focusing their eyes on the interpreter.</td>
<td>Allows for the determination of visitor responses during a presentation.</td>
<td>Assumes that watching the interpreter is synonymous with interest, understanding, enjoyment, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluative Technique</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Length of Viewing or Listening Time</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compare the amount of time people look at or listen to a presentation with the amount of time it would take to completely read or hear it.</td>
<td>A written set of questions given to visitors to determine demographic and experiential data.</td>
<td>A great deal of visitor information can be obtained with a well-designed questionnaire. Questions concerning specific services can be incorporated into the questionnaire.</td>
<td>Similar to questionnaires except that questions are administered orally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subject to written response bias. Time-consuming to design, administer and evaluate.</td>
<td>Similar problems as with designing objective questions (Van Dalen, 1973).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cannot determine visitor enjoyment or interest. Thus, no judgment can be made as to whether or not the message is too long.</td>
<td>Similar problems as with designing objective questions (Van Dalen, 1973).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A major problem with many questionnaires is that they are designed and written to elicit the responses the researcher wants. Great care must be taken to design a questionnaire as objectively as possible.</td>
<td>Similar problems as with designing objective questions (Van Dalen, 1973).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shiner and Shaler found that visitors only 15 to 64 percent of the total time required to read or listen to the printed or recorded message...the shorter the viewing time.</td>
<td>Similar problems as with designing objective questions (Van Dalen, 1973).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluative Techniques</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Pros</td>
<td>Cons</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Testing Devices</td>
<td>Mechanical devices operated by the visitor to answer questions or uncover more interpretive information.</td>
<td>Allows for active participation of visitors. A “fun” technique of evaluation from the visitor’s point of view.</td>
<td>Subject to mechanical breakdowns and vandalism. Often monopolized by children.</td>
<td>For further reference see Wagar (1972).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel of Outsiders</td>
<td>A panel of people not associated with interpretation nor the subject matter being presented are asked to evaluate a service.</td>
<td>The panel can point out the strengths and weaknesses of a service before it is ever presented to the public.</td>
<td>The evaluation will only be as objective as the panel members chosen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Unobtrusive Measures*</td>
<td>Look at fingerprints and noseprints on glass, footwear, litter (such as leaflets, cigarette butts, etc.). Look at products of deprecative behavior (graffiti, vandalism, etc.)</td>
<td>May indicate heavy use or a basic design problem.</td>
<td>Do not know why areas are being used so extensively nor the specific design flow.</td>
<td>This information often times can be gleaned by talking to maintenance personnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestion Box</td>
<td>A locked box where visitors can drop any comments or suggestions.</td>
<td>Anonymity.</td>
<td>Usually get comments biased towards a positive or negative extreme.</td>
<td>In relation to Malabar, the box should be located in VIC as a general catch-a for comments concerning all services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These categories have been added by the authors and three of Wagar’s original categories were deleted.

(From Malabar Farm: An Interpretive Planning Process, Veverka, Willis, et al, 1997.)
directly, and other circumstances. The matrix (Fig. 17) presents some of the more common evaluation techniques, a brief description of the technique, and pros or cons about each.

Suggested reading list on evaluation
There is a lot to learn about why, how, and when to evaluate interpretive programs and services. Here is a list of suggested readings on evaluation to help you in this area.


Interpretive systems planning

Working cooperatively

*When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the Universe.* – John Muir

This quotation from John Muir points out one of the challenges for interpretive planning today. While interpretive master planning is generally regarded as essential to the success of any interpretive site or facility, the majority of such plans are site, facility, or park specific, with little attention to a regional context and integration with interpretation at other nearby sites or facilities. Agencies with interpretive planning responsibilities covering extensive areas generally emphasize only those facets or stories directly pertaining to and within the scope of their concern. Little attention is paid to the interface between an agency’s mandate and the private sector regarding interpretive stories, themes, and facilities. As a result, a large percentage of interpretive efforts tend to be rather narrow in their potential to market regional stories and interpretive opportunities.

What is a systems approach?
The systems approach is simply a way of looking at the entire system of interpretive agencies, sites, facilities, and opportunities around you or in your region. There are many different kinds of systems that you can plan for:

- A regional park district might have three, four, or more parks managed by one agency. Systems planning would look at developing an interpretive plan for the
whole system of parks, seeking the common theme or story that the whole system illustrates.

- A state park system would look at planning for all of the parks as one unit, with interpretive objectives, etc. for the whole state.

- A regional interpretive system plan could be a tourism plan as well. In this kind of planning, different interpretive opportunities available within a given geographical region are analyzed for interrelated themes and interpretive opportunities. This may include a national forest, a nearby state or county park, a local historical museum or historic site, a local zoo, etc. The interpretive systems plan would look at how these sites could share stories, opportunities, and visitors – not competing but rather complementing each other.

As an example of how interpretive systems planning might work, let's say that three parks are administered by a given agency, Park A, Park B, and Park C. Due to the historic resources and features each park contains, the interpretive planners decide that these parks would be most effective for the interpretation of the state's history from prehistoric times to the present. Fig. 18 illustrates how, with an interpretive systems approach, these parks can interface with each other.

In this simplified example, using the systems approach to interpretive planning, each of the three parks within the same administrative system contributes a unique and
complementary facet to the major theme of “The State Parks offer a unique setting to experience our State’s dramatic history,” or other related theme.

The systems approach helps to focus each park on interpreting the specific story that it is best able to illustrate, while not competing with or unnecessarily duplicating stories told at other parks. Note that it is OK to overlap some of the story presentation from park to park. While, in this example, the contribution of Native American history may be found at all three parks, each park could interpret a different aspect of the Native American story, with the main presentation being at Park A. As a result, the interpretation at anyone park would not unnecessarily duplicate that at any other, but together they would promote a much bigger story than could be told and illustrated at anyone park alone.

A regional approach with different agencies
The same philosophy works for regional planning with different agencies involved. For example, a national forest may
have a strong story to interpret about early logging history and subsequent settlement of the nearby town. A local museum may have the actual artifacts and historical documents associated with the early logging history and settlement. A state park may have a good example of a homestead site from that settlement period. A commercial tour company may give guided bus tours through the region to these, and other related historic and cultural sites. If they plan to work and interpret together, each can enjoy a more cost-effective planning effort.

They can also jointly advertise programs and services and develop a regional Heritage Tourism or Ecotourism program. They can share markets rather than compete for parts of markets.

The value of the systems approach

- It integrates related facilities, themes, and stories within an agency or with several agencies.
- It facilitates a variety of levels of experience or “interpretive pacing” for visitor with a common thread of experience on a regional or system-wide level.
- It facilitates the use of natural, historical, and cultural resources that might otherwise be ignored or overlooked.
- It enhances optimal use of available physical, financial, and psychological resources within an area or region.
- It encourages a more expedient and rational approach to planning interpretive services along historic corridors or scenic byways, which may access areas or
interpretive resources of many different agencies and communities.

- It is the main tool for developing heritage tourism plans, for determining the critical mass of tourism opportunities from which to market a region.

Preparing an interpretive systems plan
Preparing an interpretive systems plan can involve both long-range and immediate planning needs. It is probably best to take that proverbial “first step” in developing a systems plan at a smaller scale for immediate needs and letting your interpretive systems plan evolve into your long-range marketing and interpretation plan.

How do you actually develop an interpretive systems plan? There are five criteria that should be considered when developing your plan:

1. Relative levels of a resource story’s significance and its attraction and appeal to visitors for all sites and facilities.
2. Willingness of different agencies, sites, and facilities to work together.
3. Needed availability of the resource or story relative to visitor demand and interest within the region or system.
4. Potential of a site or story to enhance the intrinsic variety of all themes within the system, contrasted to merely adding more of what already exists within the system.
5. Potential for building cooperative partnerships for cost sharing and developing win-win relationships. Remember, for a partnership to be successful, both partners need to benefit from the relationship.

The system planning process
The interpretive planning process for a whole system is the same as that used for developing an interpretive plan for one park or site. That means you need to consider and plan for:

*What*: Do a survey of key existing resources and interpretive opportunities for each of the different sites or facilities that will be part of the regional or agency system. Based on the resources that a given park or site has, develop an appropriate main interpretive theme for that site – just as you would for developing an interpretive master plan. This is where you decide what parts of what theme each site will be responsible for, and how much, if any, duplication of storyline will be needed. For example, if a local museum only has a small portion of its exhibits on logging history, it may play a smaller role in the systems plan presentation of that theme.

Fig. 19 illustrates how the main interpretive theme from four different sites (park, historic site, national forest, and museum for example) could be linked to illustrate one “Big Picture” interpretive theme for a region or community.

Can you always find one main interpretive theme? Probably – and it may be very broad and general. But in developing the main theme for the system or region, use the same approach as developing your main interpretive theme for a park, historic
site, zoo, or other facility. Ask yourself (and the planning team) the question, “If a visitor visits all of the parks within the agency system – or all of the sites within a regional system – if they only remember one thing about our system, or the regional story, what do we want that one thing to be?” The answer will be your theme.

But if your regional story is too big and you feel that you need to have two or three different main themes, the interpretive police won’t come and arrest you. It’s OK to have more than one main theme . . . it is just harder to market. When at all possible, I recommend having only one main theme.

Why: Develop your specific interpretive objectives for the whole system, and then for each individual park or interpretive

Figure 19: Linking the main theme from four sites to illustrate one main regional theme.
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Site or facility. For example:

- The majority of visitors to the town of Smithville will learn about other nearby interpretive attractions to visit.
- The majority of visitors will be encouraged to visit other attractions, via self-guiding or guided tours.
- The majority of visitors will feel the sense of “regional pride” the people and businesses of this community have for its local heritage.
- The majority of visitors will understand how the logging industry affected the town of Smithville, and nearby communities, in the 1890s.

Who: Do a market analysis of existing and potential visitorship within the region. What markets do all of the sites within the system have in common, and which markets are unique to them? Who are your visitors? When are they visiting? Why are they visiting? How long is their average visit? You will need to look at visitor-use patterns for each park and site within the system as well.

How/When/Where: Look at how, when, and where interpretive programs and services can be offered. This is your specific analysis of program potential and your strategy for presenting the themes to the visitors. This follows the How/When/Where approach used for park or site interpretive master plans, and you can use the same Story Development forms.

But in addition, you will need to analyze the movement of visitors to and through the region, and to each of the sites.
within the system. For example, will you try to develop a scenic byway or auto tour to each site? Will the programs and services of each site be advertised at the partner sites?

Implementation and operations
This section details how you intend to get the systems plan into action. What will be needed? What will it cost? Who will do it?

Probably the easiest way to view an interpretive systems plan is as a collection of interpretive plans from different parks and sites within the system (Fig. 20), or from different sites and facilities within a region, connected by a common story or big picture to be shared and presented to all visitors.

For example, the main interpretive theme for the tourism system illustrated in Fig. 20 might be “The effect of the historic logging industry in Carlton County can best be seen and experienced in and around the community of Smithville.” Each site or facility would contribute to illustrating or supporting...
that story, even though it may not be their main story.

Remember, real success in tourism (and interpretation) efforts will require a new way of thinking about what, why, and how we offer interpretive opportunities to visitors. Our individual parks, forests, cultural and historic sites, and zoos do not exist in a vacuum, but are part of a regional system already. The question is then not one of, “do you want your site or facility to be part of the system?”, but rather a question of, “how successful do you want your site or facility to be?” considering it already exists within a system, even though the relationships between different sites and facilities may not be formalized.

In general, doing system-wide or regional interpretive planning is necessary if you plan to tie into existing or potential tourism opportunities. Use the interpretive systems plan as a marketing plan. Interpretive systems planning is just good business.

Chapter summary
In this chapter we looked at the interpretive planning process as a whole, and saw examples of how all of the planning sections would be put together to develop an interpretive plan for a whole site. As illustrated on the interpretive plan outline, each section of the planning process would also be a section on the interpretive plan. The main bulk of the interpretive master plan for a given park, forest, historic site, or other unit, would be made up of the planning forms for each individual interpretive resource within the site. The planning forms and
planning approach I use are tools that work for me. Based on many years of field testing, they produce very complete and accessible planning documents. We have also seen the need to think and plan for a regional or system-wide approach to make planning more effective and to avoid duplication of efforts.

In the following chapters we will take a closer look at how you can use this same planning process for planning other kinds of interpretive services, such as trails and exhibits.
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Planning and Designing Interpretive Self-Guiding Trails, Tours and Byways
The art of becoming wise is the art of knowing what to overlook.
– William James, Psychologist.

Planning self-guiding trails
For most parks, forests, nature centers, botanical gardens, and other outdoor sites, the self-guiding trail is often one of the most used of all interpretive services. This is particularly true if the agency has limited staff for conducted programs or a visitation pattern that would not allow enough people on-site at one time to have a guided trail walk.

The process used to actually plan and design a self-guiding trail (SGT) can vary widely from planner to planner, depending on the planner’s experience with trails. The process outlined here is the one I use most of the time because I know from experience that it works. But planners should feel free to modify this process based on their own desires and the specific demands of the trail project they are working on.

The new SGT
Let’s begin with the process I use for planning a brand new SGT. Assume for this example that the trail will be in a national forest. At the start of the planning process bear in mind that this new SGT must illustrate the main interpretive theme or storyline of the forest (or ranger district). An SGT is a tool – a way to provide an example or to help illustrate the main interpretive theme.

But what do you do if there is no interpretive plan or main theme for the forest (as is often the case)? Create one!
Do a quick assessment of the resources of the forest, discuss potential themes with Forest Service staff, and develop a Main Interpretive Theme. Although this theme may change over time, it lends focus while planning for the content and location of the trail.

Even before the more formal process of SGT planning begins, you should be thinking of the best location options for where to put the SGT. Given the typically large land area that most national forests have, this could be a quite a task. Over the years I have developed Veverka’s Law Number 1 for SGT planning: *Put the SGT as close to where the visitors are as possible!* This means that the first places I begin to consider for locations for a new SGT are within walking distance from the most heavily used campgrounds. Here are the reasons for this decision:

- Many visitors arrive with campers or other rigs. Once they settle into a campsite, they don’t want to have to drive anywhere.
- To make the trail and its media cost effective, you want as many people as possible to use the trail.
- You can use the trail as a marketing tool to make visitors aware of other interpretive programs and services in other parts of the park or forest.
- Visitors will be more likely to use an SGT that is nearby and takes a short time to walk.

I know from experience that SGTs that are close to campgrounds will get frequent use. One trail we planned near
a campground at Lassen National Forest on the Eagle Lake District has the same visitors walking the trail almost daily because it is nearby, scenic, and an easy half-hour walk.

The planning process
The planning process we use for new trails follows the same format as developing interpretive plans.

What:

- Determine the most appropriate location for the SGT, such as near a campground (Fig. 2).
- Next, walk the area to thoroughly inventory all of its major interpretive resources. It helps to make a photocopy enlargement of a topographical map of the area, and note the location of each resource on it.
- After assessing all of the major interpretive resources within the trail area, scan your notes to see if a theme
jumps out at you. What does the site best illustrate? What is its story? (Fig. 3).

- From this analysis it appears that geology is the strongest topic for this area. To layout the trail, draw a line connecting the dots at each of the geological resource sites (Fig. 4). In this way, the trail will lead the visitor to each resource that is part of a definite story.

Note: when you are ready for this step of connecting the dots, you need to walk the proposed route to consider:

- The most pleasing visual route (bends in the trail) to actually connect the stops.
- Look for potential physical problems with your route (exposed tree roots or rock outcrops on the trail your visitor might trip on).
- Look for any possible maintenance problems, such as areas that are wet, or stay wet after a rain. Building board walks, or putting in trail drainage systems for
wet areas is more expensive than simply going around them.

• Will the slope of the trail (if any) be too steep for visitors, will the trail be used by visitors in wheelchairs?
• If trail needs to go up slope, once the trail is cut, will there be any potential erosion problems? Will you need
to put in water run-off bars?

- Will you need to construct any steps or handrails? What would that cost?
- Based on the resources, develop one main interpretive theme for the trail. In this case, for example, the theme might be, “The rocks of the Smith Forest hold many secrets.” Remember that each stop on the SGT should illustrate this theme.

I suggest that if you need extra help with trail maintenance or physical design issues, consult one of the trail design reference books listed in the reference section of this chapter for more ideas on maintenance/design considerations. Be sure to check with your “in house” landscape architect or maintenance staff as well.

Why: As part of the planning process you must also develop specific objectives that the SGT is to accomplish. This includes learning, behavioral, and emotional objectives. Once you have the inventory and theme, you can develop the objectives. Here are some possible objectives for the Smith Forest SGT:

- The majority of visitors will be able to see first hand how the geology of the area reveals something of its long-ago (and recent) history. [Learn and Do]
- The majority of visitors will be able to find or see fossils in the stream bed. [Do]
- The majority of visitors will understand how wind and rain affect the landscape. [Learn]
The majority of visitors will be amazed to learn that the geology of this area affects the kinds of plants and animals that can live here. [*Emotional*]

The majority of visitors will want to learn more about the geology of the region and attend one of the summer geology programs. [*Learn and Do*]

All visitors will treat this resource in a safe manner and with a sense of respect and stewardship. [*Emotional and Do*]

The majority of visitors will understand and remember the theme of the trail. [*Learn*]

These objectives provide the planner with guidelines for the content of each trail stop presentation. These guidelines can be added to or changed at any time, but by having objectives,
the planner can evaluate each step of the process to see if the objectives are being met. The objectives also help in developing interpretive graphics and text for each stop on the trail.

**Who:** Another consideration in trail planning and design is who the intended audience will be. For example, if the trail is near a campground, and you know that the campground has a lot of older visitors, the trail should take that into account by having benches and rest stops at suitable intervals. If the trail will be used by a lot of formal school groups, the design should probably have wider paths, with space for groups to meet around each stop or station. Also take into account safety and barrier-free access for visitors with disabilities. Local universities and regional organizations often have staff with expertise on barrier-free trails and other recreational activities.

The analysis of existing or potential visitor use for the trail can also give you some indication as to the kind of interpretive media that may be the most cost effective for the trail. For example, if your trail will have thousands of visitors a year using it, the cost for giving each visitor a self-guiding brochure for the trail might be higher than developing signs-in-place for the trail (a lower cost per visitor contact). But if the trail will serve only a few hundred visitors a year, the cost per visitor contact will be less with brochures.

**How/When/Where:** The How part of planning is to determine how you want to interpret the trail. What kind of media do you want to use? There are many considerations in making this decision. The following chart (Fig. 6) provides some comparisons to help you decide which type of trail
media to use (modified from Sharpe, 1976).

I generally give this same advice to any of my clients for whom I do interpretive trail planning. It’s Veverka’s Law Number 2: *Always do the self-guided trail brochure first*. My reason for this is that you can do a very nice SGT brochure on a computer with text, photos, and art work very quickly. This gives you a cost-effective method of pre-testing the content of the brochure. I do a mock-up brochure and give it to a fifth grade class to critique for me (I’ll talk more about this in the Evaluation section). Then I can make changes, produce a few revised copies, and test these. Within a short time, I will have the brochure fine-tuned and working at a 80 percent or
better effectiveness (my objectives are being accomplished). Consider this. If you were to have a photo-ready brochure done for your trail (contracted out) it would cost you about $1,500 or so. One interpretive sign in place can cost this much, or more. Its best to have all of the trail content working and evaluated, then when you know the interpretation works make the signs-in-place. The text or graphics don’t change… just the medium they are printed on.

Another consideration for selecting the long-term media for any trail is: what is the media cost per visitor contact over time? If only 200 visitors a year walk a trail, it is much easier and cheaper to use brochures for the trail interpretation. On the other hand, if 6,000 visitors a year walk the trail, the cost of printing brochures for each visitor could exceed the cost of having signs-in-place. In this case, having signs might be more cost effective. You can figure out the cost per visitor contact for each media (generally spread over five years), and quickly see which one is the most cost-effective.

*When:* When do you think visitors will actually be walking this trail? For example, if its main use is only in the summer, there is no need to interpret wildflowers that bloom during other seasons. If the trail is going to be used year-round, then you may need “seasonal” interpretive media, such as distinct trail guides for spring/summer and fall/winter. When planning for this concern look at your visitor use patterns, and at the resource itself. I have helped plan some trails in the East where, even though most visitors come to the park in summer, bugs keep most visitors away from the trails, using
them mostly in spring or fall. I have worked on trails in the West and in the desert where it is too hot for visitors to walk trails in summer, except perhaps during early mornings or late evenings. Consider this kind of analysis for your trails.

*Where:* This planning consideration is designed to help you with your trail location. I emphasized earlier the importance of putting the trail where your visitors can have easy access to it. But there are other considerations for deciding where to locate the trail. You need to walk the site and analyze its physical location and any events that might affect the trail, such as:

- If it is near a river or stream, will the trail flood seasonally? If it does, will trail coverings such as wood chips have to be replaced yearly?
- Should you use gravel or natural trail surfacing? Will any trail furniture (benches, bridges, steps) be affected by high water?
- If the trail goes through a wetland and you have to use a boardwalk, will seasonal changes in water levels inundate the boardwalk or leave it high and dry?
- If the trail is too steep, will older visitors, children, and visitors with disabilities be able to use it?
- Is the trail easily accessible from campgrounds, parking areas, etc.?

Implementations and operations is the part of the trail plan where you have to figure out the costs for putting in the trail. This can include, but not be limited to:
Figure 7: The boardwalk over the Cypress Swamp, at the Wheeler National Wildlife Refuge in Alabama, provides interpretive signs and viewing points for visitors to see the occasional alligator and lots of basking snakes.

- Staff time for trail layout and flagging.
- Staff time for cutting the trail.
- Costs for any trail drainage work (water bars).
- Costs for any steps, bridges, boardwalks.
- Costs for developing the trailhead area and related parking area.
- Costs for developing the trail media (signs, brochures, etc.)
- Cost for developing the trailhead sign.
- Need for trail maintenance (yearly, monthly?).
- Maintenance for trailhead area (parking lot), cost of litter pick up, etc.
Besides the costs, you have to figure out scheduling times (who can do what for you and when are they available to do it). I have found that the best way to handle 1&0 is to develop a check list of all the tasks to be done, with the cost for each.

So What: When all of the trail planning is over, what it all boils down to is this: Are the objectives I set for the trail being accomplished? In the evaluation section of this book I have provided a number of ways for you to do evaluations to see if the media and presentation are working as planned. If you take the time to pre-test your brochures, signs, or exhibits, you probably won’t have too many problems with this. You knew they worked before you produced them in quantity.

As a general summary of the planning process, Figure 8 illustrates an Interpretive Planning Flow Chart for trails and self-guiding auto tours (and scenic byways).

Planning for rehabilitation of existing self-guiding trails
Quite often I take on projects where I am asked to “fix” an existing SGT, complete with its brochures or signs. The planning process I go through for this kind of project is exactly the same as for the new SGT, except the managerial realities are that a trail route exists. The basic planning process is the same as with new trails. Here are some main points to consider in rehab-trail planning:

• Do a new inventory of all interpretive resources along the existing trail, and map their locations on a trail map. This can include existing trail stops, as well as potential new ones.
Figure 8: Interpretive Planning Flow Chart (Trails & Scenic Byways)
• Do an analysis of the resources to determine the best theme for the trail. What story is the trail best able to illustrate?
• Map out your new trail stops along the existing trail. Remember, any existing trail stop markers or signs-in-place can be moved or removed as needed.
• Re-flag the trail to indicate the new trail stop locations.
• All other steps in the planning process remain the same.

Some general rules for planning SGTs

In planning SGTs, here are some general rules that I recommend:

• The best length for an SGT is between 1/2 and 3/4 miles long. General visitors can tire (and get bored) easily. If the trail is too long, visitors won’t get past the halfway point before they notice how sore their feet are, all the bugs, and how hot it is. A short trail can give visitors a good trail experience without wearing them out in the process. This translates into a 45-minute to one-hour trail walk on basically level ground.
• An SGT should be on as level ground as possible to make the trail easily accessible to all visitors.
• An SGT should be easily accessible from campgrounds or other highly populated or well-used areas.
• Care should be taken that trailhead areas are not over signed or cluttered looking.
• A good trailhead sign provides basic information
about the trail route, walking time, safety, and visitor orientation.

- The best number of stops for an SGT is seven to ten. Too many stops wears people out. Remember, visitors are there for recreation and enjoyment, and to see the resource, not to read lots of interpretive text. Seven to ten stops on a 3/4-mile trail is plenty.
- An SGT should be a loop trail. Visitors like to know that they will end up close to where they started.
- Consider benches or other trail furniture along the trail as well. Where do you think people would like to sit and rest or simply enjoy the scenery?

The trail entrance sign

All SGTs should have an easily recognizable trailhead area or starting point. Fig. 9 is an example of a trailhead sign from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Interpretive Graphics Standards. In general here are a few things that all trailhead signs should have on them:

- Give the name of the trail.
- Give a brief introduction to the trail and include an estimate of walking time. Most visitors have no idea how long a mile is, or how long it will take them to walk one mile on this particular trail.
- Include a map of the whole trail or trail system.
- Provide any safety information (watch for poison ivy, sturdy walking shoes are recommended, etc.).
Writing interpretive text for signs or brochures
After you have planned the trail and identified each of the seven to ten trail stops, the next thing you have to do is to plan each stop. By this I mean that you have to develop the specific objectives that you want each trail stop to accomplish. I usually write at least one learning, behavioral, and emotional objective for each trail stop. For example:

- The majority of visitors will be able to find fossils in the stream bed.
• The majority of visitors will learn how the fossils got in the stream bed.
• The majority of visitors will be amazed to learn that this area was once the bottom of an ancient sea bed.
• The majority of the visitors will learn not to pick up fossils.

The objectives will tell us what to research for the text and graphics for each stop. In this example, the graphics will need to show the visitor exactly what the “fossils” look like. The next may tell them exactly where to look along the stream bed to find the fossils. Research will be needed (with supporting graphics) to interpret how the fossils got here, and what this area may have looked like millions of years ago. Once you have your objectives,

Hints for better writing
• Keep the text short: We know from exhibit research that if the text is over fifty words long, it probably won’t be read. For brochures, try not to have more than two short paragraphs of fifty words each. Ideally, I try to have one fifty word paragraph and let the visuals do most of the work. Remember: visitors remember 30 percent of what they read and 50 percent of what they see.
  • The text should be interpretive: that means the text should provoke, relate, and reveal the story being interpreted.
Welcome to the Hidden Change Interpretive Trail!
This short 1/4-mile loop trail will only take about 35 minutes to walk. Look for the numbered stops along the way. They match the numbered stops in this trail guide. A constantly changing landscape now surrounds you, sculpted by the hands of fire and water. This process is called “succession,” and the story begins just up ahead. Enjoy your walk.

How to Succeed Without Really Trying
The process of succession or change from one plant community to another is a never ending process. The community that is the last in the struggle for dominance is called the “climax” community. No other plants can out-compete this community for sunlight, food, or space. Look at the large pine and fir trees in front of you. They are a part of this forest’s climax community.

A change on the way?
Will a climax community like this one remain unchanged forever? You’ll find out the answer to this question just a little ways down the trail at Stop 3.
Scars of Change

Even a climax forest can change! When a forest fire burned through here years ago, many old, large trees were destroyed. Look around and imagine what it must have been like to see no trees or plants. The neighborhood changed, and the process of succession had to begin all over again. What do you think were the first plants to grow back after the fire? We’ll show you at Stop 4.

Figs. 10a-10c show some examples of texts from a self-guided trail brochure to illustrate these points.

What do you think the main interpretive theme and objectives were for this trail?

Planning for signs-in-place for self-guided trails

The planning process for developing signs-in-place follows the same basic principles for interpretive planning. In general you should:

- Identify the objectives each sign-in-place has to accomplish. The learning objectives will tell you
what to research or write about, and what illustrations you may need. The behavioral objectives will help you write copy so visitors will be asked to “look for..., listen for, find the..., touch the...,” and so on. The emotional objectives will help you with the actual design of the sign-color selections, photograph choices, and graphic needs-to generate the emotions you have planned for.

- Identify the audience the signs will be designed for. Will you need large print for signs for older visitors? What vocabulary will you need to use? Remember the exercise from Chapter One on learning concepts and principles.
Identify the kind of sign materials and mounting you want to use. What fabrication process will you use?

Will you need any seasonally changing signs?

What will different fabrication processes cost? How long will it take to have the signs made? Which materials are the most cost effective, the most vandal resistant? Who will write the copy, do the graphics, etc?

Signs: some general guidelines

Text length for trail signs-in-place should be about fifty words and not more than two fifty-word paragraphs. Use the largest text point size you can.

Monitor your vocabulary level. I usually write at a fifth-grade vocabulary level, but your word choice will depend on your audience. Remember interpretive pacing.
• Chose the photo or graphic that best illustrates the theme and accomplishes your emotional objectives. Don’t waste money on “dumb graphics” that simply illustrate what the visitor can see in reality. For example, if the visitor is looking at oak trees, don’t spend a lot of money having an artist do a graphic of an oak leaf. Illustrate concepts – not things.

• Try to design the sign to accomplish its objectives without using any text. Use text as the last resort. Why? Remember that visitors remember 30 percent of what they read, 50 percent of what they see, and 90 percent of what they do. If you have a lot of foreign visitors, graphics will be the most beneficial for them too.

• Use all of Tilden’s Tips in the design and message presentation.

• Pre-test the draft sign mock up to see if it works before you have the final sign fabricated. Remember: it’s the interpretive communication that’s important, not what the message is printed on.

• Try to have some color if possible – it has attraction power.

• The best size for most signs is 20 inches by 30 inches or larger.

• The trailhead sign needs to provoke (hook) the visitors into wanting to walk the trail.
Fig. 13 gives some examples of interpretive trail signs from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers *Interpretive Graphics Standards*. I have noted along the margins of each sign how Tilden’s Tips have been used.

Planning for self-guiding trail brochures

The same process and points listed already for doing interpreting writing and for developing interpretive signs-
in-place apply for developing the content for interpretive self-guiding brochures. The main difference is that instead of having seven to ten signs, you would have the same graphics or photo and the same text in one brochure. Here are some general points to remember:

- First impressions. The cover design is very important. It conveys to the visitor the essence of the story and provides provocation as well. It must have attraction power.

You must also consider some design selections for the brochure:

- What color of paper should you use? What color relates best to your theme or message?
- What paper weight should you use? Hint: heavier weight papers work best for brochures intended for outdoor use.
- What kind of paper texture should you use? Enamel paper that’s shiny or non-glare paper? Which do you think is best for outdoors?
- What size of paper do you need for the brochure? How many folds will you need?
- What color(s) of ink should you use?
- What typeface and size is best to use?
- How many photos or graphics do you need?
- Look back at the two examples and think about what’s good or bad about each.
- How is the brochure designed to be marketed? Will
it be given out at an information desk, or is it for a brochure rack? If it is for a brochure rack, perhaps at Highway Travel Information Stations, remember that usually only the top third of the brochure is visible in the rack.

Who can help you?
If you feel that you need some help, here are some places to check:

- Most quality print shops can help you with design and layout.
- Most federal agencies have public affairs specialists and design specialists who can help you.
- If you work in an agency, check to see which types of support services are available to you.

**Planning self-guided auto tours**
The planning process for SGATs is exactly the same as for planning interpretive trails with a few exceptions. Here are the main considerations I use for planning SGATs.

**What:** Auto tours generally will cover many miles and can take from one to several hours to complete. In doing an inventory to determine the best route for an auto tour, I generally consider:

- Where should the Auto Tour begin? Try to pick a location that can be easily found by visitors such as a concession area, campground, or visitor center. Then, on a topo map, do an inventory of all the main
interpretive features that the visitor can see, just like with the SGT, but covering a greater area. Some of the things to look for include:

- Scenic vistas
- Demonstration areas
- Drive-by sites that don’t require visitors to get out of their cars, such as interpreting the geology of a mountain range, or a particular land management program that may cover several miles of roadside viewing.
- Specific natural or cultural sites or features easily viewed from the road.
- Based on the resources, develop an interpretive theme for the SGAT.
- Then sketch out a route on a site map or topo map and drive the route to each of the intended interpretive sites. Note the mileage between each site on the map as you drive the route. Also note any road conditions, potential confusion points where visitors will need additional direction signs to keep on the right road, and potential safety hazards (like making a left turn across traffic, road pull-offs, etc.).
- Based on driving the route, make a final judgment as to the best (and safest) stops for the Auto Tour, which stops visitors can get out of their car and look around, which stops should be drive-bys, and so on.
- Then drive the tour route again, noting the starting mileage and time, and note on the site route map...
the mileage between each stop. Write this down now because you will need it when you develop the text for the self-guiding brochure or CD for the Auto Tour.

**Why:** At the same time you do the field work on the tour, also work on developing the objectives that the client wants the tour to accomplish. Some examples might be:

- The majority of visitors will be able to see four different forest management techniques.
- The majority of visitors will have a greater appreciation of the management requirements of the special resources here.
- The majority of visitors will have a chance to learn about the cultural heritage of the valley by seeing historical ruins and historic sites first hand.
- All visitors will interact with the resources along the tour in a safe and responsible manner.
- The majority of visitors will have an increased appreciation for the complexities of managing such a large resource area.

**Who:** The Who section of the SGAT plan tells you just what kind of tour you need. For example, you may have mostly single-day or weekend visitors using the tour. Or the SGAT may be just for visitors camping or visiting your area. One auto tour I designed for a national forest was targeted for tourists driving through the forest on a scenic byway. Depending on WHO the primary tour user will be, you will have to develop the route and text.
differently to meet the specific requirements of each different market group. The visitor analysis will give you ideas as to:

- How long to make the auto tour.
- What kinds of vehicles will probably be used (cars vs. campers vs. buses).
- Should the tour be a loop or a linear route?
- Should specific kinds of information be provided in the text based on any special interests of the visitors?

How: There are generally three media that are the most commonly used for self-guiding auto tours. These are self-guiding brochures, CDs, and wayside exhibit panels. Many SGATs I have worked on have used two or more media, each with its own benefits. Let’s take a closer at how to plan for each.

Self-guiding auto tour brochures
Developing the brochure for an SGAT is the same as developing one for a trail. For each stop on the tour, write specific learning, behavioral, and emotional objectives that you want accomplished at each stop. Then develop the text, instructions, and graphic selections based on those objectives. The greatest difference between developing SGT brochures for trails and auto tours is that you have to provide more directions in the Auto Tour Brochure. Here are some things to consider for an SGAT brochure.

- Be sure that you have an accurate auto tour route map in the brochure.
- Give ample directions to the driver for how to find
each stop and how to stay on the tour route. There is an international symbol for SGATs. Illustrate this in the brochure, and tell the driver to look for this tour route marking system along the roadway. Give mileage between stops so the driver will know when a designated stop is near. If the resource is a drive-by site, tell the driver that too.

- If possible, it is best to print the text for each tour stop and the directions for tour stops in different colors in the tour guide. This makes it easier for the visitors to use the tour guide.
- Make sure that you use Tilden’s Tips (provoke, relate, and reveal) in developing the text for each stop.
- The seven-to-ten stop general rule doesn’t apply to auto tours because you may be covering lots of territory. But make sure each stop illustrates your theme, just as with self-guiding trails.

Figs. 14a and 14b are examples of the introduction and first stop from the SGAT I developed for Lassen National Forest. Note the use of the international SGAT logo, and the use of directions, which were printed in blue in the actual brochure.

Planning wayside exhibit panels

One of the most common interpretive media for auto tours is using wayside exhibit panels. Planning for wayside exhibits is exactly the same as the outline presented for planning signs-in-place for self-guiding trails, with the exception that
the panels are larger and can have a more random placement (Figure 15). In general you should:

- Determine the specific objectives that the panel has to accomplish.
Determine the audience that will be viewing and interacting with the panel.

Remember that the visuals are more important than the text. Remember to have some interaction built in (i.e. “look for..., listen for...,” and so on).

Usual size format is 2 feet by 3 feet.

Keep the text to a minimum, not more than two fifty-word paragraphs.

Best point size for the text copy is about 36 point. Remember, visitors should be able to easily read the text from several feet away. Veverka’s Law Number 3: Visitors should not have to bend over or strain their eyes to be able to read the exhibit copy.

Remember to use all of Tilden’s principles in the sign design and communication presentation.
Figure 16: Sample wayside exhibit panels.

Fig. 16 illustrates a few examples of wayside exhibit panels from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers National Graphics Standards Manual.

Self-guiding CDs
In developing a CD for the auto tour, the first thing to
remember is that the content will be the same as presented in written text for a brochure, and the objectives for each stop will be the same. Only the media has changed. Here are points to remember in developing an SGAT CD:

- You will need a script for the narrator(s) to read. It should be written the way people talk, using contractions (*you’re* rather than *you are*) and plain language. Get a professional narrator to do the audio.
- You must plan in any need for sound effects and appropriate background music to support your message.
- You may want to consider using more than one voice. Interview other resource people or have them recite short segments on their areas of expertise. Having more than one voice on the CD makes it more interesting. But your main narrator should be a professional voice.
- As with the tour brochures, you will need to give the driver directions to each stop. Try to avoid the beeps that are commonly used. There are other ways of making the transition. You can just have the narrator say “you can stop the CD now and start it on again when you see tour stop marker number 4.”
- Remember the same rules apply about visitors remembering 50 percent of what they see and 90 percent of what they do. Have the narrator ask people to “look for...” and “try to find ...” to have some active visitor involvement.
• Get the advice of professionals in developing the CD. You will need help with getting the professional voice, sound studio arrangements, sound effects mixing, background music selections mixing, etc.
• When you have a draft of the audio, drive the tour to see if it is accurate and whether the directions make sense.
• Remember, for it to be interpretive it must provoke, relate, and reveal the story to the visitor.
• Remember to provide directions to visitors on how to return the CD (if it was provided on loan).

Implementation and operations
You will need to consider and plan for:
• How many copies of the CD will you want to have produced?
• How will you market the CD (have visitors learn about it)?
• Will it be for sale, or provided on loan? Where will the pick-up and drop-off points be?
• What will it cost to produce the CD, including a professional narrator, and all the required sound studio work?
• How long will the whole production take (from route planning to script development, to production of the final CD)? Hint: give yourself a year!

Evaluation
In the case of developing CDs, due to the costs of making any
corrections once the initial sound studio mixing has been done, I recommend doing formative evaluation. That is, pre-test the script, background music, etc. before you go into more elaborate studio production. You will be paying your professional voice $50-$100 an hour or more, so you don’t want him or her to have to do lots of re-takes. Get the script to the point where the objectives for each stop are being met. Then have the professional narrator do the script on CD. Likewise, you can have other people evaluate the background music or sound effects to see if they accurately reflect the feelings or purposes for which the CD is intended. Once you have pre-tested these, and you know they will work well, then have them put in the CD so that all of the mixing is done at one time, combining the narration and the background effects.

Other techniques for evaluation are presented in Chapter Three.
References
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Planning for Interpretive Exhibits
In our interpretive centers we’ve got these arranged in ways that will make you cry, giggle, love, hate, wonder, and understand.

Take a closer look at your exhibits. Are they merely informational or are they truly interpretive?

Over the past few years most museums, nature centers, zoos, and other interpretive organizations have added the word interpretive to their exhibits. Many professional exhibit design and fabrication firms also note that they can develop interpretive exhibits. In the course of having been involved in formal planning, design, or evaluations or exhibits, I have noticed that many (most!) of the “interpretive” exhibits I have seen were not in the least sense interpretive. So what makes an exhibit interpretive, anyway? In this chapter, we will look at what’s involved in the planning and design of exhibits, and ways to make sure your exhibits are indeed interpretive.

What is an exhibit?
An exhibit is an array of cues purposely brought together within defined boundaries for a desired effect.

Reasons for exhibits
Sometimes planners forget that they might not need an exhibit to communicate a message to the visitor. Other forms of communication, such as self-guiding tours, publications, or guided programs, may be more effective. Here are some
general reasons for having exhibits:

- To tell a story in an ordered sequence or fashion.
- To tell a story that cannot be told or illustrated on-site.
- To bring artifacts and stories to places where the people are.
- To incorporate and protect “real” artifacts.
- To bring extremes into human scale.
- To allow visitors freedom to pace themselves.
- To allow staff to do other things.
- To encourage visitors to see “the real thing” if and when possible.

What is an interpretive exhibit?

An exhibit is interpretive if it makes the topic come to life.
through active visitor involvement and extreme relevance to the everyday life of the viewer.

Characteristics of interpretive exhibits
So what makes an exhibit actually interpretive? If you remember back to Chapter Two’s discussion of interpretive principles, nothing has changed. The same characteristics that make a self-guiding trail or a publication interpretive also apply to exhibits. Here is a summary of some of the main characteristics of interpretive exhibits.

- They must employ interpretive techniques and principles.
- They must provoke interest or curiosity (otherwise no one will even stop to look at them).
They must relate to the everyday life of the viewer.

They should reveal the story through a unique ending or viewpoint.

They should be part of a theme or story they are helping to illustrate, and fit into the big picture (remember the cow’s head exercise at the beginning of the book?).

They must have a sense of context and relate to other exhibits within that context.

They should leave the visitor asking for more.

All of the learning principles and concepts presented in the first chapter also apply to exhibits. Here are a few you need to especially consider in planning interpretive exhibits:

- We all bring our pasts to the present.
- First impressions are especially important.
- My perception is not your perception.
- Simplicity and organization clarify messages.
- A picture can be worth a thousand words.
- People learn better when they’re actively involved in the learning process.

Exhibit classifications

Before we take a closer look at planning interpretive exhibits, it is important to have a good understanding of some basic exhibit planning and design principles. In general, there are four different kinds of exhibits, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

In general, exhibits either have motion or they don’t. And exhibits either actively involve the visitor or they allow the
visitor to play a more passive role. Type 1 exhibits are those where the exhibit is active (has motion or can be manipulated in some way) and the visitor is active—the visitor can touch or manipulate the exhibit in some way. This is a typical interactive exhibit, or hands-on device. Examples include petting or holding a live animal, or pushing a button to turn on a video or to select an answer to a question.

A type 2a exhibit is one where the visitor moves, but the exhibit is inert. This is any exhibit that has a hands-on activity, such as feeling an object or artifact on display.

Type 2b exhibits are ones where the visitor is passive, but the exhibit has motion, action, or animation of some sort. For
example, watching fish in an aquarium is a type 2b exhibit.

With a type 3 exhibit the visitor does nothing, and the exhibit does nothing back. This is typical of “flatwork” or collections. For example, most art museums present mostly type 3 exhibits.

The concept of exhibit load
So what does this exhibit classification matrix, and the exhibit types (1, 2a, 2b, 3) have to do with anything? It forms the basis for understanding and using the concept of exhibit load. This is the term used to describe the amount of time and energy (either physical or emotional) that each exhibit requires from the visitor when interacting with it. Usually the highest load exhibits are the interactive ones (types 1, 2a, and 2b), and the low load exhibits are the most passive ones (usually type 3). The exhibit classification matrix gives one way to help determine
the general load of an exhibit. I have given the type 2 exhibits an \( a \) and \( b \) notation, as in general I think that they have the same general load.

Another way to think of exhibit load is to imagine that a visitor enters an exhibit room with a gallon of enthusiasm or interest. Each exhibit encountered requires the visitor to use up some of that enthusiasm. Type 1 exhibits use the most emotional fuel, and type 3 exhibits use the least.

One of the things I try to do in planning interpretive exhibit galleries or rooms, is to build in “filling stations” within the exhibit area where visitors can get a second wind of enthusiasm and interest. Tilden’s interpretive principles are very useful in doing this, as we shall see in the exhibit planning section of this chapter.

In addition, as the viewer goes from a type 1 to a type 3 exhibit there is a general decline in intrinsic interest for
the less active exhibit. In addition, research has shown that people are more interested in dynamic, animated, changing stimuli than in inert flatwork. We also know that visitors have more intrinsic interest in real objects than in other forms of artifacts, such as replicas (see Fig. 8).

As an example of this concept consider an exhibit on Davy Crockett’s rifle:

*Real object:* A display case with Davy Crockett’s rifle in it. The visitor can imagine all of the places that this artifact has been, and the people and events associated with it. It a piece of real history, and a real story.

*Replica:* A display case with a replica of Davy Crockett’s rifle. Looks like the real one, but has no story with it. It hasn’t been anywhere, or done anything.

*Graphic representation:* A display case or exhibit with a photograph of Davy Crockett’s rifle. (Who cares?)
Figure 7: With a type 3 exhibit, the exhibit does nothing and the visitor does nothing. This is the most typical exhibit in most museums. Exhibits like the one shown here need interpretation to Provoke Relate and Reveal the purpose of this exhibit. They are artifacts in search of a story.
Verbal description: Four hundred words of text describing Davy Crockett’s rifle. Will anyone read it?

Mix and match
The best plan of action, I have found, is to have a diversity of exhibit load types presented in a purposeful pattern. For example, an exhibit gallery might start with a type 2 exhibit slowly building the story up to a type 1 exhibit. The graph shown in Fig. 9 illustrates a good pattern for your exhibit load.

Mapping your exhibit load
This technique is very useful for predicting potential trouble areas in your exhibit room. If you have existing exhibits in the room, or have an exhibit plan that notes where each exhibit will be located in the room, you can map your exhibit load on the floor plan as shown in the example (Figure 10).

In this floor plan we can see several things happening and
perhaps make some design changes. Note the type 1 exhibit at the entrance. Its best not to have interactive exhibits at the entrance to a gallery, or in areas where visitor flow through the room is tight. Why? Type 1 exhibits generally have more holding power, and the potential for a logjam in your visitor flow is greatest at these areas. Note the wall of type 3 exhibits. We call these “exhibit runways” because that’s about how fast visitors will move down them and past the exhibits. Also note the type 1 exhibits across from the type 3 exhibits.

Where do you think the visitors will be drawn to and spend the most time? Figure 11 illustrates how you can predict potential visitor flow based on exhibit load. Note how the high load exhibits pull visitors away from the low load exhibits. You can use this technique as one of many tools to help you plan what will happen, physically, in your exhibit room.
Figure 10: Mapping your exhibit load.

Figure 11: Predicting visitor flow based on exhibit load.
Planning interpretive exhibits

With this general background on exhibits and exhibit types, let’s look now at how to plan interpretive exhibits for a visitor center, interpretive center, or museum.

Remember the visitor?

There is one thing that many (most) of the exhibits that I have seen in museums or interpretive centers have in common—the visitor was not taken into account at all in the planning of the exhibition or individual exhibit. The exhibits were designed for the curator, biologist, forester, or other resource expert with little regard for how the visitor learns or remembers information, or whether the visitor would even be interested in the subject matter being presented. In planning exhibits, the two main questions we usually ask in interpretive planning are quite important here, and must be asked and answered if the exhibit planner actually wants the visitor to learn or remember anything from the exhibit. Those two questions are:

1. Why would a visitor want to know this?
2. How do I want the visitor to use the information being shared or interpreted to them?

Things to remember about visitors and exhibits

From my experience in planning exhibits and doing evaluations of existing exhibits, there are several concepts that I have learned and observed in action in museums and interpretive centers. Here are a few of them:

• If an exhibit label is more than fifty words long, it
probably will not be read by the visitors. Visitors generally are not interested in reading they’d rather look at the artifacts or push some buttons. Exhibit labels are one of the few things that you can ask visitors to read standing up. And the smaller the text the more uninteresting the label becomes.

- If you can’t communicate the main concept of the exhibit to the visitor in about fifteen seconds, you’re probably not going to. Visitors generally do not spend much time at anyone exhibit. If you want to find this
out for yourself, see the evaluation section of this chapter.

- Provocative headlines and graphics will draw attention. Remember Tilden’s Tips? Visitors will be drawn to exhibits that have information or artifacts of intrinsic interest to them [relate].
- The average viewing time for a video or slide program that is part of an exhibit is about three minutes. If you have a program longer than that, the visitors will probably not stand through the whole thing.
- The average maximum time that visitors are willing to sit through a theater program in a visitor center or museum is about seven minutes. After that, attention and interest drop dramatically.
- Beware high-tech exhibits that can’t be fixed by staff or that require odd parts unavailable at your local hardware store. Such exhibits tend to require frequent and costly maintenance.
- Evaluate the exhibits while in the design phase to judge whether their objectives are being met before you spend the money to build the actual exhibit.
- I usually write my labels at a fifth-grade vocabulary level. I have found that this is the vocabulary that best reaches all visitors. This is not talking down to visitors. Too often the text is full of specialized resource or professional jargon. Write the text so everyone can understand it (and so it relates to the everyday life of the visitor).
A 1989 publication by Region 8 of the USDA Forest Service entitled *Being Up Front and Out Front... Communicating through Interpretation* contains some exhibit survey results from the fall of 1987. The statistics were from two years of studies done by the USDA Design Division at nine different locations including the Adirondack New York Museum; the Smithsonian Air and Space Museums, the Begich-Boggs Visitor Center in Alaska; the Keowee-Toxaway Energy Complex Visitor Center in South Carolina; and the Williamsburg Visitor Center in Virginia. Here are some of the more interesting results from this two-year study:

1. Less than 1 percent of the people read the entire exhibit copy. Of this 1 percent, approximately 90 percent were either experts or researchers that already had a thorough knowledge of the subject matter.

2. The longer and more complex the written or recorded message, the shorter the viewing and listening time.

3. The average visitor spent only about 30 percent of the time actually needed to thoroughly view an exhibit and read the message.

4. Sixty-five percent of the visitors interacted with audience-participation devices. If the exhibit game was difficult or made an obvious point of a viewer mistake, they quickly moved away.

5. Thirty-five percent of the visitors viewed a three-dimensional topo map of the area. The retention of information or features was almost nothing.

6. Twenty-five percent viewed flat or graphic maps.
Retention of roads and features was about double that for a topographical map.

7. Thirty-seven percent listened to tape messages. Length of time was approximately four minutes. Messages nearly ten minutes long were listened to by only 5 percent of the visitors. Almost 95 percent of the listeners waited for the entire message if it was less than three minutes long.

8. Slide shows, videos, or movies were viewed by 55 percent of the visitors. Length again was a factor for viewing, as only 8 percent watched programs over six minutes long.

9. Taxidermy mounted animals that could be touched were handled by 94 percent of the visitors. Any touchable item increased participation over 90 percent.

10. Computer usage for games and information is on the up-swing. But program costs, maintenance, and lengthy delays for repairs are problems. The Keowee-Toxaway Center uses large numbers of computer games but had more than half of them inoperable. Keowee-Toxaway personnel wish they had never installed their eleven games because the first day was the only time they were all operable.

11. In over 90 percent of the sites and people surveyed the most important element of visitor contact was a competent and highly trained visitor staff. Everyone stressed the need for and difficulty of having and maintaining a professional visitor staff.
The main point here is that there is more to having a successful exhibit than putting “stuff on a wall” or “stuff in a box” and expecting visitors to be excited about it. All interpretive planners and exhibit planners need to be aware of the information that is available about visitors and their needs, interests, and how they learn and remember information in a “recreational learning environment.”

How I plan interpretive exhibits
My main planning approach for interpretive exhibits is the same planning strategy I use for planning all interpretive media. Remember in your planning that an exhibit must:

1. Be able to attract the visitor to it.
2. Be able to hold the visitor’s attention after the initial attraction to it.
3. Be able to engage the visitor (get them to want to look at the visual cues and read the copy).
4. Effectively communicate with the visitor (the objectives of the exhibit – learn, feel, do – must be accomplished for genuine communication to occur).

With this in mind, let’s do a walk through of a typical interpretive exhibit planning project for an interpretive center exhibit room.

What: Start the project by conducting what I call a “focus” workshop. The purpose of the workshop is to make sure that all planning team participants agree on what the main subject areas of the exhibition should be. What are the main
interpretive theme and sub-themes? Ask the key question of each workshop participant: “If a visitor came into the center, looked at all of the exhibits, and then left ... if the visitor remembers only one concept from the exhibit room, what do you want that one thing to be?”

As each person in the group contributes his or her “one main concept,” write it on a large flip-chart pad. After about the fifth idea you will start to get repeats (“mine is like number three”). Once all of the main ideas are in, do a bubble diagram to visually look for the relationships of the ideas contributed. A typical bubble diagram is shown in Fig. 13.

From the bubble diagram it is often easy to see the main theme and supporting subthemes. Note the main interpretive
theme for this exhibition. All other exhibits must, in some way, illustrate or support this theme. The relationships between topics from the bubble diagram reveal what the main exhibit areas should be, and what should be the subject matter of each. For example, one subtheme may take up one wall in the exhibit room.

*Why:* The goals and objectives for interpretation of the visitor center exhibit area should be reviewed prior to the focus workshop, and then modified or added to after the focus workshop. Here are some examples of interpretive objectives for the entire exhibition:

- All visitors will be encouraged to visit the actual working farm site after leaving the interpretive center.
- All visitors will be made aware of current or future programs or special events at the farm, and invited to attend them.
- All children will have the opportunity to take part in activities that were common to the 1880s farm life.
- The majority of visitors will understand the main interpretive theme for the farm and interpretive center exhibits.
- The majority of visitors will want to learn more about farm lifestyles of the 1880s.

*Who:* Always spend as much time as possible to identify the main target groups who will be using the center and interacting with the exhibits. This kind of data helps in planning the content presentation of the exhibits (so you
can better relate to the visitors). You can determine if you need exhibits at different presentation levels (for adults and children, or text in other languages, etc.).

The audience analysis also reveals visitor use patterns. Will the visitors be seasonal visitors, on vacation, or will there be frequent use by local residents? If the exhibits will be used mainly by local or regional visitors (high numbers of repeat visitors), that means you should plan for more changing exhibits (for seasonal changes, as well as topic changes).

As with the other planning strategies, we do the What, Why, and Who sections of the plan concurrently.

**Storyline development**

After the goals and objectives of the exhibition have been determined, and the focus workshop reveals what the main theme and sub-themes for the exhibits will be, the next step is to write a storyline walk through. This is like an expanded content outline of all of the exhibit areas, from the first “welcome” exhibit, to the final “summary” exhibit. It gives the exhibit planning team a chance to see if any topics have been left out, or if any topics suggested need not be part of the exhibit (given limited space for each exhibit). An example of one page from a storyline walk through from the Carriage Hill Farm Visitor Center Interpretive Exhibit Plan is presented in Fig. 14.

After the storyline walk through has been approved, the next step is to develop the proposed content of each exhibit. Using standardized exhibit planning forms, draft the specific
concept each exhibit should address and list the learning, behavioral, and emotional objectives of each exhibit. Sketch out some suggestions for exhibit presentations. An example of my exhibit planning work sheets from the Carriage Hill Farm Visitor Center is shown in Figs. 15-16.

When the planning forms have been completed and approved by the team, the interpretive exhibit plan is completed. The main theme, sub-themes, and the objectives for each and every exhibit are defined. When the exhibits are finally designed and built, no exhibit need be left out because of budget (no part of the story is left out). The plan is the story the exhibits are to illustrate. They can be illustrated in both expensive (type 1) exhibits, or less expensive exhibits (type 3), as budget and space allow for.

The beauty of the interpretive exhibit planning process is that you don’t have to guess what the exhibits should be about. And when you receive draft designs of the exhibits, you have something by which to evaluate each draft design—the objectives for the exhibit.

The plan also helps the designer of the exhibit project. He or she doesn’t have to guess what text is needed, what graphics or artifacts are needed to illustrate the story, or guess what feelings each exhibit should bring out in the visitor. This helps reduce the design time greatly.

Remember, the planning forms are tools for the planner, a convenient place to record data.

Feel free to add to or change the format or content of these forms if you wish to use them for your next exhibit project.
The exhibit planning and design team
The most successful projects have the best teams. If you are going to be working on an exhibit project for a new or existing facility, I recommend that the planning team be formed and stay together throughout the project, even if some of the team members work or input is needed in only part of the planning and design process. The team members should include:

- Interpretive Planner
- Interpretive Exhibit Designer (if going on to design and build the exhibits right away)
- Resource Specialists (historians, biologists, wildlife specialists, geologists, etc.)
- Agency planner/project manager
- Building architect (for new facility).

What will it cost, how long will it take?
One of the first mistakes most agencies make when planning exhibits for a new or existing facility is under-estimating what the project will cost and how long it will take. After having worked with a number of exhibit design firms for the past ten years, here are my general ideas about how to estimate costs for a typical interpretive center exhibit project.

The cost estimates begin with the square footage of the exhibit area(s). This is the floor space, not wall space. As of this writing most exhibit design firms use a general rule of thumb for estimating exhibit costs. That is an average cost of $200 per square foot for the complete planning, design, and fabrication of exhibits for a given area. So if you have 1,000
square feet of exhibit space, don't be surprised if your exhibit cost estimates runs about $200,000. This includes a mix of type 1 and type 3 exhibits. The less money you have to spend, the less type 1 exhibits you will have (they are the most expensive).
Here is how your exhibit budget generally breaks down. Approximately 20 to 25 percent of the total amount is for the planning and design of the exhibits. Another 10 to 15 percent is for delivery and installation of the exhibits in the center or
facility. That leaves about 65 percent of your total budget for actual exhibits.

This is for a design and build budget, where one firm does the design and constructs the exhibits. If you break the contract into two separate contracts, one for design and one for construction, you must ask the designer to develop “bid documents” with very detailed design plans so a fabrication company can accurately estimate the costs for construction.
This option, while a valid one, has some drawbacks. Here are a few of them:

- If something in the exhibit (like a high-tech, interactive exhibit) breaks or works poorly, who do you ask to fix it or replace it? I know of several examples where the client had a lot of exhibits that didn’t work well at all. The designer said that the builder didn’t follow the design drawing correctly. The builder said that they followed the design drawings exactly – they were just bad designs. The client can be stuck in the middle.
- It will add as much as 10 to 15 percent extra to the design costs for a designer to have to do a design “bid package.”
- You will lose time and have a lot of extra money tied up in overhead in developing Request for Proposals or Quotations, interviewing prospective contractors, and developing new contracts for the fabrication. This may add three or four months to the total project timeline, not to mention the in-house overhead costs.
- It will add to your agency’s contract cost-in preparation, bidding processes, and inspection.

The overall exhibit plan, design, and build process

If you will be doing your exhibit project from plan to installation, here is a general list of tasks that need to be done during or after the interpretive exhibit planning process (from Deaton Museum Services, Minneapolis, MN):

1. Establish the main theme (from the interpretive plan).
2. Establish the budget.
3. Prioritize topics within the exhibit (how much space and money will be spent on each exhibit topic or sub-theme?).
4. Conduct research based on stated themes and topics.
5. Review artifact collection, graphic materials, and other potential exhibit elements.
6. Write the exhibit outline (storyline walk through).
7. Create a schematic plan.
8. Write a storyline (done in exhibit interpretive plan).
9. Develop exhibit concept designs (based on objectives).
10. Continue research based on the story and exhibit concept (from objectives stated on interpretive exhibit planning forms).
11. Locate all artifacts and graphic originals and create a data sheet file.
12. Write the final exhibit label copy (use Tilden’s principles).
13. Complete exhibit detail and graphic design.
14. Obtain graphic originals and artifacts and collect specimens for each exhibit.
15. Produce engineering and construction drawings.
16. Fabricate exhibit: casework, models, audio-visual programs, and graphic material.
17. Install the exhibit.
18. Mount artifacts.
19. Open to the public.
20. Evaluate. (Are general objectives being met? Are there
flow problems, design problems, etc.?)

21. Make necessary modifications and revisions.

Contracting for interpretive exhibits

In general, most agencies will contract out with an exhibit firm to help them with their exhibit projects, sometimes just for the interpretive plan, the design, or the fabrication, or any combination of these steps. If you’re not sure how to find the “best” interpretive exhibit design firm for your needs, here are some suggestions for when you write your Request for Proposals or for your project.

• At least one member of the firm should have at least a B.S. or M.S. degree in interpretation, or five years of experience in the interpretive field. This holds true particularly for the person who will be doing the interpretive plan, helping develop objectives, and writing any label copy. They should be totally fluent in interpretive principles and techniques. Ask for evidence of this. There is a big difference between interpretive exhibits and trade show exhibits.

• Ask them to send you some photographs or slides of the best interpretive exhibit that they designed (along with the objectives for that exhibit). Ask for a written narrative on why the exhibit is interpretive.

• Talk to other agencies who have had recent interpretive exhibit projects done for them. Get a copy of their RFP’s and a list of the firms they sent them to. How did they make their final selections?
• Check with the National Association for Interpretation. Most of the best interpretive exhibit firms are members of NAI, and you can get a list of them to contact for proposals.

There are lots of excellent interpretive exhibit planning and design firms out there. These ideas can help you find the best one for your project.
References
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Planning Conducted
Interpretive Programs
Play is what I do for a living; the work comes in evaluating the results of the play.

Some people have ideas. A few carry them into the world of action and make them happen. These are the innovators.
- Andrew Mercer, Innovator.

Clearly, the area of conducted activities (or personal services) represents the very essence of what interpretation is all about. The best developed conducted activity brings into play all five of the visitor’s senses, permitting the visitor to be actively involved with the subject of the interpretive program. Undoubtedly, conducted activities are the most popular and effective interpretive media we can offer to the public.

Before we explore the basics of planning and delivering conducted programs or activities, let’s first turn our attention to why people participate in such programs (from Lewis, 1988).

- To learn something they otherwise wouldn’t.
- To make the unfamiliar familiar.
- To satisfy curiosity.
- To meet other visitors in a relatively intimate setting.
- To have an aesthetically pleasing experience.
- To be moved, touched, or inspired by the program or message.

Remember what we discovered in Chapter One about how people learn? Here is a short summary:
People learn better when they’re actively involved in the learning process.

- People learn better when they’re using as many senses as appropriate.
- Each person has unique and valid ways of processing information and experiences.
- New learning is built on a foundation of previous knowledge.
- People prefer to learn that which is of most value to them at the present time.
- People learn best from first-hand experiences.
- Using a variety of approaches enhances learning.

Planning your program or activity
By this time you should be anticipating the planning process. It will follow the same steps we used for all of the other media planning.

What
What is the main theme (or sub-theme) for your site or agency that your program has to help illustrate? How will your program help illustrate this main theme or story? What is your theme for this specific program? Remember that a theme is a simple complete sentence. Here are a few examples of program themes:

- All life is dependent on the sun.
- Mosquitoes are fascinating insects.
- Preserving habitats benefits animals, plants, and all of us.
· Snakes are important creatures.
· The early settlers had remarkable ways to use the natural resources they found around them.
· Ancient pottery is a window into the past.

Remember that you should not be able to ask the question “what about it?” after a theme statement. For example: “Birds of the Park.” What about the birds of the park? This is a topic, not a theme.

Once you have your theme the rest of the program will fall quickly into place. Why? Because the program plan is based on how you will illustrate your theme; what kind of slides, artifacts, tour stops, etc. you will need to use.

Why
Develop the specific learning, behavioral, and emotional objectives that you want your program to accomplish. You don’t have to write lots of objectives. Keep it simple. Answer yourself this: “If after my program the visitors only remember three things, those three things better be…” Fill in the blank and you’ve found some of your objectives.

Examples of objectives:
· **Learning objective:** The majority of the visitors will be able to tell me three ways they can improve habitats for wildlife at their own home.
· **Emotional objective:** The majority of the visitors will feel excited about improving habitats for wildlife at their home, and will want to try it when they get home.
Behavioral objective: The majority of visitors will do some positive wildlife habitat improvement at their home within the next year, such as put up a bird feeder.

Very important: as you think about the theme for your program, and the specific objectives that you want the program to accomplish, ask yourself these two questions:

1. Why would a visitor want to know that (or care)?
2. How do I want them to use the information I am giving them? Interpreting water safety at a corps of engineers project site. What do you think the program objectives are?

Try not to have a program that gives lots of answers to questions that nobody is asking.

The answer to the first question will give you ideas for marketing and advertising your program – telling potential program attendees why they should come to the program (the value of attending the program). What’s in it for them!

The answer to the second question is your behavioral objective for your program, and in my mind, the most important objective to have accomplished.

Who
Who are the visitors (the target audience) for which you will be preparing and presenting the program? What special ways will you need to relate to them? How many visitors will be attending your program? Some things to consider:
• Space requirements for visitors (how many can you accommodate?).
• Ages of visitors.
• Interests of visitors.
• How much time do the visitors have for the program (how long will they want to stay)?
• How will you advertise the program-to which market groups?
• Will the program be too difficult (physically) for some visitors, such as a hike on a long and rugged trail?
• Can visitors easily find the program site?
• If it is a special group, do they have their own program objectives?
• Will they be interested in your program topic (why would they want to know..)?

How/When/Where
This part of the program plan is basically the logistics for the program.

How will the program be presented?
• By the interpreter
• By a guest speaker
• On a guided or led tour
• In a live demonstration
• Using slides or other media
• Through living history
• Other means
When will the program or activity be presented?
- One time only
- Once a week
- By request for groups only
- Offered several times a week
- Program starting and ending times

Where will the program or activity be presented?
- Indoors
- Outdoors
- At an interpretive facility
- In the wilds
- Where should visitors meet?

Implementation and operations
This is the part of the program plan where you can make a list of all the things you will need to do or have to present the program. One of the best ways is to make a checklist. Here is a partial checklist for a slide program presentation:

**Preparation**
___ Have you clearly written the objectives of your presentation?
___ Have you analyzed your audience?
___ Have you prepared an outline, organizing your talk around a theme and representing ideas in a smooth sequence?
___ Have you researched your supporting information for
accuracy and anticipated questions?
___ Have you carefully selected slides that are relevant and of good composition and quality?
___ Have you practiced your presentation and checked for slide sequence and timing as well as for smooth delivery?
___ Did you give the program an interesting but understandable title?
___ Does your program need additional materials to be shown or handed out?
___ Have you checked to see if all needed equipment is available and in good working condition?
___ Have you made all necessary travel arrangements?

Before the program
___ Have you checked out the program area or trail/tour route?
___ Did you set up all equipment—is it ready to go?
___ Did you consider appointing and instructing someone to help you with the lights, projector, etc?

Presentation
___ Any necessary announcements?
___ Do you have your introduction planned?
___ Any safety messages (for guided hikes) or other special instructions to visitors?
___ Do you have your handouts or teaching aids ready?
___ Do you have your summary or conclusion ready?
Remember that the checklist is a tool to make life easier for you. Give it a try for your next program if you’re not already using one.

So What
This is the part of the plan where you ask yourself “how will I know if the program accomplished its objectives?” If you refer back to Chapter Three, there is a matrix of evaluation techniques you can use to help you find out how you did. Here is a self-evaluation checklist (Lewis, 1983) that might also be of use. (Fig. 2).

Interpretive program and services plan checklist
Fig. 1 is a little one-page planning sheet that I developed some time ago to help volunteer interpretors with program planning. Feel free to copy and use this form.

Self-evaluation
As an interpretor, you will be evaluated by the site or area manager from time to time. Responding to the following statements may help you determine how well you are doing as an interpretor. Check the appropriate block for each statement. You may want to ask others to give points of view. (Lewis, 1983)

Planning your presentation
As you plan your interpretive program there are a number of factors involved in presenting an intriguing, emotional, and successfully conducted activity. The following checklist is
Figure 1: Interpretive Program Planning Sheet.
Self Evaluation

As an interpreter, you will be evaluated by the site or area manager from time to time. Responding to the following statements may help you determine how well you are doing as an interpreter. Check the appropriate block for each statement. You may want to ask others to give you a point of view. (Lewis, 1983)

**GENERAL ATTITUDE**

1. I have an insatiable curiosity. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
2. I realize that the search for knowledge is continuous... ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
3. I have a love for all life. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
4. I have a high regard for the invariability inherent in the nature of my work. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
5. I have an appreciation for human history of my area. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
6. I have a high regard for park visitors. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
7. I am concerned for the welfare and safety of visitors. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
8. I want visitors to be better informed, inspired and enlightened because of who I am. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
9. I want to share myself and what I know with visitors. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
10. I treat all visitors equally regardless of age, sex, race, or the way they treat me. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
11. I am cheerful, patient and courteous. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
12. I care about my appearance and dress appropriately for my job. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
13. I don’t put people down for asking ‘dumb’ questions. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
14. I start and end all my activities on time. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
15. I reach out to people, make myself amiable, available. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
16. I believe in what I’m doing. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
17. I feel enthusiastic about my work. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
18. I try to lighten my approach and use humor when it’s appropriate. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
19. I’m self-confident without being conceited. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
20. I stand apart, gentle, but firm in leadership. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
21. I can walk on water. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

**UNDERSTANDING OF AUDIENCES**

22. I am aware of some of the reasons people come to my park area. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
23. I understand the processes by which people learn. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

**GOALS OF INTERPRETATION**

24. I understand the goals of interpretation. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
25. I’m trying to accomplish the goals of interpretation. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

**PRIMARY ELEMENTS OF INTERPRETATION INVOLVEMENT**

26. I arrive early at my activity so I can become acquainted with my group. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
27. Before conducting an activity, I have always established a rapport. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
28. I’ve taught what I do less is more important, and give it my special attention. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
29. I adapt every presentation to those at the group. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
30. I use questioning effectively as an involvement technique. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
31. I encourage visitors to use all their senses. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
32. I use a variety of structural patterns in make my presentations more involving. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

**ORGANIZATION**

33. Every activity I conduct has a theme. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
34. I select main headings which support my theme. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
35. I arrange my main headings in an orderly fashion. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
36. Introductions to my presentations create a favorable atmosphere and audience interest in my subject. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
37. The conclusions to my presentations inspire my audiences. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

**LIVING LIFE TO FULFILLMENT**

38. I use a variety of support material that’s meaningful and organized. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐
39. I tell stories, relate anecdotes, employ narration and use visuals in my presentations. ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

Figure 2: Self-Evaluation Checklist.
Figure 2: Self-Evaluation Checklist (contd.)
useful in helping to plan and present your program:

**Introduction**

___ Create a favorable atmosphere with your audience.
   Arrive early to meet them informally, introduce yourself, learn a few of their names [relate].
___ Arouse interest in your subject and program [provoke].
___ Clarify the purpose of your program or presentation.

**Creating a favorable atmosphere**

___ Refer to current interests of the audience [relate].
___ Respond to the mood of the audience.
___ Refer to special interests of the audience [relate].
___ Compliment the audience.

**Arousing interest in your subject**

___ Ask one or more stimulating questions [provoke].
___ Use an unusual statement (Did you know that...?).
___ Relate a relevant personal story to the audience.
___ Use a provocative quotation.
___ Refer to a problem (pollution, vandalism, etc.).
___ Use an illustration or other visual aid.

**Conclusion**

___ Summarize your main points and theme.
___ Raise questions as to what’s next.
___ Use an inspirational tone and challenge the audience.
___ Script a strong, memorable final sentence.
Delivery is the physical process by which a message is conveyed. It includes such elements as the way a person walks, stands, sits, gestures, uses his or her voice, etc. There are a few general principles of delivery that should be useful to consider as you plan your program presentation.

- Be enthusiastic.
- Feel self assured.
- Use a variety of techniques.
- Be physically direct.
- Use abundant body gestures (non-verbals).
- Be friendly, pleasant, informal, and casual.
- Adapt your pace to the situation.

Preparing for the presentation: tips to remember

1. Know what you are going to try to put across; don’t ramble.
2. Your audience is going to be diverse, with all sorts of preconceptions about their upcoming experience. Bring all of their minds together at the beginning of the program by emphasizing one or two concepts around which your talk will revolve. This unites the group and gets everyone off to a good start.
3. Organize your data in a logical sequence around your major theme. Make it easy for the audience to absorb and remember the main points.
4. Be sure of your facts. Remember that the audience doesn’t hear “I think it’s a...” from your talk. You are the authority.
5. Outline the main points of your presentation. Focus on no more than five major points.
6. Don’t grind on with facts. Remember you are “illustrating” a theme.
7. The story is the thing. A good interpretive program is a well-developed and crafted story that is illustrated with objects, photos, artifacts, or other visual or sensory aides.
8. Keep the presentation short--45 minutes or so.
9. Use humor, jokes, etc. in your presentation. Remember, your audience is often on vacation. They want to have a good time.

Structuring
Structuring is providing the visitors with guidance. It can give the visitors an idea of what the program may consist of, let them know what is expected of them, ease insecurities about the program, direct movements, and suggest activities. Structuring is most effective when it is planned and reveals to the visitor the steps to your objectives.

Introductions
Your introduction at the beginning of a program establishes the climate you expect to maintain throughout. It’s your opportunity to let the visitors know you will take care of their needs as well as provide an enlightening and enjoyable experience. Certain points should be included in the introduction:
These details allow the visitors to decide immediately if the program will meet their safety and security needs. When these needs are met, the visitors will be more receptive to your program.

Transitions
Further structuring can take place by letting the visitor know what they might do as they move to the next portion of an activity. For example, “What I’d like you to do is to follow me down this trail and as we are walking, look for evidence that humans have been here before. When we get to the bottom of the trail, I’ll ask you to share your observations and tell what you saw that indicated human’s presence here.”

Be creative
Discovery consists of looking at the same thing as everyone else and thinking something different.

Remember to be interpretive!
With all of this program planning, remember that for the program to be interpretive it must employ interpretive
techniques and principles. As you are planning the content (story) and the ways you will be illustrating the theme, remember that the presentation must:

- Provoke curiosity and interest.
- Relate to the everyday life of the visitors.
- Reveal the main points through a different or unique viewpoint.
- Address the whole (theme).
- Have message unity.

You may want to refer back to Chapter Two for examples of how to use all of these principles in developing your interpretive presentation.
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Social Design in Museums: The Psychology of Visitor Studies  (Two Volumes)

In some 900 pages, this important work distils the exceptional insights and advice of one of the world's leading thinkers in the field of visitor studies, Stephen Bitgood, a pioneer in the field of social design. Spanning both theory and practice, Social Design in Museums is guaranteed to have you thinking afresh about the fundamentals of your organisation's interface with the public. Its contents are crucial to an understanding of the learning process within museums - and an essential step towards enhancing your institution's effectiveness.

“If museums are going to take seriously their role as (informal) educational institutions, they will have to pay much more attention to the kinds of work represented by this valuable collection.”

Harris Shettel, Museum Evaluation Consultant, Rockville, Maryland, USA.

“Steve Bitgood's ground-breaking results, here gathered together in accessible form, are required reading for all who care about visitors.”

Dr Roger Miles, formerly Head of the Department of Exhibitions & Education, Natural History Museum, London.

Author: Stephen Bitgood
ISBN: 978-1-907697-20-3 and 978-1-907697-33-3 [hardback]

Order online from www.museumsetc.com
Creativity and Technology:
Social Media, Mobiles and Museums

This book brings together papers given at a major conference organised by the Center for Mobile Communication Studies at Rutgers University (the world’s first academic unit to focus solely on social aspects of mobile communication) and Liberty Science Center (the New Jersey-New York City region’s largest education resource).

Presented by leading thinkers and museum experts, the papers provide an incisive, up-to-the-minute analysis of trends in the use of mobile devices by museum audiences, with a special focus on outreach efforts to under-served communities.

“This important collection of essays delves into a complex and exciting world, and makes a key contribution to this developing field.” Dr. Lynda Kelly, Head of Web and Audience Research, Australian Museum, Sydney.

“Mobile technologies have the potential to revolutionize the museum experience. This book shares perspectives and findings that will help practitioners navigate this new learning terrain.” Marsha Semmel, Deputy Director for Museums, Institute of Museum and Library Services, Washington DC.

Editors: James E Katz, Wayne LaBar and Ellen Lynch

ISBN: 978-1-907697-11-1 [paperback]
ISBN: 978-1-907697-12-8 [hardback]

Order online from www.museumsetc.com
Museums are using games in many ways – for interpretation, education, marketing, outreach and events. *Museums at Play* showcases tried and tested examples from the sector and seeks to inspire further informed use of games. It also draws on relevant experience from other sectors, and on the experience of game designers and theorists. It looks at learnings from other disciplines and explores the possibilities of interaction using gaming within museums.

Some 50 contributors include specialists from world-class institutions including: British Museum, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Children’s Discovery Museum of San Jose, Conner Prairie Interactive History Park, Museum of London, New Art Gallery Walsall, Science Museum, SciTech, Smithsonian Institution, Tate, Walker Art Center and specialists from Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, UK and USA.
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“Few people combine the interpretive experience and planning skills of John Veverka. Here is knowledge based on years of national and international interpretive planning projects with parks, museums, commercial attractions and other agencies. This is a classic work by an author who does interpretive planning every day.”

Gary R Moore, Program Coordinator, MetroParks, Columbus and Franklin County, Ohio.
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Dr Marta Brunelli, Chair of Heritage Education (Faculty of Cultural Heritage), University of Macerata, Italy.

“Drawing on nearly three decades of interpretive consulting and training experiences, John Veverka very effectively shares his insights on interpretive concepts and practices.” Dr Bill Lewis, formerly Professor, University of Vermont, and author of Interpreting for Park Visitors.
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